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Abstract
In computer graphics some operations can be performed in either object space or image
space. Image space computation can be advantageous, especially with the high parallelism
of GPUs, improving speed, accuracy and ease of implementation. For many image space
techniques the information contained in regular 2D images is limiting. Recent graphics hard-
ware features, namely atomic operations and dynamic memory location writes, now make
it possible to capture and store all per-pixel fragment data from the rasterizer in a single
pass in what we call a deep image. A deep image provides a state where all fragments are
available and gives a more complete image based geometry representation, providing new
possibilities in image based rendering techniques. This thesis investigates deep images and
their growing use in real-time image space applications. A focus is new techniques for im-
proving fundamental operation performance, including construction, storage, fast fragment
sorting and sampling.
A core and driving application is order-independent transparency (OIT). A number
of deep image sorting improvements are presented, through which an order of magnitude
performance increase is achieved, significantly advancing the ability to perform transparency
rendering in real time. In the broader context of image based rendering we look at deep
images as a discretized 3D geometry representation and discuss sampling techniques for
raycasting and antialiasing with an implicit fragment connectivity approach. Using these
ideas a more computationally complex application is investigated — image based depth of
field (DoF). Deep images are used to provide partial occlusion, and in particular a form of
deep image mipmapping allows a fast approximate defocus blur of up to full screen size.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1: The Sponza atrium model rendered using order-independent transparency.
This thesis explores deep images and their use in real-time image space rendering. They are
elevated as a unifying concept for a recent growing body of work and we focus on improving core
operations with regard to some primary applications such as order independent transparency
(OIT), shown in figure 1.1. A deep image contains multiple values per pixel, which for OIT
allows geometry to be sorted in image space for correct transparency.
We now elaborate, motivating the work by showing the importance of deep images, outlining
some existing problems and areas with opportunity for improvement, and provide context for
discussing the contributions and thesis structure.
Object space and image space are categories of techniques which operate in different stages
in the rendering pipeline and on different data: object space on the original geometry and
image space on the pixel values in the rendered image, as discussed in section 2.1.1. There
are many cases where performing operations in image space improves speed, accuracy and
ease of implementation. A large part of this is due to GPU hardware being well suited, and
even designed, to accelerate image based operations, as discussed in section 2.1.6. A primary
example is the z-buffer [Cat74], which solves the hidden surface problem per-pixel. Deferred
shading [DWS+88; ST90] only performs expensive shading for visible surfaces. Even geometry
can be modified in image space with per-pixel displacement mapping.
Most image space techniques use regular 2D images — a grid with just a single value per
cell, or pixel. These images are “flat”, computed by discarding and compositing geometry, and
can be limiting for many image space techniques. Therefore, we investigate keeping all frag-
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ments during rasterization, shown in figure 1.2, forming a deep image, visualized in figure 1.3,
which is necessary for new, faster, more accurate and robust techniques. Examples include
order-independent transparency (OIT), translucency and absorption effects [BCL+07], photon
tracing [KBW06], shadow mapping [XTP07; SVLL10], depth of field [LES10] (DoF), ambient
occlusion [LSLX13; BKB13], constructive solid geometry [KGB+09; WC10; WLC10; KKP+13]
(CSG), isosurface and metaball rendering [SI12; FSE13], collision detection [HTG03; FBAF08],
indirect illumination [TG10; HHG10; TSSK13; MML13; MMNL14] and even raytracing with
reflection and refraction effects [BHKW07; ZHS08; NSS10; HHZ+14]. These examples show
deep images are useful and becoming widespread in image space techniques, elevating both
their importance and the importance of solidifying deep image concepts and improving core
operations, which this thesis aims to achieve.
Figure 1.2: Rasterization produces fragments where triangles cover pixels (many-to-one).
Figure 1.3: A low resolution view of the Sponza atrium, visualizing fragments as quads.
Our focus is real-time GPU constructed deep images, i.e. those that store rasterized frag-
ments, and applications that use the data. Such techniques have only recently been made
possible, despite some core concepts being over 30 years old, as discussed in section 2.3. The
significance of a deep image is providing a state where all fragments are available. Fragments
are rasterized in parallel, and due to race conditions capturing all fragments with graphics hard-
ware is challenging. Depth peeling [Eve01] is an early method of capturing fragment data from
GPU rasterization, which extracts “layers” of the scene, but is expensive as it uses many render-
ing passes. With new hardware capabilities, namely atomic operations and dynamic memory
location writes, single pass techniques are now possible. We use the term layered fragment
3
buffer (LFB) in chapter 3 to generalize these data structures and techniques. While the new
techniques offer improvement, some suffer from atomic operation contention and large storage
requirements for the typically high numbers of fragments. These techniques were initially used
for OIT, which is a primary and immediate deep image application and a focus of this work.
For OIT and many other deep image applications, fragments must be sorted. A substantial
portion of this thesis investigates new techniques for the under-explored problem of quickly
sorting many small lists on GPUs. This work is among the first to explore real-time exact
transparency rendering, scaling to complex or “deep” scenes, for which sorting is a bottleneck.
Exact, meaning all fragments are captured and sorted rather than just some, as in approximate
approaches. GPU architecture is significantly different from CPUs and directly applying typical
sorting strategies is not always practical. In particular we find occupancy issues and high
temporary memory latency to be dominant factors during sorting.
An important, and perhaps necessary, part of a deep image is in including fragment depth
information (some measure of distance to the viewer). For OIT, pixels are independent and
the depth values are only used to order fragments. The simple description of deep images
as multiple values per pixel is enough. However, this concept can be expanded to include
deep images as another form of geometry in which fragments, which can be considered surface
samples, interact and connect between adjacent pixels. For example, in image based rendering,
images can be warped or reprojected to reconstruct a 3D scene [CW93; MB95]. A deep image
is in one sense many images from the same projection and can similarly be reprojected. More
generally, applications may need to interpolate between deep image pixels (“deep pixels”), query
the surface geometry in deep images from arbitrary angles, not just front-on, and integrate
values across a surface area. We refer to these operations as deep image sampling, using image
processing terminology. A significant problem and focus of ours in deep image sampling is
determining connectivity between fragments. The layers formed implicitly by sorted or stored
order in the LFB, as in figure 1.4, do not match layers or surfaces in the geometry. We see
sampling as a fundamental deep image concept and a clear next step in complexity beyond OIT.
0 1 2 3Layer 4
Figure 1.4: Surfaces formed assuming fragment connectivity by “layer” index in a deep image.
This work also explores generating depth of field in image space. Deep images are needed for
partial occlusion, where the lens can “see through”, or around, out of focus object silhouettes,
as in figure 1.5. Some ideas in deep image sampling are continued and the problem of fast
fragment reduction and integration in deep images is investigated for large blur.
With the above discussion and context, the following questions guide the research:
1. What new techniques can improve deep image performance?
2. How can we render OIT faster?
3. How can deep images be sorted quickly using modern GPUs?
4. What new techniques are important for processing and using deep images?
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Figure 1.5: A photo of 3D printed meshes in a Cornell box, showing depth of field effects with
foreground and background areas out of focus.
The presentation, discussion and developed techniques resulting from research around these
questions form our primary contributions, as listed below:
• Identifying and consolidating deep image concepts and terminology.
• A discussion and comparison of current layered fragment buffer (LFB) techniques for cap-
turing and storing deep images, including early implementation details and optimizations
for the linearized LFB. [KLZ12]1
• Two techniques which synergistically give an order of magnitude performance increase to
OIT rendering by improving the sorting stage:
– Backwards memory allocation (BMA), a strategy to improve the performance in
shaders with local-memory-limited occupancy. [KLZ13]1
– Register-based Block Sort (RBS), an improved fragment sorting method, which bet-
ter utilizes the memory hierarchy of GPUs. [KLZ14]1
• A coherent sorting approach for deep images, taking advantage of adjacent lists of frag-
ments being similarly ordered.
• A discussion of deep image sampling and some preliminary techniques with unique fea-
tures.
• Hierarchical fragment reduction (HFR), a specialized deep image mipmapping technique
used to quickly compute approximate and large defocus effects.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 gives background common among later
chapters. Some chapters also expand on this, including more specific background for some nar-
rower concepts. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3 in particular introduce deep images and OIT respectively
in more depth, being core concepts throughout the work. Chapters 3–5 are primarily composed
of our publications,1 with some minor contextual changes. Together with chapter 6, they repre-
sent a chronologically ordered progression of work in OIT techniques with a focus on fast sorting
and address research questions 1, 2 and 3. The results given are unaltered from when they were
published and so the hardware used for measurements is more recent in each chapter. While
the characteristics of the results remain broadly stable, the improvements from our techniques
have differentially increased over time, which we discuss in section 5.4. Chapter 7 furthers deep
images, as they are used in OIT, considering more complex image operations such as filtering,
where fragments are connected to form surfaces. These ideas are continued in chapter 8, inves-
tigating an approach to reduce deep image data for fast depth of field generation. These last
two chapters address questions 1 and 4.
1Our publications during the course of the research: [KLZ12], [KLZ13], [KLZ14].
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter introduces parts of 3D rendering and the graphics pipeline,1 elaborates on deep
images and OIT from chapter 1, and discusses modern GPU hardware and software architectures
which are fundamental to and directed at the work presented in later chapters.
2.1 GPU Rasterization Rendering
Rendering in 3D computer graphics is computing a 2D image from a 3D model. This compu-
tation is physically based, to varying degree, but commonly models a camera and some form of
lighting effects to be somewhat realistic and create more relatable and familiar images, even in
cases of non-photorealistic rendering. To compute an image, virtual descriptions of objects or
light interacting material is lit and a virtual camera defines a projection for the final image. A
number of methods exist to describe 3D objects but the most widely used in real-time appli-
cations is polygons. In particular triangles, forming triangle meshes, are simple and have some
convenient attributes. Other object descriptions include point clouds, lines, voxels, and higher
order geometry such as freeform surfaces and isosurfaces.
Rasterize
Raytrace
Object Image
Figure 2.1: Rasterization projects triangles into the camera, whereas raytracing projects per-
pixel rays out. The green dots mark where pixel–geometry intersection takes place.
Two main rendering approaches are rasterization and raytracing, shown in figure 2.1. Others
include point or image based rendering, volume and voxel raycasting and radiosity, although
1This chapter is not a complete presentation of the field of computer graphics, rasterization or the rendering
pipeline. Some areas are emphasized while others are ignored based on importance and relevance to later chapters.
An overview is attempted without what some would call typical and classic descriptions and figures that we feel
may divert the reader from the points made.
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there is typically some crossover in practical implementation. Raytraced images are produced
by shooting rays from the camera, projecting the view outwards, and searching for intersected
triangles. Rasterization does the reverse, taking geometry, projecting it onto the image and
computing covered pixels. Rasterization is typically much faster, is the approach GPUs target
for acceleration, and is currently standard for real-time applications. As such, rasterization and
GPU acceleration are an integral part of real-time deep image rendering.
2.1.1 Rendering with Rasterization
Figure 2.2 visualizes key stages of a basic render, biased towards a programmer’s perspective.
Rendering begins with triangle mesh data which defines 3D models. While other geometry
representations exist, throughout this work the original geometry is triangles. A number of
conceptual 3D vector spaces are defined for practical reasons which are discussed shortly, but
ultimately triangles vertices must be transformed and projected into image space, where coor-
dinates are given in pixels. The concept of a camera is included in these transformations, but
as figure 2.3 shows, some short-cuts can be taken compared to a real camera which captures
light projected onto a physical image plane. Triangles are formed in image space by connecting
the transformed vertices. Rasterization then takes the triangles and generates fragments at
covered pixels (discussed further in section 2.1.4). A fragment contains information computed
from the geometry for a pixel; an intermediate value which may later be used to update pixel
values (discussed further in section 2.1.4). It is common to perform shading (such as lighting
calculations) for each fragment. After rasterization, visibility is resolved to obtain pixel colour.
{0.2,  0.0, 2.7}
{0.2, -0.1, 2.7}
{0.1, -0.2, 2.7}
...
0, 1, 2
...
Input:
Triangle Mesh
Rasterization
Vertex:
To Image Space
Fragment:
Shading and Visibility
-1
1
Figure 2.2: Key stages in basic rasterization.
Far
NearImage Plane
To NDC
Rasterize
Fragments
Image (Pixels)
Imaginary
Figure 2.3: Although the concept of a pinhole camera exists in rasterization, in practice a
projection matrix defining a viewing volume is all that is needed, and the image plane can be
ignored.
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Triangle meshes consist of many vertex coordinates connected to form triangles, forming
more complex surfaces and shapes. They also contain other vertex attributes such as surface
normals or texture coordinates, discussed in section 2.1.8. Vertex and connectivity data are
typically separate. This reduces memory requirements and avoids redundant computation when
processing vertices as many triangles share vertices.
Object space is the name given to the coordinate system that objects, i.e. triangle mesh
vertices, are defined in. Each mesh has its own object space, and the data typically remains
static with animation applied during vertex processing on the fly. Exceptions include deformable
objects and dynamically defined meshes such as isosurfaces. Object space operations (as opposed
to image space, below) commonly refers to the use of triangle data, without specific reference
to the vector space, and can also imply more global operations on all instantiated objects in
world space.
World space is the space the scene is constructed in, instantiating objects and placing
them in relation to one another by defining an object-to-world space transformation. These
and other transformations can be efficiently stored in 4× 4 homogeneous matrices and applied
by multiplying vertex coordinates. By pre-multiplying and combining transformations, a vertex
can be transformed to a desired space with a single operation. World space is common to all
instances and provides view-independent relative positions to objects in the scene.
With the scene defined, a viewer is necessary to relate a 2D image to the 3D world. Thus, a
virtual camera model is defined, somewhat implicitly in some cases, and is split into two parts:
a view and projection.
Eye space, or camera space, is given by the camera’s view, commonly position and direction.
The transformation can be thought of as moving the entire world/scene to provide the viewer
location and rotation, which despite appearances is mathematically inexpensive. This analogy
works for other transforms but may be more intuitive here. Like the previous spaces, eye space
is linear and infinite, with viewing volume bounds or projection yet to be defined.
Clip space occurs after a projection has been applied and is 4D. A typical projection for a
virtual environment is a perspective projection, which computes intersections between a plane
and lines to each vertex. An alternative interpretation is that the x and y coordinates are
divided by z, due to the following normalization, to shrink distant objects in the image. Clip
space defines bounds for a viewing volume, where triangles outside can be discarded and those
intersecting can be clipped. Clipping is particularly necessary for triangles that cross the w = 0
plane. Perspective-correct vertex interpolation must be performed in clip space, before the
following normalization.
Normalized device coordinates (NDC) are a result of the perspective divide, where
4D homogeneous vectors are normalized (.xyz/.w) after the perspective transformation to clip
space. The 3D components of visible points now range between -1 and 1 (although z differs
between OpenGL and DirectX).
Image space linearly scales NDC to the pixel dimensions. Here rasterization is performed,
generating fragments at pixel locations, or sub-pixel locations for multi/super-sampling. An
important part of rasterization is interpolating vertex values for each fragment. A primary
example is computing per-pixel z for use in the z-buffer, discussed in section 2.1.7. The im-
age space x, y fragment position is obtained in barycentric coordinates relative to the image
space vertices and then used to interpolate vertex attributes in clip space. Note that the 2D
barycentric coordinates in image space are different from that of the 3D virtual world, which for
many attributes must be taken into account using clip space w, known as perspective-correct
interpolation. Image space operations refer to using post-rasterization fragment or pixel data,
despite the word “space” implying the specific vector space.
After rasterization, operations on fragments begin. The first is fragment shading (which
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may simply be colour interpolation or more complex lighting equations), performed in fragment
shaders on current GPUs, discussed in section 2.1.3. Then a number of more fixed and special
purpose operations are performed, which include hidden surface removal with the z-buffer,
stencil tests and blending, which are discussed in section 2.1.7.
There is some ambiguity between the uses of the terms object/image space and object/image
based. Like others, we use terms object space and image space referring more to the stage of
the pipeline rather than the spaces, although they commonly overlap. For example, an object
space technique refers to operations on the triangle geometry, perhaps in world space where
all geometry is instantiated and relative. Object based and image based are used to refer more
explicitly to source data representation, being meshes or fragments. Image based rendering is a
field of computer graphics with specific connotations, beyond just being image based, such as
reprojecting image data.
2.1.2 The Graphics Pipeline
The graphics pipeline refers to a set of general stages to perform GPU accelerated rasterization,
of which figure 2.4 gives an overview. It broadly follows the flow given in section 2.1.1, but
includes just the practical implementation and hardware stages. For example, the transforms
through different vector spaces discussed earlier can be combined into a single matrix, applied
in the vertex processing stage, and despite the complex concepts the operations are trivial.
Draw
Tessellation
PrimitiveVertex Rasterization Fragment Pixel Image
Connectivity
Vertices
Figure 2.4: A broad overview of the graphics pipeline, with programmable stages in green.
The graphics pipeline is implemented in a streaming fashion with buffers and caches. This
keeps all specialized parts of the hardware busy and reduces intermediate storage requirements.
The stream width increases towards the end of the pipeline, i.e. tessellation and geometry
shaders can multiply the number of triangles and triangles may produce many more fragments.
In raster graphics especially, intermediate data is typically discarded between each render as
reusing data can be far more complex and expensive both computationally and in implementa-
tion than rendering again from scratch.
2.1.3 The Programmable Pipeline
Early dedicated graphics devices accelerated specific parts of the graphics pipeline in a fixed
way. The introduction of programmable shaders made GPUs far more versatile and gave huge
possibilities to graphics applications. Shaders are specialized programs that perform stages of
the pipeline and override fixed functionality. Fragment and vertex shaders were first [Cro05]
(2001), then geometry [Gef] (2006) and tessellation [SA10] (2010) shaders. Recently, compute
shaders [SA13] provide a more general purpose interface to the processing power of GPUs, but
still within the graphics context. GPUs as more general purpose processors are discussed further
in section 2.4.
Vertex shaders take as input object space mesh data, vertex positions and other attributes.
Here, the position can be transformed through the above vector spaces before outputting the
final clip space position. A “post-transform cache” allows triangles to share vertices without
executing the shader multiple times.
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Geometry shaders operate on primitives such as triangles, using vertex shader output
combined with mesh connectivity. They are used for a variety of more obscure purposes, which
are not discussed here, but provide an interface to a number of new OpenGL features such
as layered rendering. Geometry shaders can emit the same primitive as a passthrough, many
or no new primitives. Interestingly this can be used to perform stream compaction using the
transform feedback extension.
Fragment shaders are run on each fragment and commonly compute colour and depth.
An important feature of fragment shader input is the interpolation of values from the vertex
shader, such as depth. With interpolation of custom values, smooth and detailed surfaces
become possible with less triangle tessellation.
2.1.4 Fragments and Pixels
An image is a 2D grid of values. Pixels, picture-elements, are the cell values in the 2D grid.
Rasterization computes which pixels are covered by geometric primitives such as triangles, which
we generalize as surfaces. The relationship is many to one as many surfaces may cover the same
pixel. Addressing this relationship, fragments are the intermediate information; packets of
sampled geometry data for pixels, representing intersections between surfaces and “viewing
rays” from a pixel. The data may be considered an in-flight or potential pixel value, although
there are some broader concepts. A fragment may include colour from an interpolation between
vertices or applied texture, discussed in section 2.1.8. In this case the fragment is essentially
a geometry surface sample. Fragment colour may also be the result of more complex lighting
calculations specific to its position, in which case it is a more a sample of the scene and one step
closer to a pixel value. Pixel colours may be set by each fragment that “wins” the depth test
(section 2.1.7), or modified by blending (section 2.1.7). However a fragment is more than just
colour and pixels may store many kinds of values. In the case of deep images, many fragments
as a whole form pixel values.
A fragment’s geometry is really just a point as it is the sample from a ray intersect, only
generated when geometry covers the pixel centre. The fragment then only gives geometric infor-
mation about that centre point, for the moment ignoring supersampling and related techniques.
For the same reason a pixel is often considered a point in an image. However, displayed pixels
are not points and have area, possibly of different shapes and with separated RGB colour, al-
though it is common to assume pixels are rectangular. With samples failing to represent the
total colour across the pixel, images can appear noisy, have jagged object silhouettes and pro-
duce Moire´ patterns, all aliasing phenomenon. Aliasing, occurs when high frequency signals, in
this case 2D colour, is undersampled and reconstruction from the samples incorrectly produces
different signals — aliases of the original signal given only the few samples. Antialiasing tech-
niques address this by integrating light from the scene across the pixel area to produce a value
more representative of the geometry within it. Colour is light intensity normalized by area and
this operation is equivalent to finding the average colour within a pixel, although we have used
the terms integration and averaging interchangeably with weighting implied. Super-sampling is
an antialiasing technique which numerically integrates colour within pixels by computing frag-
ments for multiple sub-pixel positions and averaging the result. Aliasing can also occur when
images are mapped to objects as textures, which is discussed further in section 2.1.8.
2.1.5 The Framebuffer
A buffer in computer science is a block of memory used as temporary storage while moving
and processing data. GPUs use many buffers internally, but a prominent one of particular
relevance is the framebuffer. Other OpenGL buffers exposed to the programmer include buffer
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objects, which normally hold geometry to be rendered, but are becoming more general purpose
as discussed in section 2.4.3.
In computer graphics a frame is one rendered image in an animated sequence. A common
measurement of animation smoothness or speed is frames per second (FPS). A framebuffer (in
OpenGL, and called a render target in DirectX) stores pixel data, like an image, buffering the
frame as it is rendered. A deep framebuffer, with ties to G-buffers in deferred shading [DWS+88;
ST90], is typically implied by just “framebuffer” and stores many attributes per pixel. This
may also be considered a collection of image buffers, one per attribute, which are grouped to
form the deep framebuffer. Not that this is different to a deep image, such as a deep G-buffer.
Each pixel in a framebuffer has the same number of attributes, while the number of per-pixel
values (which have a complete set of attributes) in a deep image vary. The framebuffer holds
the current image state and intermediate values during rendering, which is typically at least
per-pixel colour and depth.
With increasing GPU programmability buffers are being used for more general purposes.
The “default” framebuffer, which holds the final image is fixed. Framebuffer objects (FBOs)
allow rendering images to temporary memory, which can then be composited with other images
before writing to the default framebuffer, or more generally allow multiple stages in the renderer.
FBOs provide more flexibility than the default framebuffer, but still hold 2D images. Moreover,
each fragment may only interact with its pixel in the framebuffer and cannot modify arbitrary
pixels. This limitation is discussed further in section 2.4.
2.1.6 Image Space and Post Processing
Image space techniques, not to be confused with the vector space (section 2.1.1), are a class of
techniques which operate on the final image after rasterization. This is sometimes called post
processing, like in film and photography, with additional processing after the creation of the
image. The name perhaps implies rasterization and earlier stages have higher importance and
post process operations are merely touch ups. However, for many applications image operations
represent sizeable and essential components.
Many graphics effects can be computed as a post process in image space, with many potential
benefits. GPUs are “single instruction multiple data” (SIMD), have high memory bandwidth
and excel at performing relatively simple and repetitive operations quickly on a lot of data.
This tends to benefit operations in image space more than object space as pixels are simple and
consistent, with potential for easier implementation and thus higher accuracy, unlike triangles
which often require more complex processing and data structures. With pixels it is also easy
to limit certain computation to the field of view and visible geometry. Image space methods
give greater modularity and are commonly promoted for easy integration into existing systems
without interacting with the original geometry or the need to restructure the rendering system.
Deep images further the potential for these techniques, providing more complete scene data and
in a way extend the rendering pipeline, reducing the gap between post process and geometric
operations.
A common image operation is a blur, which is used in a number of post process techniques
such as bloom and depth of field. A naive implementation uses a 2D kernel which gathers and
averages colour over an area. Certain weighted kernels such as a Gaussian are linearly separable
and can be computed with two 1D kernels — one horizontal and one vertical. The sum, and
hence average over a rectangular area of an image can be computed efficiently by reading just
four values using summed area tables [Cro84]. Mipmapping, in section 2.1.8, can also be used
to achieve a fast blur, again providing the average over an area. However unlike summed area
tables, mipmapping is constrained by lower granularity lookup.
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An issue with blurring, and many other image operations for that matter, is what to do at
the edges where the function samples outside the image. A common solution is to assume the
border pixel colours continue indefinitely beyond the image, known as clamping.
2.1.7 Raster Operations
After rasterization and fragments have been shaded in parallel, the stream of fragments is
serialized per-pixel to perform certain operations, called raster operations (ROPs), many of
which are read/modify/write (RMW). As discussed above, the framebuffer stores intermediate
data for these operations and ultimately contains the final result. These fixed RMW operations
are simple, implemented in hardware and are thus able to remain quite fast. A selection of
relevant operations are discussed in this section. Software implemented RMW operations, in
programmable shaders, are of particular interest in chapter 3 during the construction of deep
images.
A common addition to the colour buffer is the z-buffer, which stores per-pixel depth and
is used for hidden surface removal. If an incoming fragment’s depth is greater or equal to the
current pixel’s depth value, the depth test fails and the fragment is discarded. This operation,
called depth testing, min-finds fragments by depth resulting in just the front-most fragments
remaining in the framebuffer. The single-pass methods of deep image construction disable
depth testing to capture all fragments. Depth values are typically non-linear for memory and
precision reasons. For some applications, interpolating eye space z instead or as well can be
more convenient.
Depth complexity refers to the number of rasterized fragments per-pixel and the distribution
across the image. For some rendering applications, high depth complexity can pose performance
bottlenecks sometimes because computation is being performed for fragments that ultimately
get discarded. Some occlusion culling techniques pre-compute visibility information to avoid
rendering large regions of hidden triangles. Early depth testing, where the z-buffer operates
before fragment shading can improve performance when geometry is rendered in front to back
order. Deferred shading techniques shade only visible fragments by operating on a the frame-
buffer’s pixels after a complete geometry pass with depth testing.
Similarly to the z-buffer, the stencil buffer also discards fragments that fail a condition. Its
primary use is masking pixels/areas of the image being drawn to, but also supports limited
RMW operations such as set and increment/decrement based on a simple condition. Most
current implementations only support 8 bits per pixel. The stencil buffer also allows fragments
to be rejected before fragment shaders are scheduled, which is important in chapter 4.
Blending is another ROP. It operates on colour only, combining new fragment colour with
existing colour in the framebuffer. A simple example is summing colour from all fragments,
known as additive blending. In addition to red/green/blue (RGB), the alpha channel (in RGBA)
is commonly used to represent opacity or coverage in more complex blending operations such as
alpha blending, which also require geometry to be rendered in a certain order and is incompatible
with depth testing, discussed further in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
To avoid order issues when rendering transparency, fragments may simply be discarded when
alpha values are below a threshold, called alpha testing. In such cases the geometry is either
removed completely or opaque and doesn’t require alpha blending, so the depth buffer may be
used. However this technique ignores sub-pixel coverage and leads to aliasing. Alpha testing is
common when texture mapping geometry, as discussed in section 2.1.8.
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2.1.8 Textures and Mipmapping
A texture is essentially a 2D image, with the implication it is mapped to a 3D object and sampled
during rendering. In OpenGL a texture also implies filtering is performed when sampled, even
if the filtering method is a pass-through. A texture wraps one or more image with this extended
functionality. The terms sampling and filtering come from signal processing, and are discussed
in more detail in section 7.2. Figure 2.5 shows a texture mapped tree with additional colour
detail, and even apparent variation in the geometry for the leaves using transparency. Textures
are applied by defining 2D texture coordinates, also called UVs, at each vertex to be interpolated
which provide the mapping. In the fragment shader the texture is sampled at the interpolated
position to find the colour. In the case of textures, a sample is more than reading a single value
as interpolation and filtering rules are applied. For example if a fragment lies between texture
pixels, or texels, a smoother result is given by interpolating between them rather than simply
choosing the nearest. Also, if the sample must be representative of a large area of the texture,
the colour over the area must be summed and averaged, as discussed in section 2.1.4. This can be
seen as filtering out the high frequency colour information which cannot be displayed and is no
longer desired. OpenGL refers to the above operations as magnification (with interpolation) and
minification (with integration) filtering respectively. Filtering is standard in image operations
and GPUs include hardware texture filtering support which is available for many uses outside
texturing. Because of this the distinction between the terms image and texture are sometimes
blurred. These concepts are further discussed in chapter 7 where they are applied to deep
images.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) a tree rendered with solid white surfaces, and (b) with textures providing both
spatially varying colour and transparency.
Figure 2.6(a) shows a portion of a textured tree where the texels have high spatial frequency
in relation to the final image pixels. That is, there may be many texels giving high detail to
the surface but all within a single pixel, for example in figure 2.6(c). This results in aliasing as
colour from one texel does not adequately represent the colour of the surface within the pixel
of the final image. Similarly to super-sampling discussed earlier, more texels could be summed
and averaged to improve the result, visualized in figure 2.6(d). In the cases when a large number
of texels need to be integrated this becomes prohibitively expensive. Instead, integration can
be precomputed and performed quickly with mipmapping [Wil83]. A set of textures (mipmap
levels), each half the previous size, is constructed recursively by averaging groups of four texels
as shown in figure 2.6(e). When rendering, the mipmap at the appropriate level is sampled
instead, as in figure 2.6(f) to produce figure 2.6(b). Interpolating between both texels and
mipmap levels, called trilinear filtering, can give a more accurate integration.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.6: (a) texture mapping with bad aliasing from not filtering. (b) integrating texture
values with mipmapping. (c) a white texel is sampled that does not represent (d) the true colour
under the pixel. (e) the mipmap construction process. (f) sampling a pre-integrated texture,
or mipmap level, instead.
2.2 Transparency and OIT
Transparency with alpha blending is a common graphics effect used for rendering particles,
hair, coloured, scratched or dirty glass. It is also used for antialiasing objects that might
otherwise be drawn with the alpha test such as fences, foliage and billboards. These work well
with mipmapping as shown in section 2.1.8. Transparency is also simply used to partially see
through objects but keep their spatial relativity to internal features or other objects. This
is common in 3D modelling, computer aided design (CAD) software (as in figure 2.7), data
visualization, games and other virtual environments.
Figure 2.7: Image showing order-independent transparency in PTC Creo Parametric 2.0.
This section elaborates on the alpha value used in blending, mentioned in section 2.1.7, its
use in alpha transparency, and then in order-independent transparency to solve surface sorting
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issues.
2.2.1 Alpha
Alpha is most commonly used to represent opacity in alpha blending, which we use in trans-
parency rendering. We first discuss what alpha represents and then provide equations in the
next section. The alpha value is a ratio of the effect applied when blending colour in some way.
In this work we use the classic interpretation of alpha described by Porter and Duff [PD84],
who include an alpha channel in images for more complex compositing operations. Physically,
alpha models statistical coverage, its value giving a ratio of solid geometry, both reflecting and
blocking light, to empty space, allowing all light to pass. The blocking of light can be described
as an instantaneous absorption at the surface, evenly for all RGB channels. As the scale this
happens on is too small to see, the geometry is instead drawn as a continuous surface with lower
opacity. This is visualized in figure 2.8 with two surfaces drawn at different scales. There are
a number of alternative alpha representations and physical interpretations, for which we refer
the reader to generalised compositing [Wil07].
Figure 2.8: A transparent red surface over a blue one, drawn at different scales to visualize
alpha representing statistical coverage.
Alpha can also be used to approximate sub-pixel coverage in images. A key distinction in
this case is that the coverage is non-uniform. For example, the alpha value for the red surface
in figure 2.9(a) would be 0.5, but represents exactly half of the pixel. The alpha for the blue
polygon would also be 0.5, representing the other half. A problem with this is demonstrated
in figure 2.9(b) where the coverage is the same, however the blue polygon is completely hidden
behind the red polygon and the result should be different. For such cases with uneven coverage,
typical alpha blending is inaccurate. In the simpler cases such as figure 2.9(a), a modified
blending operation can produce correct results. Saturation blending (used and discussed further
in section 8.5.4) conservatively assumes every surface is directly visible and adds colour until
there is no more sub-pixel area left to fill, at which point further blending is ignored. Like alpha
blending, saturation blending is somewhat order dependent, with the result unaffected as long as
the visible colours are added first. OpenGL’s GL POLYGON SMOOTH is to be used with saturation
blending for sub-pixel antialiasing, although the operation requires ordered blending. The error
in incorrectly assuming coverage location can be quite high, and more expensive approaches are
required for more general cases shown in figure 2.9(c), discussed in [Cat78; Car84].
Although alpha represents coverage, the terms have some different connotations, as for
example indicated by the alpha-to-coverage multisampling technique and SAMPLE ALPHA TO
COVERAGE [SA13], (we refer the interested reader to [ESSL10]). In this work, we use alpha
transparency to describe the statistically even cases and uneven coverage in others, particularly
in chapter 8.
2.2.2 Transparency
Transparency rendering is a non-trivial problem as it uses alpha blending (section 2.2.1) which
is non-commutative (order dependent). Unlike opaque rendering, where hidden surfaces are
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9: Different sub-pixel geometry arrangements: (a) the edge between adjacent polygons
divides a pixel. (b) two polygons drawn over the top of each other exactly. (c) more complex
and arbitrary sub-pixel geometry.
discarded using the z-buffer, all visible transparent surfaces contribute colour to the final image.
Moreover, the contribution is order dependent as each surface partially obscures those behind
it. Transparency can be computed by ROPs with alpha blending but for a correct result the
geometry must be rasterized in sorted order. This requires complex geometry processing and
even splitting triangles in cases of intersection or cyclical overlapping. Because of this many 3D
applications forgo accuracy and render transparency without sorting or only partially sorting
in object space, for example rendering each object in order of depth.
In any case, visibility sorting of some form must be performed, which is discussed more in
section 2.2.3. Once sorted, there are a number of approaches to perform alpha blending of many
surfaces and compute the final colour, which are now discussed.
The most common alpha blending method starts with the farthest surface and blends each
“on top” in turn. This back to front order blending equation is the over operator given in
equation 2.1. This can be seen as covering a background “destination” colour D with a “source”
colour S and mixing them by the opacity α, a ratio between zero and one. The alpha remainder,
(1 − α) is the transmittance value. The result becomes the new background colour and the
operation is repeated for all surfaces.
D = (1− α)D + αS (2.1)
Alternatively, surfaces can be blended from front to back, keeping track of a total trans-
mittance term which is reduced with each surface. Sometimes termed the under blending
operator [BM08; SV14], this is given in (equation 2.2). Here, a visibility value is initialized to
v = 1 and decreases after each surface (2.3).
D = D + vαS (2.2)
v = v(1− α) (2.3)
The over and under blending operations may indicate the fragments themselves to be sorted,
when really the fragment visibility is the necessary component. The visibility of a surface is the
product of all other surface transmittance before it. Correct alpha blending can be obtained
globally by summing surface colours after scaling by their visibility and alpha. A nice way to
visualize surface colour contribution is to plot visibility as a function, as in figure 2.10.
2.2.3 Order Independent Transparency
To avoid the complex problems of polygon sorting mentioned in section 2.2.2, order-independent
transparency (OIT) is an image space technique that sorts per-pixel, and is polygon rendering
order independent.
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Figure 2.10: Plotting visibility along pixel depth.
Broadly, OIT involves capturing fragments in arbitrary order, storing them in graphics
memory, sorting and finally compositing them with alpha blending. Throughout this work,
these are grouped into two stages which both operate in fragment shaders: (1) capturing and
storing fragments, referred to as fragment capture, and (2) sorting and compositing, sometimes
referred to as the resolve stage. As discussed in chapters 3 and 4 sorting can be performed
during capture, although this occurs more in the many-pass and approximate OIT approaches
and has increased load on global memory.
OIT techniques can compute exact or approximate transparency [SML11]. As discussed in
chapter 1 the focus in this thesis is exact OIT, where all fragments are included and correctly
composited with alpha blending, regardless of visual significance. A state where all fragments
are available (or at least their depth and alpha values are) is necessary for sorting as the
first fragment to be blended may be generated last. Other approaches use a limited number
of fragments [LHL13; VF14; VP15; VPF15] or make other approximations [ESSL10; SML11;
MCTB13; SV14; PMM+15], trading accuracy for speed. A number of transparency techniques
are compared in [MCTB11], including approximate approaches or those in which artifacts are
unavoidable. Some transparency approximations also alter the blending operation so that it is
commutative [MB13], and avoid sorting entirely. Hybrid object/image space approaches which
pre-process and alter the geometry rendering order, such as [CSN+12; WX13], are also beyond
this work’s scope. The focus on exact OIT with deep images targets applications and cases
where any approximation inaccuracies would be more pronounced or unacceptable, or other
deep image applications where all sorted fragments are required.
A characteristic of most real scenes is an uneven depth complexity distribution. Most pixels
have a lower than average fragment count and only a few near the maximum. This adds
complexity to OIT algorithms for both storing and sorting the data, in particular with respect
to hardware architecture, discussed further in chapters 3 and 4. Another issue with image space
sorting is the need to keep all fragment data, which can easily be much larger than the triangle
mesh size. In some specific cases, such as large billboarded particles which do not intersect,
sorting is relatively trivial and the cost of object space sorting can be less than that of image
space.
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2.3 Deep Images
An image is the result of rendering. Many graphics techniques operate on image data, which
for regular flat images is one value per pixel. Deep images, which are 2D images with multiple
values per pixel, provide more complete information for these techniques. In this section we
continue the discussion in chapter 1 by giving more in-depth deep image background.
Deep images are increasingly being used in real-time graphics, as discussed in chapter 1.
The A-buffer [Car84] has informally become a common term for GPU constructed deep im-
ages [MB07; Pee08; Cra10; LHL13; BKB13; HHZ+14], and while there are similarities the
original purpose was storing micro-polygons for antialiasing in the REYES system. We seek to
elevate and reinforce the term deep image in computer graphics, not to replace existing terms,
but as a general concept for the information which can then become more specific for particular
applications and implementations.
We refer to values in deep images as fragments as they are our data source, although deep
images may contain many kinds of values. From the perspective of real time rendering, con-
structing a deep image is significant in that it provides a complete state where all fragments are
available, unlike the regular graphics pipeline which generates, uses and discards fragments on
the fly. Without this state, interactions between fragments are limited by unknown rendering
order and one-at-a-time processing. Complex “multi-fragment effects” [BCL+07] such as trans-
parency normally require geometry ordering and guaranteeing correct results for general cases
is often impractically slow.
The exact term “deep image” has previously been used in image compositing [HSDC10;
HHHF12], artificial neural networks, astronomy and poetry, however the idea exists in many
different computer graphics fields. The concept is found in the A-buffer [Car84], dexels [VH86],
ray-representation [EKL+91], the multiple z layers in [Max96], layered depth images [SGHS98]
(LDIs), and deep shadow maps [LV00]. The deep G-buffer [MMNL14] and deep screen
space [NRS14] continue the terminology. The deep framebuffer is a different concept, discussed
in section 2.1.5.
A regular 2D image augmented with or just storing depth, such as a shadow map, is con-
sidered a depth image [GHC97; MMB97], also called a depth map or an RGB-D image. Depth
data may be computed from regular colour images (i.e. from a stereo pair, video or depth of
field properties), captured with rangefinder devices or, as in our case, generated during ren-
dering (such as raytracing or rasterization, offline or online). For deep images, storing depth
is important, even for applications such as OIT where it is used for fragment ordering, but
especially for broader applications that recognize their geometry. Per-fragment normals and
sub-pixel position are also included in the fragment data in chapters 7 and 8.
A deep image may happen to have one value per pixel but may also have many in some and
none in others. The discretized data shares similarities with voxel and point based geometry
but is separated by dimension: rather than storing 3D grid-aligned values or 3D floating point
positions, a deep image constrains samples to a 2D grid of cells but with free depth values.
Giving fragments a depth range, or thickness, similarly to dexels gives them a rectangular
frustum volume and increases their similarity to voxels. Deep images created by rendering
solid, or “watertight”, geometry (also known as boundary representation in solid modelling, or
b-rep) form this implicitly and allow space to quickly be determined as inside or outside the
solid by the boundaries at odd and even sorted fragment positions. This additional structure
is useful in many applications, particularly CSG.
A reason to prefer the term deep image in this thesis over the well established term layered
depth image (LDI) is that “layer” may imply coherent and connected layers, even though not
required the original data structure, linked lists. Layers certainly exist implicitly in fragment
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capture and storage and impact memory access performance, which is discussed in chapters 3
and 6, however these layers do not match physical surfaces in the geometry. The term deep
image has increased emphasis on variable depth complexity and no fragment adjacency or
layered implication as this data is not available, leaving the term “layered” for specific data
structure descriptions. Chapter 7 tackles this issue, introducing geometric connectivity between
fragments to form surfaces.
A deep image may in some cases be thought of as a cache or proxy for the original ge-
ometry [LH13; FSE13]. Geometry processing using point based representations has number of
benefits over triangle meshes, and likewise deep images can be used as an intermediate repre-
sentation to simplify certain operations [WLC10].
2.4 GPU Programming
Originally, GPUs were dedicated graphics acceleration devices with fixed functionality. For
example, the pipeline was one-way, with little ability to compute and use intermediate data,
and performed hard coded per-vertex lighting. With the introduction of programmable shaders,
GPU compute languages such as CUDA and OpenCL and compute shaders, a clear trend is
increasingly programmable GPUs. This allows more general purpose computing on the GPU
(GPGPU) which is beneficial across a wide range of fields, but also gives more freedom for
graphics purposes. Using new GPU programmability and features is at the core of this thesis.
The remainder of this chapter focuses on hardware architecture and features relevant to this
work.
OpenGL and DirectX are the two mainstream GPU based graphics APIs. OpenGL and
the OpenGL shading language (GLSL) are used exclusively here in the discussion and for
experiments, however as both are implemented on the same hardware their feature set is very
similar and the contributions here apply to both.
The graphics pipeline is implemented in a streaming fashion, keeping hardware components
as busy as possible and avoiding large temporary storage. Stages with a fixed input and output
are fast and secure, avoiding complex caching strategies and race conditions. Keeping the high
processing power of GPUs while providing broad programming features, trending towards those
seen for CPUs is challenging. Despite many new features that bridge the gap, GPUs are highly
SIMD (section 2.4.2) which is their primary distinguishing feature. To fully use the available
processing power, algorithms must be written to recognize and target the architecture.
Figure 2.11 shows a typical flow of data through the graphics pipeline with current hard-
ware. The majority of physical GPU processing resources is given to programmable shaders,
which are also the most highly parallel stages, with broad capabilities and primarily where the
contributions of this work operate.
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Figure 2.11: Typical flow of the graphics pipeline in current hardware, showing approximate
numbers of components executing in parallel.
For some time now shaders have been able to dynamically read from arbitrary data loca-
tions via texture fetches rather than the fixed input/output as described above, that is, a value
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is read from a location determined at runtime. A significant step in the evolution of GPUs
is the relatively recent (2008–2009) ability to write to arbitrary locations in graphics memory,
something not possible with the previous general purpose programming methods using frame-
buffer objects. In OpenGL, this was initially exposed via the ARB image load store extension.
This allows scatter operations and opened a new range of possibilities for both graphics and
general purpose programming. With the ability to write to many locations in parallel comes
the issue of race conditions and read modify write (RMW) operations. Around the same time
as dynamic write locations came atomic operations, providing a tool to solve these issues. In
particular OpenGL includes atomic counters, from ARB shader atomic counters, which are
integer-increment only.
One of the first graphics applications made possible by atomic operations and the ability
to write to dynamic locations was single-pass deep image construction used for OIT, which is
a primary focus of this work. We discuss deep images and OIT further in chapter 3, but first
describe some of the more technical concepts and challenges.
2.4.1 Performance
In computer graphics the desire for faster and better images is constant. Improvements to either
speed or visual quality can be equally valuable; the two are coupled and trade-offs are inherent.
While discussing theoretical differences between techniques is important, measuring the
results for real world applications can be more indicative of the true performance. A common
tool for comparing algorithm performance in computer science is computational analysis, which
can demonstrate asymptotic behaviour and scalability for specific stages of graphics techniques.
However for given ranges of values and large constants, especially considering the complexity
of GPU rendering, asymptotic analysis is less useful in practice. Rather, benchmarking is the
standard approach in computer graphics to demonstrate performance and scalability.
There are many stages in rendering and the graphics pipeline, which can have significant
affects on performance and how graphics techniques scale. A few are now discussed, emphasizing
the complexities involved in evaluating performance.
Geometry and other data takes time transferring to the GPU which has a relatively slow
transfer bandwidth, although the data can be stored there for future operations. Vertex pro-
cessing and primitive construction time is affected primarily by the amount of geometry in the
mesh. Rasterization time is affected by the amount of geometry too, but significantly by the
image space size of the triangles being rendered — how close the viewer is to the geometry.
Similarly, the image resolution can have a dramatic effect especially with expensive fragment
shading, possibly pulling memory for textures, which is in turn influenced by data locality etc.
The order in which polygons are rasterized may also affect performance especially when using
early depth testing, and in particular when sorting deep images. The above describes compo-
nents in a single draw call. Others may require results of previous draw calls before starting,
which can stall the pipeline. To fully evaluate the performance of a graphics technique, bench-
marks must be constructed to show how the overall computation time is affected by various
inputs.
In most cases the result is seen by the user, who is subjective, calling human perception
into question when discussing visual quality. While this is certainly interesting, in many cases a
known result is desired which makes a comparison possible without a user study and the difficul-
ties thereof. For example, given many transparent layers, variations in the distant background
become indistinguishable especially with 8 bits per channel display devices. Approximate meth-
ods may take advantage of this spending computation on just the front layers. To compare visual
performance, the numerical differences in the image can be calculated between the exact result
using all fragments and the approximation.
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To assist visual comparisons to previous work, a number of standard datasets with familiar
attributes have been widely used in graphics research. Some used frequently throughout this
thesis include the Stanford dragon, Crytek Sponza atrium, and UNC power plant shown in
figure 2.12.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.12: Common mesh datasets used in computer graphics research.
Finally, memory usage is a concern in many graphics techniques. The bandwidth between
system and graphics memory (typically limited by the PCI-E bus) is relatively low, so ideally
all assets and intermediate data should be stored in graphics memory. The end application will
have a number of tasks to perform, each with their own memory requirements. If too high, the
technique is simply unusable, no matter the visual quality and speed.
2.4.2 Single Instruction Multiple Thread
Shader cores execute in SIMD, where an instruction unit dispatches a single operation that
is performed many times in parallel on multiple data. The Nvidia-introduced term, single
instruction multiple thread (SIMT), adds a level of abstraction with a scheduler, making SIMD
operations somewhat transparent. Most notably, divergent threads within a group are masked
inactive and when thread groups stall, waiting on longer operations, others are executed in
the meantime. While the hierarchy and numbers are more complex, figure 2.13 gives a brief
visualization.
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Figure 2.13: SIMD execution of threads by shader cores.
Threads are created for each instance of a shader (such as those in figure 2.11) to be executed.
To artificially spawn threads for more general purpose computing and not directly rendering, it is
common to render a polygon, rasterizing a desired number of fragments for which computation
is performed in the fragment shader. In practice, this can be a large triangle covering and
clipped by the viewport. Each fragment’s pixel position can be used as a thread ID. It is also
possible to disable rasterization and perform computation in the vertex shader, drawing point
primitives which are simply discarded. Compute shaders show promise for this purpose but
their development is still early and our observation is that vertex and fragment shaders are
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more reliable. The difference between vertex and fragment shader computation is largely in the
thread execution order, discussed further in section 6.4.
In a CPU, scheduling a thread requires a context switch where the current thread’s registers
are saved and the next thread is copied in. Part of the high GPU performance comes from keep-
ing many threads resident at once. The processors have direct access to all threads’ resources
and instructions can be executed for any thread at any time. This avoids overhead for context
switches, and in turn, scheduling may be performed frequently to keep the processors busy.
This hides latency arising from expensive operations such as memory fetches and maintains a
high throughput.
Shader code is written as a sequential program, and indeed executes sequentially from the
thread’s point of view, but with SIMT threads are grouped and executed in parallel. Care must
be taken to avoid divergence within a group. This happens when one or more threads does
something different to the rest of the group such as branch, continue a loop or not exit with the
rest. In this case inactive threads’ processor cycles are wasted, waiting for the active threads
to complete.
2.4.3 Memory
Like most computing devices, graphics cards have a hierarchy of memory, broadly visualized in
figure 2.14. Access performance ranges from very slow global memory (taking many hundreds
of cycles), through faster L2 cache, per-SIMD-processor local memory, to very fast registers.
While compilers and intelligent caching strategies save the programmer from direct interaction
and management of the memory hierarchy, explicitly writing cache friendly algorithms can
greatly improve performance. Some preliminary benchmarks are shown in figure 2.15, where
lists of floating point values are read and summed from global memory with different addressing
methods, as discussed shortly, and also read from constant memory via “uniform buffers” into
local memory and registers before summing. There is a factor of 10 difference in speed between
the methods of addressing global memory, a further factor of 10 to local memory, and in this
case storing values in registers can be completely optimized out by the compiler.
Instruction Unit
Processors
Registers
Local Memory
Global Memory
L2 Cache
Shared/L1 Not Indexable
Figure 2.14: Broad GPU architecture.
A well known principle is that sequential memory access is typically much faster than random
access. However achieving sequential access in a SIMD environment is more complex as a group
of threads must address memory in similar locations in parallel. Individual threads accessing
their own sequential memory do not do this and can in fact damage performance as figure 2.16(a)
describes. Instead, the access order of all threads running in parallel must coalesce. To do this
figure 2.16(b) rearranges the data in an interleaved fashion and instruction 0 causes the reads
from all threads to access a contiguous block of memory.
In OpenGL general purpose data is currently stored in OpenGL images (see section 2.1.8) or
buffer objects. Images have been common as the first forms of general purpose computation with
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Figure 2.15: Performance of different memories and access patterns while reading and summing
four million lists of floating point numbers. A log scale is used to show the difference in scales.
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Figure 2.16: Parallel memory access with sequential array storage ((a)) does not coalesce,
whereas interleaved array storage ((b)) does.
GPUs used framebuffer objects to capture the output of fragment shaders. However, images
have restrictions in place regarding structure and format which can be limiting to GPGPU. The
transform feedback extension has since added the ability to write to buffer objects. As discussed
above, the ability to read and write arbitrarily from shaders is now possible. Buffer objects,
which originally cached static geometry, now provide more flexibility and allow the definition
of custom data structures.
2.4.4 Occupancy
For SIMT to work well it needs many threads. Too few and there aren’t enough to keep all
processors busy. For example, if there are less threads than processes there is clearly wasted
compute power. The SIMT processor does not block until instruction completion, and can
continue execution of other thread groups in the meantime. As discussed earlier, there is also
no overhead for context switches. In this way, SIMT can hide high latency operations such
as memory fetches. Again, to do so many resident threads (section 2.4.2) are needed. GPU
occupancy is the ratio of potentially resident threads to the maximum supported. With a low
occupancy and high latency operations, the shader cores may frequently run out of threads to
execute. The number of resident threads, and occupancy, can be limited either by the number
of threads created or the amount of resources threads require, which is the same for all threads
of a program, i.e. threads may not dynamically request local resources. Thread resources in
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current GLSL programs are registers and local memory. Thus, a program using too many
registers or too much local memory generally performs slowly. Occupancy is discussed further
in section 4.3.
2.4.5 Registers
Single value variables and arrays in shader languages such as GLSL are placed in registers or
local memory, both of which are on-chip as shown in figure 2.14.
Registers are much faster than local memory, which is much faster than global memory.
Local memory used in shaders is equivalent to CUDA’s shared/L1 memory in location. In
comparison, CUDA’s local memory is stored in global memory and cached in L1. This caching
avoids the local memory occupancy issues of shader languages but hides the management of
the memory. We discuss and compare CUDA here as it is executed on the same hardware
and its documentation with regard to the low level operations and hardware is more complete,
providing insight into the operation of shaders. Performance comparisons with the sorting stage
of OIT techniques written in CUDA are also given in chapter 5.
Registers are significantly faster than local memory, and explicitly managing their use for
performance reasons is an established concept in sorting on CPUs [RKU00]. A drawback is the
inability to index registers, as one would an array. Thus special programming techniques are
needed to make use of registers where indexing is required as another, faster, level of memory.
2.4.6 Sorting
Sorting is the sole operation in OIT with above-linear computational complexity. Sorted frag-
ments is also a common requirement for deep image applications. As such, a significant portion
of this work targets improving sorting performance for deep images.
Sorting is a very well known and understood problem. Sorting in parallel, particularly SIMD
architecture, and on GPUs is also widely discussed. However, sorting many small lists on GPUs
is relatively unexplored. Here, many is into the millions, and small is under one thousand.
Asymptotic analysis of the sorting algorithms does not apply here in many cases due to the
scales involved, or at least is close to the threshold. There are many architectural intricacies
introducing high and sometimes unexpected constant overhead, some of which are discussed
above.
Two contending sorting algorithms are discussed frequently in later chapters: insertion sort
and merge sort. Insertion is of course O(n2), while merge is O(n log n). Despite the lower
computational complexity, merge sort is much more complex in implementation and requires
temporary memory. Thread divergence is also a major consideration in sorting techniques. Two
variants of insertion are shown in listing 2.1. Both insert all elements with an outer loop, but
the second optionally breaks out of the inner loop after an element is in sorted position. The
second is implied unless otherwise specified. In chapter 5 sort networks and combinations of
sorting algorithms with external sorts are investigated and discussed for improved performance.
for (j = 1; j < count; ++j)
{
for (i = j - 1; i >= 0; --i)
{
if (list[i+1] < list[i])
SWAP(list[i+1], list[i])
}
}
for (j = 1; j < count; ++j)
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{key = list[j];
int i = j - 1;
while (i >= 0 && list[i] > key)
{
list[i+1] = list[i];
--i;
}
list[i+1] = key;
}
Listing 2.1: Insertion sort first without and then with early termination optimization.
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Chapter 3
The Layered Fragment Buffer
1
3.1 Introduction
Deep images are images with varying numbers of values, fragments in our case, per pixel. The
term describes the general data and information, but in the same way the colour or depth
buffers hold pixel state during rendering, we introduce a buffer concept for the construction
and processing of deep images. Chapter 1 distanced deep images from layered terminology, for
reasons continued in chapter 7, however as discussed further in chapter 6 layers are present and
an important consideration in deep image storage and access. In this chapter we investigate
deep image construction and storage, using the term layered fragment buffer (LFB) to refer
to deep image data structures and construction techniques. The LFB stores lists of fragments
per-pixel and there are implicit layers, however we note this does not imply spatial coherence
or connectivity and the term deep fragment buffer is also appropriate.
The initial GPU accelerated LFB construction algorithms focused on just obtaining this
data, allocated storage for complete layers. This became faster with new technology and cap-
turing higher numbers of layers became practical. Figure 3.1 gives a side-on example of the
data, after sorting. Note that fragments are not always present in the higher layers for all pix-
els. A characteristic of typical scenes rendered with a perspective projection is a highly uneven
depth complexity, and in fact most layers are largely empty. This chapter investigates fragment
capture during rasterization and focuses primarily on techniques to efficiently pack the sparse
data while maintaining performance.
Layer 0
Layer 1
Layer 2
View Direction
Layer 3
Figure 3.1: Fragment layers resulting from sorting fragments by depth.
1This chapter is primarily composed from previously published work, [KLZ12] (P. Knowles, G. Leach, and
F. Zambetta, “Efficient layered fragment buffer techniques,” in OpenGL Insights, P. Cozzi and C. Riccio, Eds.,
http://www.openglinsights.com/, CRC Press, 2012, pp. 279–292).
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Order-independent transparency (OIT) is a well known rendering technique which requires
deep images. Much of the previous work, discussed in section 3.2, is targeted at OIT and we
use it as the primary LFB application to demonstrate and compare techniques and ground
the discussion. The first step in OIT is to build an LFB, capturing rasterized fragments and
storing them in per-pixel lists. Next, the fragments are sorted, producing a similar result to 3.1,
where each layer contains fragments of the same depth index. The sorted fragments are then
blended for alpha transparency using the over operator (in back to front order). Unlike polygon
sorting approaches to transparency, the LFB can resolve intersecting geometry and complex
arrangements such as in figure 3.2. Sorting is an important part of OIT rendering and is briefly
discussed, but further investigation is presented in the subsequent chapters.
Figure 3.2: Cyclically overlapping geometry
Early approaches to capturing all fragments involved multiple rendering passes or suffered
from read-modify-write problems, discussed in section 3.2. The introduction of OpenGL atomic
operations now allow the LFB to be correctly computed in a single rendering pass. The basic,
brute force, LFB technique for single pass construction is to allocate a 3D array, storing a fixed
number of layers in z for each pixel x, y. A per-pixel atomic counter is incremented to write
fragments into the correct layer. While the brute force method is fast, the fixed z dimension
commonly wastes memory or overflows. Two general approaches that pack the data and address
memory issues from uneven depth complexity are:
1. Dynamic linked list construction.
2. Array based linearization.
Both aim to pack the data with minimal overhead; however, there are some significant dif-
ferences. Exploring these differences and comparing performance is the primary focus of this
chapter.
3.2 Related Work
There are a number of techniques to capture multiple layers of rasterized fragments. Before
atomic operations in shaders were available, techniques used the depth buffer’s fragment seri-
alization and multiple rendering passes of the geometry. With the introduction of image units
and atomic operations, techniques to capture fragments in a single pass have been proposed.
Depth peeling [Eve01; Mam89] is an established approach to capturing LFB data. The
scene’s geometry is rendered multiple times, capturing a single layer with each pass using the
depth buffer. For complex geometry and high depth complexities, this method is not practical
for most real-time applications. Wei and Xu [WX06] use multiple framebuffer attachments to
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increase the speed of depth peeling by peeling multiple layers at once. This algorithm suffers
from fragment collisions, i.e., concurrent read/write hazards, however is guaranteed to resolve
errors progressively with each pass. Dual depth peeling [BM08] improves on the performance of
depth peeling by peeling both front and back layers simultaneously using blending. Depth peel-
ing via bucket sort [LHLW09a] uses framebuffer attachments and blending to route fragments
into buckets, defined by uniformly dividing the depth range. An adaptive approach which uses
non-uniform divisions can be used to reduce artifacts caused by fragment collisions. Unlike the
previous techniques, the k-buffer [BCL+07] captures and sorts fragments in a single pass using
insertion sort. Atomic operations were not available at the time this method was developed,
so it suffers from fragment collisions giving rise to significant artifacts, although heuristics were
described to reduce them.
Liu et al. [LHLW09b] developed a CUDA rasterizer which atomically increments counters
to push fragments onto constant-sized per-pixel arrays in one rendering pass. This is the brute
force approach mentioned in section 3.1. Yang et al. [YHGT10] construct per-pixel linked lists
of fragments dynamically on the GPU. We briefly describe this process in section 3.3. The
performance of this method originally suffered from atomic operation contention, discussed
further in section 3.5. Crassin [Cra10] presented a method to reduce atomic contention using
“pages” of fragments. Around four to six fragments are stored in each linked list node, thus
reducing the atomic increments on the global counter at the cost of some over-allocation of
memory. Per-pixel counts are incremented for the index within the current page and per-pixel
semaphores are used to resolve the issue of which shader allocates new pages. We refer to this
technique as the linked pages LFB.
An alternative to the linked list approach is to pack the data into a linear array as de-
scribed in section 3.4. This technique is similar to the l-buffer concept [Lip10] except packing
is performed during rendering, reducing peak memory usage. A rudimentary implementation
using this technique is included in the Direct3D 11 SDK [Mic10]. The technique is also men-
tioned by Korostelev [Kor10] and discussed by Lipowski [Lip11], although the work in this
chapter [KLZ12] is the first detailed comparison. Lipowski also packs the lookup tables which
reduces memory consumption by eliminating empty pixel entries.
3.3 The Linked List LFB
The basic linked list approach is relatively simple to implement. In one rendering pass, all
fragments are placed in a global array using a single atomic counter for “allocation”. Next
pointers are stored in a separate array of the same length to form linked lists. Each fragment is
appended to the appropriate pixel’s list via per-pixel head pointers. An atomic exchange safely
inserts the fragment into the front of the list, following which, the fragment’s next pointer is
set to the previous head node.
head = imageAtomicExchange(headPtrs, pixel, node).r;
imageStore(nextPtrs, node, head);
imageStore(data, node, fragmentData);
Figure 3.3 shows an example of the rendering result. The total number of fragments can be
read from the atomic counter. Fragments in the same list are not guaranteed to be stored near
each other in memory. Reading the fragment data is straight forward:
node = imageLoad(headPtrs, pixel).r;
while (node)
{
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frags[fragCount++] = imageLoad(fragmentData, node);
node = imageLoad(nextPtrs, node).r;
}
6
1 2
5
3
0
0 4
Per-pixel head pointers
Next pointers
Fragment data
Rasterized
fragments
Atomic counter
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
NULL NULL
Figure 3.3: Per-pixel linked lists of fragments.
To determine the memory required for the global array a preliminary fragment counting
pass can be performed or the total memory required must be predicted. If insufficient memory
is allocated in the latter case, data is discarded or a complete re-render is needed.
We believe the Linked List LFB has good memory locality while writing due to the atomic
counter providing adjacent indices for each group of executing fragments. When reading the
data later, the order relative to neighbouring pixels is likely to be different with “shelves” in
the fragment order from small triangles and differences in the rasterization pattern. However,
the differences may not be so great to pose an immediate bottleneck.
3.4 The Linearized LFB
We now discuss the linearized LFB algorithm, which packs the fragment data into an array
using an offset lookup table as shown in figure 3.4(a). This table is computed from per-pixel
fragment counts which is why a two-pass approach is used. The first pass calculates fragment
counts, and the second regenerates and packs the fragment data. This produces a 1D array
where all per-pixel fragments are grouped and stored one after the other, linearly, in contrast
to the linked list approach.
The linearized LFB rendering algorithm is summarized as follows:
1. Zero offset table.
2. First render pass: compute per-pixel fragment counts.
3. Compute offsets using parallel prefix sums.
4. Second render pass: capture and pack fragments.
An example of the count and offset data for three rasterized triangles is shown in figure 3.5.
In step two, the count data is computed, for example as shown in figure 3.5(a). Just the fragment
counts are needed so additional fragment computation such as lighting is disabled.
In step three, offsets are computed, applying the parallel prefix sum algorithm [LF80] to the
count data. The offsets are computed in-place, overwriting the counts, since the counts can be
re-calculated as the difference between consecutive offset values. This algorithm is visualized in
figure 3.4(b) and an example of the final offset table is shown in figure 3.5(b). For simplicity, the
input data for the parallel prefix sums is increased to the next power of two, causing a maximum
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Figure 3.4: (a) Linearly packing fragment data and (b) the parallel prefix sum algorithm [LF80]
used to create the offset table.
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Figure 3.5: An example of counts (a) and offsets (b) for three triangles.
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Figure 3.6: An example of linearized LFB fragment data. This, along with the offset table,
figure 3.5(b), is the algorithms output.
of double memory allocation for the offset data. Harris et al. [HSO07] describe methods for
improving the speed of prefix sums using CUDA as well as handling non-power-of-two data.
The total number of fragments is known from the prefix sums computation. Thus, the exact
memory needed is determined and allocated before packing. Fragments are packed in step four,
during the second and main rendering pass of the scene. Each incoming fragment atomically
increments the offset value, giving a unique index to store the fragment data. Figure 3.6 shows
an example of the final linear LFB data. The data can be accessed using the offsets, using their
difference for the pixel’s fragment count, and keeping in mind they now mark the end of each
fragment array:
fragOffset = 0;
if (pixel > 0)
fragOffset = imageLoad(offsets, pixel - 1).r;
fragCount = imageLoad(offsets, pixel).r - fragOffset;
for (int i = 0; i < fragCount; ++i)
frags[i] = imageLoad(fragmentData, fragOffset + i);
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3.4.1 The Coalesced Linearized LFB
Apart from tightly packing data to improve memory efficiency, an aim was for the linearized
LFB to improve memory locality for faster access. Due to parallel access among shader threads,
discussed in section 2.4.3, we believe there is room for improvement. Targeted at fast LFB
random access, we introduce the Coalesced Linearized LFB in chapter 6, having developed it
at a later stage, but mention it here for reference.
3.4.2 Implementation Details
The LFB is a generic data structure so having a cleanly accessible interface that multiple shaders
can use is important. This is made more difficult with the linearized LFB’s two geometry passes.
Our approach is to implement an external preprocessor to parse the #include statement to give
any shader access to the LFB interface. One could also use ARB shading language include.
The application’s LFB object then sets the uniform variables for each shader that #includes
it. This simplifies managing multiple LFB instances. Injecting #define values is also useful,
for example setting constants, removing unused code, or creating permutations of shaders.
The following shows our basic linearized LFB rendering process where renderProgram and
transparencyProgram are OpenGL shader programs:
lfb.init(); //zero lookup tables
lfb.setUniforms(renderProgram);
render(); //fragment count pass
lfb.count(); //parallel prefix sums
lfb.setUniforms(renderProgram);
render(); //capture and store fragments
lfb.end(); //cleanup. also pre-sort if needed
...
lfb.setUniforms(transparencyProgram);
fullScreenTriangle(); //draw LFB contents
In this example, renderProgram computes each fragment’s color and calls add-
Fragment(color, depth), defined in "lfb.h". This call increments the fragment count in
the first rendering pass and writes fragment data in the second. The transparent geometry
drawn to the LFB in render() is then blended into the scene, rendering a fullscreen triangle.
The fragment shader of transparencyProgram calls loadFragments() and sortFragments(),
defined in "lfb.h", providing an array of sorted fragments to be blended.
We store the linearized LFB offset table and data in buffer objects and bind them to
ARB shader image load store images units via glTexBuffer for shader access. Memory
barriers must be set between each LFB algorithm step and parallel prefix sum pass with:
glMemoryBarrier(GL SHADER IMAGE ACCESS BARRIER BIT). Memory barriers force previous
operations on memory to finish before further operations start. This stops, for example, prefix
sums being computed before the fragment count pass has finished writing the results.
Fragment counts can be calculated in step two using either atomic increments or additive
blending. Blending can be faster but is not supported with integer textures so either the prefix
sums must be performed with floats or a copy is required. Care must be taken to structure the
implementation such that the fragment count between the rendering passes matches exactly.
For example, entire triangles intersecting the near and far clipping planes are rasterized. We
ignore fragments outside the clipping planes by forcing the early depth test with layout(early
fragment tests) in;.
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If blending is used, the offset table can be zeroed with glClear. If blending is not used,
zeroing a buffer object can be accomplished quickly using glCopyBufferSubData to copy a
pre-allocated block of zeroed memory. This gives a small performance boost over writing zeroes
from shaders, at the cost of additional memory overhead.
The prefix sums can be computed in a vertex shader by calling glDrawArrays(GL POINTS,
0, n), without client state attributes being bound. gl VertexID can be used as the thread ID
for the computation. Enabling GL RASTERIZER DISCARD prevents the point primitives proceed-
ing to rasterization.
When reading the total fragment count during the prefix sums step, both glGetBufferSubData
and glMapBufferRange are slow when operating directly on the offset table. As a workaround,
we copy the total fragment count into a one-integer buffer and read from that instead. The
same phenomenon occurs when reading the linked list LFB atomic counter.
When rendering transparency we sort the fragments in a local array in the shader as access
to global video memory is relatively slow. This imposes the limitation of a maximum number
of fragments per pixel because the size of the local array is set at compile time, which is
discussed further in chapter 4. Saving the sorted data (or sorting in-place for small depth
complexities) may be beneficial for other applications which read fragments many times, for
example raycasting. The O(n log n) sorting algorithms perform worse than O(n2) algorithms
for small n; the fastest sorting algorithm tested was insertion sort for up to 32 fragments. This
is discussed further in section 3.5.
We have found shaders reading empty LFB fragment lists takes an unexpectedly long time,
so the stencil buffer is used to mask empty pixels. This provides a performance boost especially
when a significant fraction of the viewport is empty. We believe the cause is related to a
slowdown from relatively large local arrays, in this case the sorting array, for reasons which are
discussed in chapter 4.
3.5 Performance Results
We have implemented the brute force, linearized, linked list and linked pages LFBs. Trans-
parency is used as a benchmark, as other authors have done [YHGT10; Cra10]. We compare
performance and show the linearized and linked list LFBs are competitive packing techniques.
All timing experiments here were performed using a GeForce GTX 460 at 1920×1080 resolution.
A comparison of the coalesced linearized LFB mentioned in section 3.4.1 is given in chapter 6.
Updates to the OpenGL 4.2 implementation (late 2011) provided dramatically faster atomic
counters. As such, the overhead from atomic contention that originally hindered the linked list
approach is less significant. The basic linked list LFB performs better than the linked pages
variant [Cra10].
Two models, the dragon and atrium shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8, are rendered to detail
each algorithm’s step times, given in table 3.1. These scenes were chosen for their differing
viewport coverage and depth complexities, shown in figure 3.9. Reading and sorting LFB data
quickly becomes the bottleneck with more fragments. A goal in linearizing the LFB data is
to improve memory access patterns; however, we observe little performance benefit. Both
techniques perform similarly for these scenes, to within 10% of each other.
Results vary considerably depending on resolution and viewing direction compared to typi-
cal rasterization using the depth buffer. To better investigate these variables, we use a synthetic
scene of transparent, layered tessellated grids, as shown in figure 3.10. An orthographic projec-
tion is used and the grid size, layers, and tessellation are varied. A linear relationship between
rendering time and total fragments is observed in figure 3.11, where fragments are increased
by scaling ten layers of 20K triangle grids to fill the viewport. Rendering more grid layers to
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Figure 3.7: The Stanford dragon model, 871,414 triangles, striped to better show transparency.
1.3M total fragments.
Figure 3.8: Sponza atrium by Frank Meinl, 279,095 triangles. 17.5M total fragments.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Depth complexities where black represents 0 fragments and white represents 8
fragments in (a) and 32 fragments in (b).
increase the total fragments gives similar results. The brute force LFB is faster than other tech-
niques although has much higher memory requirements. The rendering times in the synthetic
scene broadly match that of the dragon and atrium for their fragment counts.
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Dragon Atrium
Algorithm step L LL L LL
Zero tables or pointers 0.02 3.00 0.02 3.00
Fragment count render 3.97 10.60
Compute prefix sums 4.47 4.67
Main LFB render 3.79 5.99 30.00 30.99
Read & blend fragments 8.52 10.16 95.05 88.08
Sort in shader 1.30 0.93 43.68 42.14
Total: 22.07 20.10 177.05 171.24
Table 3.1: Linearized (L) and linked list (LL) LFB algorithm step times in milliseconds.
Figure 3.10: Transparent layered grids of polygons.
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Figure 3.11: Comparing rendering times while scaling layered grids to fill the viewport for
different LFB techniques.
Depth complexity, or rather fragment distribution, impacts sorting performance significantly.
In figure 3.12 the linearized LFB is used to render increasing grid layers while reducing the
viewport coverage, keeping the total fragments (8M) and polygons (500–1,000) approximately
constant. Rendering times are similar for both linearized and linked list LFBs as sorting is a
common operation. The sorting time becomes dominant after approximately 50 layers. Simply
declaring and populating the sorting array (no sorting) with 256 vec4 elements causes a 3–
4× slowdown, compared to blending unsorted fragments directly from video memory (no local
array). As expected, O(n2) insertion sort is faster for small n, for example in the dragon
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and atrium scenes. We expect most scenes to have similar depth complexities, however more
complex scenes will benefit from O(n log n) sorting algorithms.
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Figure 3.12: Comparing sorting algorithms while increasing the depth complexity (using the
linearized LFB).
In terms of memory requirements, the overhead for the linearized LFB is the offset table,
whereas the overhead for the linked list LFB is both head and next pointers. In general, the
linked list LFB uses ≈ 25% more memory than the linearized LFB from the addition of next
pointers, assuming 16 bytes of data per fragment. For 1920× 1080 resolution, offsets are 8MB
— in this case 92KB more than head pointers but potentially up to two times larger.
3.6 Conclusion
We have presented a comparison of the linearized and linked list LFBs and results show both
perform similarly for transparency. An expectation regarding the linearized LFB was that the
sequential data layout would provide faster memory access. For transparency rendering the
differences are relatively small and both packing methods are competitive. There is a slight
trend for better linearized LFB performance with higher numbers of fragments. Its memory
overhead is a little less and one clear advantage is providing constant time random access.
OIT has been the grounding application for this chapter and while the focus has primarily
been on LFB construction, sorting is an important step. This will likely be true for other
LFB applications too. Sorting impacts performance significantly, particularly for higher depth
complexities, which is just starting to show in the atrium scene. The following chapters continue
investigation into LFB and OIT sorting techniques.
The concept of capturing all output during rasterization, for example in REYES [Car84],
is well known and the ability to do so in real-time was becoming practical for real scenes as
of 2012 [KLZ12]. Since then, Kerzner et al. have used geometry shaders to predict primi-
tive fragment allocation, improving atomic contention [EK13], also storing per-fragment prim-
itive indices for shading to further compact memory [KWBG13], with inspiration from Liktor
and Dachsbacher [LD12]. Vasilakis Fudos presented the S-Buffer [VF12], a similar method to
Lipowski’s [Lip11] and the linearized LFB. Maule et al. [MCTB12] presented the dynamic frag-
ment buffer (DFB), also similar to the linearized LFB, and a comparison to the per-pixel linked
list approach [YHGT10] (the linked list LFB).
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Chapter 4
Sorting with Backwards Memory
Allocation
1
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, a new class of methods to build a deep image in a single rendering pass were
investigated, enabled by new GPU features. Rendering OIT requires sorting the deep image,
although unlike depth peeling approaches, these methods do not capture fragments in sorted or-
der. Thus for OIT there are two stages: building a deep image and then sorting and compositing
its fragments. This chapter focuses on improving sorting in the second stage.
Chapter 3 investigated OIT rendering performance for scenes of light to moderate depth
complexity, with just a brief look at sorting performance. For such scenes sorting is significant
but not yet a dominant portion of overall rendering time. For larger scenes such as the power
plant in figure 4.1, the sort and composite stage of OIT takes on the order of 90% of the
total time. A significant sorting time factor in current implementations is the need to allocate a
conservative maximum, or “worst case”, amount of local memory in shaders in which to perform
the sort. This was alluded to in section 3.4.2 where performance improved when masking out
empty pixels with the stencil buffer. The performance impact arises due to local memory usage
affecting GPU occupancy (see sections 2.4.4 and 4.3), which we investigate in this chapter. Our
focus is exact OIT, for which sorting is central, although we note there are approximate OIT
techniques mentioned in section 2.2.3.
Figure 4.1: Power plant model, with false colouring for different depth complexity intervals.
To address occupancy issues we introduce backwards memory allocation (BMA) in sec-
1This chapter is primarily composed from previously published work, [KLZ13] (P. Knowles, G. Leach, and
F. Zambetta, “Backwards memory allocation and improved oit,” in Proceedings of Pacific Graphics 2013 (short
papers), Singapore, 2013, pp. 59–64).
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tion 4.3, a strategy to allocate nearly, within a factor of two, the right amount of memory per
thread and reduce the performance impact of large local memory requirements in shaders. We
demonstrate BMA, applying it to the sorting stage of OIT (BMA-OIT) and show up to a 3×
speedup. While BMA works well with OIT we believe it also has potential to improve other
GPU based algorithms that use varying amounts of local resources.
4.2 Background
Depth peeling [Eve01] was an early OIT approach, as discussed in chapter 3, which essentially
performs selection sort, min-finding with each rendering pass and the result is already sorted.
The result is already sorted and can be blended immediately without storing all layers first.
The high overhead of the many geometry passes is the limiting factor. Some more recent
approaches still during construction [BCL+07; MCTB13; LHL13; VF14; VP15; VPF15], but
do so to avoid capturing all fragments and instead find the closest. For those that capture all
fragments, discussed in chapter 3, OIT is split into two stages. One, building a deep image
by capturing and storing all fragments, and two, sorting and compositing to create the final
“flattened” image. Capturing fragments now has much less overhead, raising fragment sorting
as the next bottleneck for improvement.
For the second stage of OIT a full screen pass operates on each pixel, sorting the list of
fragments and compositing using alpha blending in the same pass. Only one pass through
the fragments is needed for alpha blending so storing the sorted result by writing it back to
main memory is unnecessary and both operations can be performed in the same shader. The
specific deep image data structure is still involved in this stage as the fragment list is read into
a local array. In particular the different data locality and indexing overhead affect performance.
However, this chapter’s contribution is separate and we use the linked lists LFB throughout,
as it gives marginally faster results than the linearized LFB. Listing 4.1 summarizes the second
stage of OIT.
vec4 frags[MAX_FRAGS];
node = imageLoad(headPtrs, pixel).r;
while (node && count < MAX_FRAGS)
{
frags[count++] = imageLoad(data, node);
node = imageLoad(nextPtrs, node).r;
}
... sort frags
... composite frags
Listing 4.1: A fragment shader for the second stage of OIT, showing fragments copied into a
temporary local array from global memory.
4.3 Backwards Memory Allocation
The current best method to sort fragments, which is used by methods discussed in section 3.2,
is to perform the sort in a local array as global memory access has very high latency. Local
arrays in shaders must be statically declared with constant size, as threads cannot dynamically
request memory. As such the array must be conservatively large, accommodating the worst case
number of fragments. However, we have found there is still significant room for improvement
as conservative allocation impacts occupancy (further local memory issues are discussed in
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chapter 5). BMA attempts to address the issue, but first we describe the problem in more
detail.
Local memory in shaders exhibits the behaviour of residing in reserved memory equivalent
to L1 cache and CUDA’s shared memory, shared across each SIMD processor. Note that every
thread reserves the same amount of resources, defined by the shader program. As discussed in
section 2.4.2, active threads remain resident to remove context switch overhead. This allows
other threads to be executed while some wait on high latency operations such as memory
fetches, “hiding the latency”. Many threads must be resident, or “active”, for this to work well.
Occupancy is a measure of how many threads can be active at once, and is limited by ratio of
required to available resources. The larger the local array defined in the shader program, the
less threads can be active and occupancy decreases. Figure 4.2 shows an example where only a
small number of per-pixel threads fit in local memory due to a conservative high allocation.
Low occupancy becomes a problem when a program uses enough resources that the number
of possible active threads is too small for the GPU to be kept busy and adequately hide operation
latency. We have found this impacts performance significantly in OIT due to the local array
used to sort fragments. To support more fragments, both local memory allocation and global
memory access increase, reducing occupancy which amplifies the impact of slow global memory
access.
Unused Memory
Allocated Thread Memory
Available Local Memory
Fragments
Figure 4.2: Local memory limited occupancy - threads declare a large amount of memory,
limiting the total possible concurrently resident threads.
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Figure 4.3: Effect on performance of increasing local memory usage in shaders.
The effect of increasing local memory usage in shaders is shown in figure 4.3, where the
following fragment shader is executed, rendering a full screen polygon to an 800× 600 window
64 times with varying SIZE. The uniform variable zero is required to keep the compiler from
optimizing out the array. Note the stepped shape of the graph produced by memory-limited
occupancy. This demonstrates how important it can be to maintain low local memory usage in
shaders.
#define SIZE set_by_application
vec4 myArray[SIZE];
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uniform int zero;
out vec4 fragColour;
void main()
{
fragColour = myArray[zero];
}
Dynamic local memory allocation is unavailable in shaders so a common approach, when
running out of memory would be unacceptable, is to allocate a maximum. For example, signif-
icant artifacts can occur in OIT when there is not enough memory (see figure 4.7, section 4.4)
and allocating a maximum introduces an unnecessary performance overhead as much of it is
unused. OIT is a good example as scenes commonly have a low overall depth complexity rela-
tive to the maximum and just a few pixels require a lot more memory for sorting, as shown in
figures 4.6 and 4.8 (section 4.4). This performance characteristic is expected to occur in general
for applications with both varying and occupancy-limiting local memory requirements
We introduce BMA to address the performance penalty of large local memory allocation in
the cases where it is underused. BMA groups threads by their memory requirements at run-
time and executes each group using a different shader program with appropriate local memory
defined. We term this strategy backwards memory allocation primarily as permutations of
shaders must be pre-compiled with fixed memory, reversing the memory demand/request order
of common dynamic allocation. Secondly, the concept is also somewhat unusual compared to
typical CPU programming practice in the context of local memory. The term binned or batched
memory allocation is an accurate alternative.
BMA can increase occupancy for threads with varying local memory usage and has potential
for improving SIMD coherency since similar threads are executed together, although this has
not been explicitly observed in our transparency experiments.
Our implementation of OIT using BMA, which we denote BMA-OIT, begins by defining a
set of allocation intervals to group per-pixel threads, each with varying numbers of fragments to
process and hence varying local memory requirements. Shader programs to sort and composite
fragments are then generated for each interval. Given the steps in figure 4.3, we choose intervals
in powers of two beginning at eight, for example: 1-8, 9-16, 17-32, 33-64, 65-128. The last
interval processes pixels of 65 fragments and up but only sorts the first 128 and discards the
rest. Note that zero is omitted from the first interval to ignore pixels without fragments. We have
found exhaustively optimizing these intervals for specific views produces similarly exponentially
spaced values and gives performance increases of the order of 5%, but in general the powers of
two approach works well.
The BMA-OIT shader structure is as follows, where MAX FRAGS is set to the upper bound of
each interval:
#define MAX_FRAGS set_by_application
vec4 frags[MAX_FRAGS];
int pixel = PIXEL_ADDR(gl_FragCoord.xy);
int count = loadFragments(pixel);
sortFragments(count);
fragColour = compositeFragments(count);
Per-pixel fragment counts are required for BMA-OIT, which are recorded while rendering
the scene in addition to the linked lists of fragment data. We use imageAtomicAdd to compute
counts, although additive blending and incrementing the stencil buffer are alternatives.
The stencil buffer is then used to process only pixels with fragment counts in each interval
by the appropriate shader program. The process is summarized as follows:
1. Render the scene to linked lists, storing all fragments and computing per-pixel counts.
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2. For each fragment count interval,
a) Clear stencil buffer.
b) Render a full-screen polygon to the stencil buffer, discarding for pixels with fragment
counts outside the interval.
c) Bind the OIT sort-and-composite shader for the current interval and render another
full-screen polygon, using the stencil buffer to mask out discarded pixels in the pre-
vious step.
Using the stencil buffer instead of calling discard in the fragment shader is fundamental to BMA
as only shaders for the correct intervals are executed. An alternative to using the stencil buffer
is to compute lists of pixel IDs within each range and execute threads directly, although we
have found the stencil buffer performs better.
Incrementing the stencil buffer while rendering the scene can be faster than imageAtomicAdd
and avoids clearing and re-rendering the mask for each interval. Unfortunately this method,
unlike the one outlined above, imposes a limit of 255 fragments per-pixel. If stencil buffer
incrementing is used, BMA-OIT can be computed by rendering full-screen polygons for intervals
in descending order with the following stencil attributes:
glStencilFunc(GL_LEQUAL, intervalMin, 0xFF);
glStencilOp(GL_KEEP, GL_ZERO, GL_ZERO);
This processes all pixels within the current interval and removes them from following passes by
zeroing the stencil value.
With fragment lists already grouped into depth complexity intervals and separate shader
programs, further opportunity arises to optimize each program for its interval, such as using
sorting algorithms appropriate to the fragment count range. While this is also possible dynam-
ically in standard OIT, we have observed better results with BMA. This is discussed further in
section 4.4.
4.4 Results
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: (a) The Sponza atrium, (b) smoke and (c) power plant scenes, rendered with
exact transparency at 26, 12 and 5 FPS respectively using backwards memory allocation with
1680× 1050 resolution and GeForce GTX 670.
All performance results vary scene depth complexity in scale and distribution with a fixed
1680 × 1050 resolution. We compare performance of standard OIT and BMA-OIT using a
benchmark approach. We use the three scenes in figure 4.4, also used in previous work, including
a fly-through of the atrium. Depth complexity is a major factor in the performance of OIT and
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is visualized for the scenes in figure 4.5. The distribution within each scene is further shown in
figure 4.6. All results were obtained using an Nvidia GeForce GTX 670.
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Figure 4.5: Depth complexity of the three scenes in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: Depth complexity histogram of the three scenes in figure 4.4. Note the log scale —
most pixels have a relatively low depth complexity.
Exceeding the maximum sorting memory and discarding fragments can produce wildly in-
correct results, as figure 4.7 shows. This is why it is important to conservatively allocate a large
amount of memory for standard OIT and handle the worst case complexity, even though this
maximum is not used in many views.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Potential artifacts due to an insufficient sorting array size. Image (a) sorts up to 32
fragments, missing window and fence fragment and (b) correctly sorts up to 64.
BMA increases occupancy during the execution of threads with low local memory usage
relative to the maximum. BMA-OIT adapts to the current depth complexity on a per-pixel
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basis. Table 4.1 shows the speedup BMA-OIT provides is a result of processing the lower depth
complexity intervals faster. BMA-OIT gives the speed of smaller allocation (for both various
areas of a static view and various views of a scene) and still supports correct results where
higher allocation is required.
Interval Atrium Smoke Power plant
8 1.14 2.11 2.14
16 0.97 1.18 2.74
32 0.99 1.67 3.78
64 1.00 2.32 3.03
128 1.68 1.99
256 1.00 1.48
512 1.00
Table 4.1: Estimated speedup BMA-OIT gives over OIT at each interval. As OIT does not
have intervals, minor error may exist due to measuring per-interval thread execution.
Table 4.2 shows rendering times for three scenes using OIT and BMA-OIT with varying
local memory allocation. Note that for the power plant, 256 fragments is insufficient for some
pixels. Sorting 1024 fragments was not possible using the GTX 670. Results include using
different sorting algorithms based on fragment count, which we discuss later.
Comparing the highest Max Alloc interval in which pixels exist shows a fair comparison
between OIT and BMA-OIT within the same view. In this case BMA-OIT performs the same
as OIT for the atrium scene and gives a 2.08× and 2.93× speedup for the smoke and power
plant scenes.
The overhead for BMA-OIT is computing per-fragment counts and executing OIT for pixels
in batches. From table 4.2, supporting an additional Max Alloc interval (in which no pixels
exist so no computation is performed) introduces negligible overheads of 0.5% and 0.1% for the
atrium and smoke scenes respectively. This shows even in the worst cases, BMA will not reduce
OIT performance significantly. In contrast, standard OIT rendering performance increases by
151% and 176%, which is needed for the renderer to support views with the higher depth
complexity.
Atrium Smoke Power plant
Total Polys 279,178 13,468 12,701,147
Total Frags 14,449,340 10,072,458 18,479,488
Peak Depth 46 136 278
Max Alloc 64 128 256 512 256 512
OIT (ms) 37.6 53.8 167.7 273.6 372.0 604.0
BMA-OIT (ms) 37.6 37.8 80.7 80.9 203.0 206.0
Speedup (×) 1.00 1.42 2.08 3.38 1.83 2.93
Table 4.2: Comparing standard OIT and BMA-OIT rendering times (both dynamically choosing
insertion or merge sort). Max Alloc is the local memory allocated for OIT and upper limit
for BMA-OIT.
The atrium fly-through in figure 4.8 shows the performance of OIT and BMA-OIT as the
scene and its depth complexity distribution changes. The 33–64 and 65–128 fragment count
intervals, shown separately in figure 4.9, have relatively few pixels and there are no pixels in
the 129–256 range. It can be seen that increasing OIT local memory to correctly support up to
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128 fragments for the peak depth complexity significantly reduces performance in all views —
by a factor of around 1.4×.
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Figure 4.8: A fly-through of the Sponza atrium, showing each frame’s rendering time for stan-
dard OIT and BMA-OIT. The background area shows the number of pixels with depth com-
plexity in each range. Note range 8 does not include zero depth complexity.
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Figure 4.9: Separated depth complexity during the flythrough in figure 4.8, showing only ranges
33–64 and 65–128.
The sorting algorithm chosen has a significant affect on OIT performance. Figure 4.10 shows
the performance of different sorting algorithms relative to insertion sort for sorting and com-
positing different BMA intervals in the power plant scene. Based on these and similar results
we use insertion sort for depth complexities of 16 and less, and merge sort for higher depth com-
plexities. In some cases shell sort may give a small performance benefit, for example the 33-64
interval. BMA-OIT can compile the program for each interval that only uses the best sorting
algorithm without overhead. In contrast standard OIT must branch at runtime, potentially
affecting thread coherency, however this still provides a significant benefit. For standard OIT
we found using insertion sort for intervals up to 64 and merge sort for higher intervals to be
most effective. Note that the threshold at which different sorting algorithms become beneficial
is different when selecting dynamically. The above optimizations increase standard OIT per-
formance by 1.5× and 1.3× for the smoke and power plant scenes respectively while BMA-OIT
performs 2.3× and 2.1× better. Previous results include these sorting improvements.
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Figure 4.10: Sorting algorithm time relative to insertion sort at different fragment count intervals
for BMA-OIT with the power plant scene.
4.5 Conclusion
Large and unused local memory allocation can significantly impact shader performance. We
have introduced BMA to reduce this effect, demonstrated its use by applying it to OIT and
achieved up to a 3× speedup. Moreover, BMA-OIT is adaptive, allowing fast rendering times
for low depth complexity scenes while supporting correct rendering of high depth complexity
scenes. In contrast, without BMA the OIT result is either incorrect for high depth complexity
scenes or performance suffers with low depth complexity scenes.
We have shown choosing the sorting algorithm for OIT based on the fragment count at a
per-pixel level improves performance significantly and works especially well with BMA-OIT, as
the optimization is applied for each BMA interval shader. While this is possible dynamically
without BMA, thread divergence limits the potential gain.
While we have demonstrated BMA with OIT, it may be of benefit to other applications
where occupancy is also limited by varying and unavoidably large local memory usage.
In chapter 5 we use BMA in conjunction with a register based sort which both improves
occupancy and leverages the strategy pattern like feature of BMA to reduce the register based
sort overheads and provide a synergistic effect.
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Chapter 5
Sorting with Register-Based Block
Sort
1
5.1 Introduction
Despite a 3× OIT speed increase from backwards memory allocation (BMA) in chapter 4, sorting
deep images remains the dominant performance factor in exact OIT rendering for higher depth
complexity scenes, such as the power plant, which we term deep. This is partly due to the
computational complexity of sorting being super-linear, unlike the other OIT operations which
are linear. This chapter further investigates the problem of sorting many small lists on the
GPU — small in the context of sorting but still deep, on the order of hundreds to a thousand
fragments, in relation to OIT.
In previous chapters and past work, sorting is performed in local memory as global memory
has much higher latency. Using local memory improves performance, however it has some
drawbacks and further improvements are possible. In chapter 4 we have shown occupancy,
limited by local memory use, to be a large performance factor for which we introduced backwards
memory allocation (BMA). Here we continue the investigation of OIT sorting performance and
investigate better use of the GPU memory hierarchy as follows:
• We show that high local memory latency during sorting is a bottleneck in OIT.
• We present the explicit use of registers as another, faster, level of memory in the GPU
memory hierarchy to perform fast sorting for shallow pixels.
• To apply this to deep pixels we introduce register-based block sort (RBS), an external
merge sort, discussed in section 5.3.
• We use BMA in combination with RBS to both provide a strategy pattern for various sort
sizes and to improve occupancy. The compound improvement is notably greater than the
product of their individual increases.
• We implement RBS and other sorts in CUDA for a comparison to the GLSL implemen-
tations.
• Finally, we compare the performance of RBS with previous OIT compositing approaches.
Our platform uses OpenGL+GLSL and an Nvidia Titan graphics card.
1This chapter is primarily composed from previously published work, [KLZ14] (P. Knowles, G. Leach, and
F. Zambetta, “Fast sorting for exact oit of complex scenes,” English, The Visual Computer, vol. 30, no. 6-8,
pp. 603–613, 2014).
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5.2 Background
The first stage in exact OIT is capturing all visible and partially visible fragments up to the
first opaque one for each pixel. Methods to do this are discussed in chapter 3. Like chapter 4
we use the linked list LFB as the fragment capture method which is common to all techniques
investigated here.
After all fragments are captured and saved, they are sorted and composited in the resolve
stage. Both sorting and compositing are performed in the same pass for OIT, meaning the
sorted order is used only once and does not have to be saved, whereas other applications may
benefit from saving the sorted fragments for reuse. The resolve stage is commonly implemented
in a fragment shader with a single full-screen pass. The costly operations are (1) reading the
captured fragments stored in global memory, (2) storing the data locally as is required for a fast
sorting operation, (3) the sorting operation itself. The final step is an inexpensive compositing
iteration through the sorted fragments.
OIT uses the GPU in its normal graphics/rasterizer mode for capture in a fragment shader.
The resolve stage is then commonly performed in another fragment shader, however an alter-
native is to use GPU compute capabilities via CUDA. CUDA ultimately runs on the same
hardware, although its memory and programming model differs from that of shaders. For this
reason we also compare our shader based approaches with CUDA implementations, and discuss
different performance characteristics.
After building the LFB, fragment data is read, sorted and composited in a single pass,
usually by rendering a full screen quad and operating in a fragment shader. The straight
forward and common approach, which is later used as a baseline for comparing techniques,
sorts the fragments in local memory using insertion sort, shown in listing 5.1.
vec2 frags[MAX_FRAGS];
... populate frags from global memory
for (int j = 1; j < fragCount; ++j)
{
vec2 key = frags[j];
int i = j - 1;
while (i >= 0 && frags[i].y > key.y)
{
frags[i+1] = frags[i];
--i;
}
frags[i+1] = key;
}
... blend frags and write result
Listing 5.1: Baseline implementation with insertion sort.
Chapters 3 and 4 have shown significant benefits from the choice of the sorting algorithm,
particularly that simpler O(n2) algorithms such as insertion sort perform better for shallower
pixels and O(n log n) algorithms such as merge sort perform better for deeper pixels.
5.2.1 Coalescing
Sequential memory access is typically much faster than random access. Achieving sequential
access in a SIMD environment is more complex as a group of threads must address memory in
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similar locations in parallel. Individual threads accessing separate contiguous memory can in
fact damage performance.
Our observation is that the linked list LFB provide good memory locality, although this
may seem counterintuitive. The atomic counter appears to increment sequentially for a group
of SIMD threads. Since the threads write fragments (and next pointers) to the index given by
the counter, writes will also be sequential across the group and hence coalesced. Although this
does not hold for reading, we believe the locality for reading is not bad. Rasterization generates
breadth-first layers of fragments (unlike a ray producing depth first intersections), and it is not
unlikely that adjacent pixel reads will also coalesce as each thread steps through its linked list.
We speculate variations in the raster pattern and small polygons inhibit this by adding spatial
disorder to the links. These ideas are continued in chapter 6, but are mentioned here as the
LFB’s performance affects the time taken to read the LFB data and in particular a variation
of our sorting approach in global memory, even though the linked list LFB is common to all
methods.
5.2.2 Registers
Arrays and variables in shader languages such as GLSL are placed in registers or local memory,
both of which are on-chip as shown in figure 5.1.
Instruction Unit
Processors
Registers
Local Memory
Global Memory
L2 Cache
Shared/L1 Not Indexable
Figure 5.1: Broad GPU architecture.
Registers are much faster than local memory, which is much faster than global memory.
Local memory used in shaders is equivalent to CUDA’s shared/L1 memory in location. In
comparison, CUDA’s local memory is stored in global memory and cached in L1. This caching
avoids the local memory occupancy issues of shader languages but hides the management of the
memory.
Registers are significantly faster than local memory, and explicitly managing their use for
performance reasons is an established concept in sorting on CPUs [RKU00]. A drawback is
the inability to dynamically index registers, as one would an array. Thus special programming
techniques are needed to make use of registers as another, faster, level of memory.
Compilers can optimize an array into registers if indexing is known at compile time. Consider
the two almost identical examples in listing 5.2 with the intermediate SASS output from the
GLSL compiler. The first loop iterates up to a dynamic value. It cannot be unrolled and
registers cannot be used to store array a, seen by the REP..ENDREP loop and lmem local memory
declaration. The second loop is bounded by a compile-time constant and is unrolled, providing
compile time indexing and allowing the array to be placed in registers. Note the nested IF
statements and R0, R1, R2 declarations.
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uniform int n; uniform int n;
int a[8]; int a[8];
... ...
for (int i = 0; for (int i = 0;
i < n; i < 8 && i < n;
++i) ++i)
{ {
a[i] = 42; a[i] = 42;
} }
produces: produces:
TEMP lmem[8]; TEMP R0, R1, R2;
... TEMP RC, HC;
MOV.S R0.x, {0, 0, 0, 0}; ...
REP.S ; SLT.S R2.y, {0, 0, 0, 0}.x, c[0].x;
SLT.S R0.z, R0.x, c[0].x; MOV.U.CC RC.x, -R2.y;
SEQ.U R0.z, -R0, {0, 0, 0, 0}.x; IF NE.x;
MOV.U.CC RC.x, -R0.z; SLT.S R2.y, {1, 0, 0, 0}.x, c[0].x;
BRK (GT.x); MOV.U.CC RC.x, -R2.y;
MOV.U R0.z, R0.x; MOV.S R0.y, {42, 0, 0, 0}.x;
MOV.S lmem[R0.z].x, {42, 0, 0, 0}; IF NE.x;
ADD.S R0.x, R0, {1, 0, 0, 0}; SLT.S R2.y, {2, 0, 0, 0}.x, c[0].x;
ENDREP; MOV.U.CC RC.x, -R2.y;
MOV.S R0.z, {42, 0, 0, 0}.x;
IF NE.x;
SLT.S R2.y, {3, 0, 0, 0}.x, c[0].x;
MOV.U.CC RC.x, -R2.y;
MOV.S R0.x, {42, 0, 0, 0};
...
ENDIF;
ENDIF;
ENDIF;
Listing 5.2: Loop unrolling and register use.
The same loop unrolling and use of registers can be achieved by explicitly generating the
source code for an unrolled loop, which then allows the use of individual variables instead of an
array, for example int a0, a1, etc.
When using lmem the Nvidia GLSL compiler appears to pad array elements to 16 bytes
while the four dimensional components of registers can be used individually. Vector component
indexing may be used to better pack small elements in local memory, e.g.
ivec4 packedArray[8];
packedArray[i>>2][i&3] = 42;
although this increases number of shader instructions and we have experienced difficulty using
it for OIT.
Potential performance gains from the example in listing 5.2 include faster execution of
unrolled code, lower latency access of registers and the increased occupancy from tight packing.
Unrolling loops can be difficult to do efficiently and can produce large amounts of code that
can quickly reach shader program size limits. In some cases just unrolling the inner loops or
simplifying the algorithm can allow use of registers and greatly reduce the number of instructions
generated.
5.2.3 Sort Networks
A sort network is a set of hard coded compare and swap operations which sort the input in
an oblivious manner. Sort networks apply naturally to execution in registers, whereas to get
comparison sorts to do so needs modification and unrolling. However, a drawback of sort
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networks is a fixed input size. One solution to enable sorting variable sizes is to generate a
sort network for each possible size, however this is not practical given shader instruction limits.
Another is to use a larger network than is needed and pad the unused element keys with high
values.
Sort networks are commonly discussed in the context of parallelization as some compare and
swap operations can be executed in parallel [FAN07]. This reduces the runtime complexity from
the network’s compare and swap count to its depth, the length of the minimum/critical path
through the dependence graph. With CUDA’s shared memory or compute shaders, collabora-
tively sorting a single pixel’s fragments with multiple threads is an interesting idea, however we
leave this to future work and instead discuss sort networks in relation to their implementation
with registers.
5.2.4 External Sorting
External sorts were originally the solution to the problem of sorting data too large to fit in main
memory. To reduce expense of sorting in external memory (such as disk), data is partitioned
into blocks which can be sorted in faster memory. Blocks are then merged until the sort is
complete. The concept abstracts to any system with a memory hierarchy, where successive
levels are typically faster but smaller.
Similarly to main memory and disk external sorts, sorting algorithms have been adapted to
better use levels of cache, and finally registers [WACV02; FAN07]. Unlike sorting small lists in
OIT, these approaches commonly target sorting a single large amount of data.
5.2.5 Occupancy
As discussed in sections 2.4.4 and 4.3, high operation latency can be hidden, executing other
threads while waiting. However, this is only achievable with high occupancy, which is limited by
conservatively sized local arrays in the resolve stage of OIT. BMA was introduced in chapter 4
to address occupancy issues. For a short summary, pixels are grouped into depth complexity
intervals of powers of two, which in the case of the linked list LFB requires the small added
cost of computing per-pixel fragment counts. Each interval is then processed in batches, using
pre-compiled shaders with array sizes matching the maximum depth complexity of each interval.
The stencil buffer is necessary to facilitate this, with its unique ability to mask a thread from
being scheduled. A seeming alternative is to exit from shaders outside the correct interval, but
in that case the threads are already active, consuming resources.
BMA is able to significantly improve occupancy and performance for shallow pixels, however
it remains an issue for deep pixels which we aim to address in this chapter. Another benefit
of BMA is the ability to write strategy pattern like per-interval shader optimizations with no
branching overhead. In particular, an optimized sorting shader can be compiled to target just
the fragment counts in each interval and corner cases such as zero fragments can be ignored.
In section 5.4 we compare CUDA implementations of the resolve pass. This is of interest
as CUDA’s local memory model does not impact occupancy like GLSL which is why there are
no CUDA-BMA combinations. BMA may be of use to CUDA applications in cases of varying
shared memory usage, however CUDA has no stencil buffer, or equivalent method of masking
thread execution, making an implementation difficult.
5.2.6 GLSL Functions
Functions are an important aspect of modular programming. For example a sorting function
may take the array to be sorted as an argument, for use with different arrays. However,
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GLSL function arguments are copied in at call time and out before function exit, depending on
the in/out qualifiers, to avoid potential aliasing issues [KBR14]. This is a problem for large
arguments such as arrays in which case the whole array is duplicated. Apart from the copy
operation cost the local memory requirements double, also affecting occupancy and thereby
performance. Using global scope variables, for arrays in particular, and generating code via
macros is more predictable and stable.
5.3 Register-Based Block Sort
Our contribution applies to the resolve stage of OIT, without relaxing the constraint of an
exact result. The resolve stage is limited both by high local memory latency and occupancy.
To reduce the amount of local memory access, we introduce a sorting algorithm operating on
data in registers, referred to as register-based sort (RS). As there are relatively few available
registers, higher numbers of fragments are partitioned into blocks which are sorted using RS
and then merged. We call this process, essentially an external sort type approach, register-based
block sort (RBS). RBS has significant synergy when implemented with BMA, which is discussed
in section 5.4.
The first step to enable sorting in registers is unrolling an iteration through the pixel’s
linked list and reading fragments directly into registers, as listing 5.3 demonstrates. Due to the
constant arguments to LOAD FRAG, the elements of the registers array will in fact be placed
in register memory, as intended. This is only possible in the case of shallow pixels where all
fragments can fit. Writing loops with constant bounds would allow the compiler to generate
similar code. However, the most portable and reliable method to achieve this is by manually
unrolling using explicit branching.
vec2 registers[MAX_REGISTERS];
#define LOAD_FRAG(i) \
if (LFB_HAS()) \
{ \
++fragCount; \
registers[i] = LFB_LOAD(); \
LFB_NEXT();
int fragCount = 0;
LFB_INIT(pixel);
LOAD_FRAG(0)
LOAD_FRAG(1)
LOAD_FRAG(2)
...
}
}
}
Listing 5.3: Reading an LFB pixel into registers.
A straight forward way to sort values in the registers array is using sort networks, unfortu-
nately they operate on a fixed number of elements and the number of fragments, fragCount,
is variable. Alternatively, completely unrolling comparison sorts is not always practical as pre-
viously mentioned. Our solution lies in the middle, unrolling an insertion sort that uses swaps
instead of the optimization in listing 5.1 which shifts values and then performs just one swap.
Unrolling just the inner loop of insertion sort, with bounds shown in listing 5.4, allows regis-
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ters to be used. There are much fewer instructions generated by not unrolling the outer loop
and, compile time is less. However, unrolling the outer loop removes the need for the i <=
j guard, replacing MAX REGISTERS-1 with the now-constant j, allowing each insertion to stop
when complete and gives better performance.
The result is shown in listing 5.5, which can also be viewed as a sort network that uses
conditionals to improve performance and avoid padding. Outer conditionals allow the network
to shrink to the appropriate size, for which an insertion sort network in particular works well.
Inner conditionals stop inserting elements when the correct place has been found. Despite the
overhead of branching this is found to be an improvement over a straight sort network, possibly
due to the typical shallow weighted depth complexity distribution under-filling arrays. Finally,
when combined with BMA, preprocessing directives are used to produce a sorting algorithm
that sorts only up to each interval’s size, rather than a conservative maximum.
for (int j = 1; j < fragCount; ++j)
{
for (int i = MAX_REGISTERS-1; i > 0; --i)
if (i <= j && COMPARE(i-1, i))
SWAP(i-1, i);
}
Listing 5.4: Unrolling the inner loop of insertion sort.
//insert 2nd element if exists
if (fragCount > 1)
{
if (COMPARE(0, 1)) //sort 1st and 2nd
SWAP(0, 1);
}
//insert 3rd if exists
if (fragCount > 2)
{
if (COMPARE(1, 2))
{
//first swap
SWAP(1, 2);
//not in order, so continue
if (COMPARE(0, 1))
SWAP(0, 1); //second swap
}
}
... insert 4th etc.
}
}
Listing 5.5: Fully unrolled insertion sort using registers (RS).
Apart from insertion, there are other sort networks such as bitonic which have lower depth
and computational complexity. However, dynamic sizing (in particular to handle sorting a
partially full block as in figure 5.2) is an issue and our experiments show insertion to be faster.
As performance is significantly affected by fragment data size via occupancy, global memory
transfer, sorting speed, etc., RGBA colour is packed into 32 bits with uintBitsToFloat. A
fragment is then 64 bits, 32 colour and 32 depth which is the sort key. We find this to give
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sufficient colour precision and is a significant performance advantage. With fragment data any
larger, indirect sorting using an index/pointer and depth is likely to be more efficient.
A minor drawback of unrolling loops is the considerable compile time. This can be allevi-
ated to some extent by caching compiled shaders, for example via ARB get program binary in
OpenGL.
For deep pixels there are more fragments than can be placed in registers. This is where
we use an external sort type approach, visualized in figure 5.2. Fragments are partitioned into
blocks of size MAX REGISTERS, which we set to 32, copied to registers and sorted using RS as
above. Sorted fragments are then written back to either local or global memory. Reading all
fragments into registers before or progressively during the sort does not affect performance
significantly.
registerSort32(offset, count)
max() composite() output
Fragments
merge cache
pad?
Figure 5.2: Sorting blocks of fragments per-pixel and compositing during an n-way merge.
With the fragment data partially sorted in blocks, a merge is performed, outlined in list-
ing 5.6. To avoid the heavy external memory bandwidth of pairwise merging, a single k-way
merge is used. This is done with a repeated linear search through the candidate elements of
each block until there are none left. While this is faster for the scenes investigated, a heap may
be beneficial for larger k. When implemented with BMA the maximum k, MAX K, used for loop
unrolling is never more than a factor of two above k.
After sorting blocks, the registers array is reused to cache the candidates from each block.
A second set of registers, blockIdx, keeps track of the candidates’ original locations. Reading
blocks from tail to head the number of remaining elements in each block can be calculated
implicitly, simplifying the corner case of a partially full final block.
As mentioned earlier, in OIT the sorted fragment data is only needed once, for blending,
which is performed during the merge and the sorted result does not need to be saved.
int blockIdx[MAX_K];
for (int i = 0; i < MAX_K && i < k; ++i)
{
//set blockIdx[i] to block tail
//read initial candidates into registers[i]
}
for (int i = 0; i < fragCount; ++i)
{
for (int j = 0; j < MAX_K && j < k; ++j)
{
//find fragment with max depth f
//and its block index b
}
for (int j = 0; j < MAX_K && j < k; ++j)
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{//decrement blockIdx[b] and, if exists,
// read data at blockIdx[b] into registers[b]
}
//blend f into final colour
}
Listing 5.6: Merging sorted blocks.
5.4 Results
(a) V1 (b) V2 (c) V3
(d) V1 (f) Fwd (h) Fwd
(e) V2 (g) Rev (i) Rev
Figure 5.3: (a)–(c) views of the power plant, (d) and (e) views of the atrium, views inside the
hairball producing (f) forward and (g) reverse sorted fragments, views of the sorted grid of
textured planes giving (h) forward and (i) reverse order. False colour is used to show depth
complexity relative to MAX FRAGS.
In this section we compare and discuss performance of various exact OIT techniques. These
differ only in the resolve pass and the linked list LFB is used for fragment capture in all
cases. Benchmarks use a GTX Titan, a high end graphics card chosen for the trend of modern
GPU architectures combining graphics and compute capabilities. All rendering is performed at
1920× 1080 resolution.
We use a number of scenes and views, shown in figure 5.3, to investigate the performance
of different resolve stage techniques:
• The power plant, a model with high overall depth complexity and a depth complexity
distribution characteristic typical of many scenes which is weighted towards the shallow
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end.
• The atrium, a moderately deep scene in which fragment capture is similar in time to the
resolve pass.
• The hairball, with a more consistent depth complexity, also notable for its sorted geometry
that is common for modelling packages to produce when writing a single mesh.
• A generated array of planes in sorted order, with front and back views to investigate best
and worst case sorting.
For each view, we compare performance of RBS with previous OIT sorting methods. Due
to a significant number of technique permutations, we use the following naming scheme. The
BASE prefix refers to the use of a conservative-maximum sized local array in GLSL shaders
without the use of BMA. With the suffix IS, BASE-IS is the baseline implementation using
insertion sort. We add the option to dynamically choose merge sort for deep pixels (> 32), as
in [KLZ13], referred to with the suffix IMS, i.e. BASE-IMS. Sorting is performed in registers
in the RBS versions, which can be implemented using either local memory (L) to store the
fragment blocks, or global memory directly (G) in which case BMA is unnecessary. Each of
IS, IMS and RBS-L have also been implemented using CUDA, which stores its local memory
data in global memory and caches in L1. To reduce occupancy issues in shaders caused by the
local array size, these methods are also implemented with BMA (section 5.2.5), e.g. BMA-IS,
grouping pixels by depth complexity intervals and executing shader programs specific to each
interval. Intervals are set to powers of two, starting at 8, i.e. 1–8, 9–16, 17–32, etc. Intervals
32–64 and up in BMA-IMS use merge sort. We set MAX FRAGS, or limit BMA intervals, to the
next power of two above the peak depth complexity, providing a generous near best case for the
BASE implementations, as they do not adapt to shallow views of a deep scene. RS, without any
block merging, can be used for shallow pixels below 32 fragments, sorting entirely in registers
and removing the need for a local array. This occurs in view 2 of the atrium for BASE-RBS-L,
however it is possible in all views when BMA is used for intervals up to 32, demonstrating the
advantage of combining RBS and BMA.
Average Best
Total/Resolve T R T R
BASE-IS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
BASE-IMS 1.0 1.0 2.1 2.2
BASE-RBS-L 1.7 1.8 4.9 5.4
RBS-G 1.8 2.0 5.4 6.0
CUDA-IS 1.6 1.8 4.6 5.4
CUDA-IMS 2.2 2.5 5.9 7.5
CUDA-RBS-L 2.4 2.8 7.8 9.3
BMA-IS 1.6 1.8 2.7 3.0
BMA-IMS 1.7 2.0 3.9 4.6
BMA-RBS-L 3.0 4.2 6.3 8.7
BMA-RBS-L* 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.1
Table 5.1: Average and best case speedup factors (×) compared to the baseline technique.
BMA-RBS-L* is a comparison to the fastest non-RBS method. Both total (T) and resolve pass
only (R) times are included.
A summary of the performance results is presented in table 5.1. Both the total OIT rendering
time (T) and just the time for the resolve stage (R) are shown. The resolve stage is of interest
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as this is where the compared techniques operate. Fragment capture time, given by T−R,
is broadly constant for all views, although BMA requires per-pixel counts which add a small
computation overhead. In addition to speedup factors compared to the baseline technique we
show a “best of the rest” comparison for BMA-RBS-L, i.e. a comparison between BMA-RBS-L
and the fastest non-RBS technique.
As can be seen BMA-RBS-L is the fastest overall with an average total performance increase
of 3.0× over the baseline across the scenes investigated, and best case of 6.3× where it is only
beaten by another RBS-L implementation using CUDA. Compared to the fastest non-RBS
techniques, BMA-RBS-L improves total performance by 1.15× on average, and up to 1.7× in
the best case. Note that in practice only one technique can be used whereas this comparison is
against the next best, which ever it may be. BMA-RBS-L more than doubles the resolve pass
speed compared to BMA-IMS, from [KLZ13]. The improvement from RBS is primarily from
using registers as much as possible, including the use of blocking and merging in the case of
deep pixels.
Individually, BMA provides an average 1.6× speedup and BASE-RBS-L, without BMA,
provides an average 1.7× speedup. Together though, RBS-L with BMA provide an average
3.0× speedup which is greater than the 2.6× product of their individual increases.
Scene power plant atrium hairball planes
View V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 Fwd Rev Fwd Rev
MAX FRAGS 512 256 128 64 32 256 256 128 128
Peak DC 424 250 118 45 27 200 206 128 128
Total Frags (M) 28 53 19 17 16 113 82 40 40
Total/Resolve T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R
BASE-IS 530 511 490 463 63 45 17.7 11.6 11.6 6.2 436 400 782 750 77 67 448 439
BASE-IMS 442 420 430 402 105 86 19.7 13.7 12.7 7.2 877 839 681 650 197 187 213 202
BASE-RBS-L 422 399 285 257 62 44 14.4 8.4 8.9 3.5 495 459 423 392 77 66 92 81
RBS-G — — 269 240 47 29 16.7 10.7 8.9 3.5 768 731 963 933 42 32 83 73
CUDA-IS 116 94 311 281 47 28 24.9 18.5 23.1 17.4 796 757 452 420 40 30 298 287
CUDA-IMS 89 68 183 154 57 37 24.7 18.3 22.8 17.0 539 501 456 424 74 64 81 71
CUDA-RBS-L 86 65 226 197 52 32 27.2 20.9 25.4 19.7 642 604 626 593 56 46 58 47
BMA-IS 193 172 278 244 45 24 14.0 5.9 12.7 5.0 228 181 476 437 63 50 366 352
BMA-IMS 136 110 211 177 68 47 14.5 6.0 12.8 5.1 513 467 352 313 166 152 179 166
BMA-RBS-L 83 59 109 74 39 18 11.7 3.2 9.9 2.5 231 184 255 215 62 49 75 61
Table 5.2: Rendering time (ms) for compared OIT techniques. Times within 5% of the fastest
are shown in green.
Detailed rendering times for each view are given in table 5.2, with the fastest techniques for
each view highlighted green. Table 5.3 shows the speedup factor over the baseline technique
and in addition, the bottom row shows the speedup of BMA-RBS-L over the fastest non-RBS
technique, highlighted blue. BMA-RBS-L improves OIT rendering speed for all views and
achieves the highest speed in most.
Using just registers and global memory, RBS-G performs well for all but the hairball scene,
and particularly well for the atrium and planes scenes, suggesting a hybrid which uses registers,
local memory and global memory may be able to integrate the improvements.
The hairball and synthetic planes scenes test already sorted and reverse sorted fragment
order, for which insertion sort sorts in n and n2 operations respectively, explaining the large
difference between Fwd and Rev views for the IS techniques. Although RS in RBS also uses
insertion sort for the blocks, it differs by km and km2 operations where m is the block size,
MAX REGISTERS, and is made possible by the k-way merge, which always uses kn operations. As
m2 ≪ n2 the performance difference between sorted directions for RBS is relatively small.
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Scene power plant atrium hairball planes
View V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 Fwd Rev Fwd Rev
Total/Resolve T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R T R
BASE-IS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
BASE-IMS 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.2 0.4 0.4 2.1 2.2
BASE-RBS-L 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.8 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.8 0.9 0.9 1.9 1.9 1.0 1.0 4.9 5.4
RBS-G — — 1.8 1.9 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.8 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.8 2.1 5.4 6.0
CUDA-IS 4.6 5.4 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.2 1.5 1.5
CUDA-IMS 5.9 7.5 2.7 3.0 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.7 1.8 1.0 1.1 5.5 6.2
CUDA-RBS-L 6.1 7.9 2.2 2.3 1.2 1.4 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 7.8 9.3
BMA-IS 2.7 3.0 1.8 1.9 1.4 1.9 1.3 2.0 0.9 1.2 1.9 2.2 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.2
BMA-IMS 3.9 4.6 2.3 2.6 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.9 0.9 1.2 0.9 0.9 2.2 2.4 0.5 0.4 2.5 2.6
BMA-RBS-L 6.3 8.7 4.5 6.3 1.6 2.5 1.5 3.6 1.2 2.5 1.9 2.2 3.1 3.5 1.2 1.4 6.0 7.1
BMA-RBS-L* 1.1 1.2 1.7 2.1 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.8 1.2 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.5 0.6 0.6 1.1 1.2
Table 5.3: Speedup factors (×) compared to the baseline technique. BMA-RBS-L* is a com-
parison to the fastest non-RBS method, shown in blue.
In the power plant and atrium scenes the resolve stage has been reduced significantly as
the dominant component of the total time. Particularly in the atrium and view 3 of the power
plant, where it is now similar to or less than capture time.
GPU Evolution
Since the paper that this chapter is based on was written, we have compared the speedup gained
from BMA and RBS with the GPUs used in chapters 3 and 4 and a GTX Titan X. The broad
characteristics have not changed, but the relationships and speedups have shifted, which we
now discuss.
Table 5.4 gives shows BMA and RBS improvements over the baseline for the scenes in
section 5.4 using the Titan X, which is notably the newer Maxwell architecture than the Kepler
Titan used previously. All frame times are much lower, so much so that other overheads are
beginning to show, particularly for BMA in the atrium. More importantly, the speedup from
BMA with RBS has improved in the larger scenes. Overall, the rendering time for all scenes with
the baseline is a 1038ms. With BMA and RBS this decreases to 135ms, a 7.7× improvement
emphasizing a net gain despite minor overhead in some already fast cases.
Scene power plant atrium hairball planes
View V1 V2 V3 V1 V2 Fwd Rev Fwd Rev
BASE-IS 354 402 29 9 7 81 326 14 224
BMA-IS 112 176 24 11 10 50 149 14 188
BMA-RBS-L 26 39 18 7 7 37 31 16 22
Table 5.4: Total OIT rendering times (ms) using an Nvidia GTX Titan X.
To put the above in the context of previous GPUs, table 5.5 shows results for just view V1 of
the power plant. Using a GTX 460, a 3.9× increase is observed for BMA-RBS-L. With the more
recent Titan X, the baseline rendering time improves by 2.8× with the faster card but BMA-
RBS-L improves by 9.9× giving a final 13.6× speedup. Over five years of GPU releases, the
speedup and benefit from BMA with RBS has increased continually to an additional 13.63.9 = 3.5×
(using the Titan X instead of the 460). This is significant because it shows a continuing trend
that these techniques have been and are becoming more beneficial with future generations of
GPUs.
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GPU (GeForce GTX) 460 670 Titan Titan X
Year 2010 2012 2013 2015
Architecture Fermi Kepler Kepler Maxwell
BASE-IS 1004 538 530 354
BMA-IS 444 208 193 112
BMA-RBS-L 258 100 83 26
Speedup 3.9 5.4 6.3 13.6
Table 5.5: Using the power plant V1, the performance of the baseline, BMA and RBS (in
milliseconds) are compared with different GPUs released over a five year period. The speedup
shows the improvement of BMA-RBS-L over BASE-IS.
5.5 Conclusion
We have discussed a number of performance affecting characteristics of GPU based sorting
algorithms in the context of OIT. We have shown how this can be leveraged by being aware of the
memory hierarchy and manipulating low level operations from a high level shading language, to
provide fast register-based sorting which is particularly beneficial for deep scenes. By unrolling
loops and using a sort with sort network characteristics, fragments can be placed and sorted in
registers for shallow pixels. This method can be extended by sorting blocks of fragments with
registers and merging (RBS). Investigation into support for even larger and deeper scenes many
include using a heap for large k-way merges and hierarchical merge passes when k becomes too
big for a single merge, but is left for future work.
Using a GTX Titan we have shown RBS alone provides an average 1.7× total performance
increase over the baseline, the standard approach of insertion sort in local memory, for the
scenes investigated. RBS works in synergy with BMA to provide faster fragment sorting than
the product of their individual increases. Overall, BMA-RBS-L provides an average 3.0× and
up to a 6.3× total OIT rendering performance increase compared to the baseline. We have also
shown a trend in BMA with RBS to give a higher speedup with more modern GPUs, reaching
13.6× with a GTX Titan X.
The resolve stage is now no longer the dominant factor in the mid-range cases such as the
atrium scene and is on par with the capture stage even for deep scenes such as the power plant.
With the GTX Titan X, this means the approximate OIT techniques which store all fragments,
mentioned in section 2.2.3, could be no more than twice as fast. In general, interactive or even
real-time speeds are becoming a possibility for deep scenes that were previously impractical to
render, both for exact OIT and other applications which also use sorted fragment data.
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Chapter 6
Sorting with Spatial Coherence
6.1 Introduction
Approaches to OIT in previous work and chapters operate independently on each pixel. Per-
pixel fragments are stored in separate lists, then read, sorted and composited in per-pixel
fragment shaders. In particular, each fragment list is individually sorted from scratch. Previous
chapters have focused on optimizing this approach. In this chapter we note spatially adjacent
pixels commonly have similar unsorted order, for reasons discussed in section 6.2, and we exploit
this spatial coherence for better sorting performance. The problem is essentially that of sorting
many similarly ordered lists, which is relatively unexplored. A distinguishing feature is floating
point keys and there is no information to infer if laterally adjacent fragments belong to the same
image space surface, a concept discussed further in chapter 7. Taking advantage of this is not
simple, particularly with SIMD. The overhead in checking for sorted order can quickly become
greater than sorting from scratch and sorting similar lists already has little SIMD divergence.
In section 6.3 we introduce a coherent sorting method which assumes the same order in adjacent
lists and falls back to a full sort when that fails. Performance improvements are observed, likely
due to the obviously reduced sort operations but also reduced local memory use, which would
otherwise limit occupancy. The improvements are modest compared to BMA and RBS in the
previous sorting chapters, and the contribution here is towards a new sorting approach rather
than a replacement. While there are benefits from fragment lists with the exact same unsorted
order, we believe there is greater potential for a more general solution, but leave that for future
work.
The above method requires constant time random access to LFB data, demonstrating the
importance of the basic and linearized LFBs from chapter 3 that provide it. However, the mem-
ory locality of those data structures could be improved. While not required for coherent sorting,
we attempt better memory access patterns with random access. In section 6.4 an extension to
the linearized LFB is introduced, the coalesced linearized LFB, which interleaves blocks of pixel
lists for better parallel memory access at the expense of some unused memory. We also show
how modifying the pixel addressing can improve LFB access time. These improvements bring
the speed of the linearized LFB back into competition with the linked list LFB for smaller
scenes.
6.2 Coherence in Deep Images
A convention in 3D graphics is to render each frame from scratch without storing intermediate
data for later reuse. Intricate and complex algorithms can perform poorly in SIMD due to
divergence and limited GPU features compared to a CPU, especially when there are many
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edge cases to accommodate. As such, “dumb” brute-force algorithms are commonly favoured.
However, there are many cases where reusing data is beneficial. In particular real-time graphics
applications commonly exhibit spatial and temporal coherence which can be exploited [GP95].
This is when adjacent pixels may represent the same surface as their neighbours or the camera
has not moved much and the surfaces are still broadly in the same place in the image. Before
discussing coherent sorting in section 6.3 we describe certain characteristics that affect coherence
in deep images. That is, we explore when and why spatial coherence can be expected in a deep
image for coherent sorting to be effective.
Rasterization broadly computes all fragments for each primitive in turn. There are multiple
rasterizers and they operate in parallel, however not all geometry is rasterized at once. Rather,
triangles are processed in a streaming/batched fashion. Moreover, as discussed in chapter 2,
triangles may reuse vertices already processed for other triangles via the post-transform cache
while rendering. For this reason and simply for more sequential memory access, modelling ap-
plications commonly create meshes with optimized triangle orders, grouping adjacent triangles
that share vertices. The result is rasterization generating spatially breadth-first “layers” of
fragments, unlike a ray-traversal which generates depth-first intersections.
Rasterization is performed in parallel, which introduces race conditions and noise to the
fragment order. Obviously a triangle is planar and cannot overlap itself but when there are
many small triangles the chance that some overlap and are rasterized at the same time increases.
With higher resolutions the same polygons cover more pixels, which reduces the overlap chances.
LFB techniques push fragments onto per-pixel lists in rasterization order, which together
with the above, results in neighbouring pixels commonly containing fragments from the same
surfaces and in the same rendered order. Variations in the unsorted lists still occur but are less
frequent in scenes and views where surfaces span many pixels.
OIT rendering discussed in previous chapters sorts and composites each pixel separately,
albeit in SIMT and in a fragment shader. With fragments in the same order there is less
divergence and caches are more effective, so similarly unsorted lists already have improved
performance even before explicitly exploiting any spatial coherence. Consider the best case
where all lists have the same order. There is no divergence and the time spent is just that of
transferring the data and a single sort operation. One potential improvement may be removing
the single sort operation delay from each group of SIMT threads. Without this sort, data could
simply be read in sorted order and the occupancy limiting factors in storing temporary memory
(discussed in chapters 4–5) are reduced. A solution to sorting similarly ordered lists may also
improve SIMD performance and reduce divergence if the similar lists can be grouped.
6.3 Sorting Coherent Fragment Lists
To compute OIT a deep image is constructed and its fragments must be blended in sorted
order. We have noted deep images commonly have similarly ordered fragments. In this section
we outline a technique to exploit this attribute for fast sorting. It applies the sort operations
from a subset of pixels to neighbouring ones, detecting any errors and re-sorting just those
pixels.
The technique has three stages. In stage one, the image is divided into small tiles on the
order of 100 pixels. These tiles are used to define spatial locality for the unsorted lists. For each
tile a candidate centre pixel is sorted and its reordering operation, referred to as the template,
is stored. In stage two, the template is applied to all other pixels in the tile, attempting to
sort them. A template cannot be applied directly to a list with a different fragment count, so
pixels with different numbers of fragments to the template are ignored. This stage is efficient as
fragments can simply be read in the order given by the template, completely avoiding temporary
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storage of all fragment and template data. Each fragment read is compared against the last
to determine if the template reordering is successfully sorting the list. If any fragments are
out of order, the operation is immediately aborted. For OIT, fragments are blended in turn
while reading but they could also be written to another buffer for reuse. Pixels with differing
fragment counts or those where the template failed to sort the list are marked as failed. In the
third stage, pixels that failed stage two are fully sorted from scratch and then composited. The
stages are visualized in figure 6.1 for a single tile, except in our implementation the tile size is
16× 16. The technique is summarized in algorithm 1.
(a) Stage 1 (b) Stage 2 (c) Stage 3
Figure 6.1: Sorting a tile of pixels, starting by (a) fully sorting the candidate centre pixel and
creating a template. Then (b) applying the same reordering from the template to other pixels
in the tile, with failed pixels coloured red. Finally (c) fully sorting pixels that failed in (b).
Algorithm 1 Sort and Composite Transparency
for all 16× 16 tiles do ⊲ Stage 1: low resolution sort
Load centre fragments
Initialize template to [0, N)
Sort fragments alongside template
Write template for tile
end for
for all pixels do ⊲ Stage 2: apply template order
Compute tile and tile’s candidate pixel coordinates
if pixel count ! = centre count then discard
for each index in tile’s template do
Get fragment at index
if fragment depth > last depth then discard
Blend fragment
end for
Write colour
end for
for all discarded pixels do ⊲ Stage 3: Fully sort failed pixels
Load fragments
Sort fragments
Composite fragments
Write colour
end for
As discussed in section 6.2 the more brute force methods are commonly favourable to GPU
architecture, even though some data may stored and reused. This coherent sorting method can
be seen as a balance, in one sense rendering a low resolution image (one pixel per tile) and using
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it to help compute the full resolution one. However, rather than attempt to support lists of
nearly the same, or even quite different order, the operation is simply aborted and a full brute
force sort is performed for that list.
As discussed earlier, sorting in OIT is a bottleneck for complex scenes. Two main factors in
sorting are the use of significantly large local memory in which to perform the sort, discussed
in chapter 4, and the actual sorting computation. Our method has potential to avoid both
these issues in the second pass, linearly reading in sorted order without large local memory
requirements.
To operate on just the candidate pixels in the first stage we use glPolygonStipple, masking
out other pixels. To create the sort operation template, the initial index of each fragment is
tracked during the sort. Only fragment depth and the initial index are stored here as colour is
not needed. The indices now form the template, which is written to global memory and later
used to read fragments in sorted order. This stage is fast due to the small number of candidate
pixels, but is slower than sorting the same number of pixels in regular OIT due to the bad
spatial and memory locality and the minor overhead of maintaining the template.
The GLSL compiler pads local array elements to 16 bytes, which can significantly affect
occupancy. We have found manually packing arrays, such as the template indices, into 4
component vector arrays and indexing with array[i>>2][i&3] improves performance a little
while sorting.
The templates are applied during a full screen pass, simply by iterating through the tile’s
template for each pixel and reading fragments at the given index. This introduces additional
memory transfer overhead for the template indices. An LFB with constant time random access
is important here to read fragments in the order given by the template. In the case of linked
lists, all fragments would need to be temporarily stored in local memory, however we have
found occupancy costs outweigh any benefit. This limits the technique to, and highlights the
importance of, array based fragment storage which is discussed further in section 6.4. We believe
the random access is not fundamentally detrimental to cache performance as parallel threads
read fragments in the same template order.
The stencil buffer is used to mark which pixels fail or succeed in stage two. Those that
succeed write the composited colour and mask out further operations. Pixels that could not be
sorted are left unmarked (by calling discard) and are sorted and composited from scratch in
stage three during a full screen pass, with a regular sorting shader.
Choosing a good tile size is somewhat scene and resolution dependent. A smaller tile in-
creases the successful application of templates in stage two and lowers the cost of fixing failed
pixels in stage three. However this also means more work for the first stage, and ultimately
many pixels may simply be different so there are diminishing returns. There is also potential
here for frame to frame coherence, where templates from the previous frame are checked for
possible reuse, avoiding some initial sorts. This would give both spatial and temporal coherency
to sorting, but this investigation is left for future work.
6.4 The Coalesced Linearized LFB
It is well known that data locality and access order can have a large impact on performance,
especially for memory bandwidth intensive problem such as OIT. The linked list LFB uses a
global atomic counter for fragment memory “allocation”. Due to the parallel atomic increments,
we believe the memory locations coalesce implicitly and provide good cache performance. In
contrast, the linearized LFB groups fragments into sequential per-pixel arrays. While sequential
data is normally beneficial we have described how this can actually hurt performance in a SIMD
context in section 2.4.3. This section introduces the coalesced linearized LFB (CL-LFB), which
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aims to improve cache performance. It does so by interleaving fragment lists, grouped by the
observed rasterization pattern, at the expense of increased memory requirements.
The aim of the CL-LFB is to improve memory access patterns in a group of SIMT threads.
When a memory access operation is given, all threads in the group should read values from a
sequential block of memory. Before looking at changing the memory layout, the grouping of
threads must be known. In OIT, threads operate per-fragment when writing and per-pixel when
reading. Currently reading is performed during a full screen pass, so both reading and writing
are dependent on the rasterization order, or pattern, of the GPU which unfortunately varies.
Measuring the order of the Nvidia GTX Titan (Kepler architecture) using OpenGL atomic
counters produces tiled patterns similar to that shown in figure 6.2 although the starting index
can change and polygon edges cutting the tile break the pattern. Still, we make the assumption
that following this pattern in LFB addressing will on average reduce divergence. The following
function is used to index the 1D array of pixels give a 2D pixel coordinate. The pattern within
the tile repeats, so we use 2× 8 rather than 4× 8.
int tilesIndex(ivec2 vpSize, ivec2 pixelCoord)
{
const ivec2 tileSize = ivec2(2, 8);
ivec2 tile = pixelCoord / tileSize;
ivec2 subTile = pixelCoord - tile * tileSize;
return tileSize.y * (tile.y * vpSize.x + tile.x * tileSize.x)
+ subTile.y * tileSize.x + subTile.x;
}
In fact, results show small performance increases with other operations such as L-LFB counting,
simply by altering the addressing to match this tiling pattern.
0 1
2 3
4 5
6 7
8 9
10 11
12 13
14 15
16 17
18 19
21 20
23 22
24 25
26 27
28 29
30 31
Figure 6.2: Nvidia GTX Titan rasterization order for a 4 × 8 pixel tile observed via atomic
operation order.
With a model to group threads operating on pixel lists, the lists within the group can now
be interleaved. Due to the tiling pattern in figure 6.2, pixel lists are interleaved within groups
of 32. We note that this is specific to the GPU and drivers used, but expect the same strategy
to work with other raster patterns too.
Since fragment arrays in a block of 32 pixels may differ in length, we pad them to the largest
array within their block. This is where the additional memory cost is introduced. The indexing
of the arrays is then interleaved, such that all fragments at index zero appear sequentially,
followed by fragments at index one etc. as shown in algorithm 2. Since all arrays in each block
have the same size, only one offset per block is required for indexing. This reduces the cost of
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the prefix sum scan used to compute offsets by ten passes, replacing it with five (25 = 32) max
operations. Algorithm 3 shows how we compute the offsets used to index the CL-LFB.
Algorithm 2 Interleaved indexing
block = pixel / 32
offset = offsets[base] * 32
index = offset + pixel % 32 + fragment * 32
As mentioned, a limitation of the CL-LFB is that many polygons only partially cover the
4 × 8 tile and thread indices do not align to the start of each tile. Partial tile coverage also
introduces shelves in the fragment layers, causing portions of the writes to be at different indices.
On average, we still achieve good performance for the scenes tested, particularly those with low
depth complexity variation.
6.5 Results
In this section we compare the performance of our spatially coherent sorting strategy, referred to
here as presort, using the coalesced linearized LFB (CL-LFB) with the linearized LFB (L-LFB)
simply sorting each pixel from scratch. We also compare against the linked list LFB (LL-LFB)
which is a little faster than the L-LFB for small scenes. Visually, the result is the same and only
rendering time is measured. An Nvidia GTX Titan is used at HD 1920× 1080 resolution. The
test scenes are a synthetic stack of 128 textured planes, figure 6.3(a), and the atrium model,
figure 6.3(b). The planes are viewed from the front (V1) and then back (V2) to show the effects
of sorted and reverse sorted order in the LFB. To visualize where presort works, figure 6.4 shows
pixels which have successfully been sorted using their tile’s template in blue — a large portion
of the image in the case of the atrium.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: The (a) planes and (b) atrium scenes.
The top row of table 6.1 gives rendering times for the LL-LFB. Planes V2 shows nearly a
ten fold increase in rendering time compared to V1, with worst case order for insertion sort.
As fragments are inserted into the head of the linked list, they are traversed in reverse order.
To provide a fair comparison we reverse the fragment order in the L-LFB and CL-LFB. Next,
the L-LFB gives a slight increase for the planes but significantly less for the atrium, matching
results in chapter 3. While the CL-LFB has a slight unexpected decrease in performance for
the planes, its effect on the atrium is small compared to techniques in previous chapters but
still significant, bringing a constant time random access LFB into competition with the LL-
LFB for such scenes. Unsurprisingly, presort has a large effect on the synthetic planes scene,
in particular taking 66% off the rendering time for the reverse order view V2. A further 10%
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Algorithm 3 Compute Offsets
p = nextPowerOf2(totalPixels)
range = p
read = 0
write = p
for k = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 do ⊲ reduce counts, taking max() in blocks of 32
for idx = execute range / 2 threads do
a = counts[read + idx * 2]
b = counts[read + idx * 2 + 1]
counts[write + idx] = max(a, b)
end for
range = range / 2
read = write
write += range
end for
reducedOffset = read
while (range > 2) do ⊲ prefix scan - up pass
for idx = execute range / 2 threads do
a = counts[read + idx * 2]
b = counts[read + idx * 2 + 1]
counts[write + idx] = a + b
end for
range = range / 2
read = write
write += range
end while
totalAllocatedFragments = counts[read]
counts[read] = 0
while (read > reducedOffset) do ⊲ prefix scan - down pass
read = write
write = read - range * 2
for idx = execute range threads do
a = counts[write + idx * 2]
b = counts[read + idx]
counts[write + idx * 2] = a
counts[write + idx * 2 + 1] = a + b
end for
range = range * 2
end while
swap(counts, offsets)
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Our presort method, showing candidate pixels in green and successful similarly-
sorted pixels in blue. (a) is a close-up example with emphasized candidate pixels and (b) is the
atrium view used in the benchmarks.
improvement is observed in the atrium scene, notably exceeding the speed of the LL-LFB, and
indicative of improvements to real scenes of similar depth complexity. Note these times include
LFB construction, and relative improvements to just the sorting stage are higher.
Method Planes V1 Planes V2 Atrium
LL-LFB 53 494 18
L-LFB 52 1% 484 2% 23 -27%
CL-LFB 56 -8% 491 -1% 19 20%
Presort 39 32% 165 66% 17 10%
Table 6.1: Rendering times in milliseconds for the scenes in figure 6.3 using different techniques.
Our spatially coherent sorting, presort uses the CL-LFB. Changes from each value in the row
above are shown.
The ratio of time spent in different stages of presort is shown in table 6.2. Creating the
template in stage 1 is near insignificant. Stage 2 takes a little more time but sorting failed pixels
from scratch in stage 3 clearly dominates the overall OIT resolve time. For this reason we are
optimistic that there are more gains to be had from better sorting strategies for many similarly
sorted lists.
Method Stage Planes V1 Planes V2 Atrium
CL-LFB Resolve 36 473 11
Presort Resolve 1 4% 3% 4%
2 10% 1% 15%
3 38% 27% 63%
Total 51% 31% 82%
Table 6.2: Comparing the time distribution of coherent sorting stages against the baseline,
sorting every pixel from scratch with the CL-LFB. Only the “resolve” sort and composite pass
time in milliseconds is shown, excluding LFB construction.
Indexing using the tile pattern from section 6.4 is important for the CL-LFB, but works
well for all LFBs just by giving around 1.5×–1.25× speedup; 1.1× on average.
For very small resolutions, figure 6.5(a) shows presort has a minor detrimental effect on
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Figure 6.5: (a) total OIT rendering times and (b) memory consumption for the Atrium scene
with increasing window resolution.
performance. As the window size increases, presort becomes more beneficial. This is likely due
to a relative decrease in local depth complexity variation as discussed in section 6.2.
A drawback of the CL-LFB is the additional memory required to pad blocks of 32 pixels
to the maximum depth complexity within the block. Figure 6.5(b) demonstrates the increase.
Indexing using the raster pattern improves pixel locality, increasing the chance of grouping
pixels with similar depth complexity, but the CL-LFB still uses 83% more memory for the
atrium scene.
6.6 Conclusion
We have presented a coherent OIT sorting technique, an alternative indexing pattern which
increases LFB performance, and a cache efficient “coalesced linearized LFB” (CL-LFB).
The CL-LFB brings the linearized LFB back into competition with the linked list LFB for
the atrium scene with a 1.2× performance increase. This is significant as only the LFBs with
array based storage provide constant time random access, which is necessary for our coherent
sorting approach. A drawback is the increase in memory consumption needed to align memory
access, which is limiting for the higher resolutions and scene depth complexities.
The coherent sorting technique gives a small, compared to previous chapters, 1.1× improve-
ment for the atrium. For the reverse sorted synthetic planes view a 3× improvement shows
greater potential for the technique. The method performs better for scenes that have both
high depth complexity and locally even depth complexity and ordering. Unfortunately these
attributes are somewhat mutually exclusive for real scenes — scenes with higher depth complex-
ity generally have higher frequency fragment list variation, especially when using a perspective
projection where more distant geometry is smaller.
Our solution is a first step towards the more general problem of sorting many similarly
ordered lists, which we believe has more potential for improvement and is an important topic
for future work.
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Chapter 7
Deep Image Sampling
7.1 Introduction
OIT is the driving application of our work in previous chapters, which focus on deep image con-
struction with the LFB and fragment sorting. OIT simply reads through each pixel’s fragment
list once, with depth being used only for ordering. However, a deep image is more than just a
list of colours and their order. As discussed in chapter 1, deep images in a broader sense are a
form of 3D geometry representation and have been an integral part of image based rendering
for many years. Figure 7.1(a) shows fragments in a deep image reprojected as quads in which
3D structure is clearly visible. This chapter explores more complex deep image operations in
which deep image pixels, deep pixels, are no longer independent lists. Here, fragments interact
with those laterally adjacent as well as in depth, connecting to follow the underlying geometry
as in figure 7.1(b). This connectivity information is necessary for many applications. A num-
ber of techniques exist which provide forms of connectivity in certain situations, and this work
contributes another with some key features.
Figure 7.1: (a) a deep image visualized with projection-aligned quads. (b) the same deep
image rendered via raycasting with implied fragment connectivity and interpolation for smooth
surfaces.
An application and one source of inspiration for this work is displacement mapping and
impostor rendering, in which investigation into rendering more complex geometry is ongoing.
There is also a need to reduce and integrate values in a deep image, with regard to depth.
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For example, LODing, creating a lower resolution deep image with lower depth complexity,
or for blurring as discussed in chapter 8 for image space depth of field. Further applications
arise, with multiple ray bounces [SKUP+09] or with more arbitrary raytracing of the deep
image [LES10; NSS10; HHZ+14], as hinted at in “deep compositing” [HSDC10; Per10]. Using
a deep image as an intermediate geometry representation can act as a cache, or proxy, of the real
data, improving rendering performance or allowing a fast preview. For example, deep images
are used to perform image space CSG operations [WC10; WLC10] render isosurfaces [FSE13],
and are used in remote rendering [GFB13].
With connectivity in a deep image, sampling becomes possible as a higher level query op-
eration than reading a deep pixel. Continuing image processing terminology we introduce
and discuss deep image upsampling and downsampling filtering techniques, interpolation and
mipmapping. These image operations become more complex with the addition of multiple sur-
faces in depth, requiring further definition and exploration of deep images as geometry. Both
require calculating some form of connectivity between fragments to infer surfaces, which is a
focus in this chapter. These concepts exist in a number of related fields with similar problems
and techniques, such as image based rendering, displacement mapping, edge detection and mesh
generation/extraction, discuss in section 7.3. Part of the contribution is bringing them together
in the context of sampling deep images. Sampling operations are fundamental in deep image
rendering, just like their construction and sorting.
Fragments are similar to point samples and in the case of deep images we describe the for-
mation of surfaces between them as deep image interpolation, also interpolating attributes such
as colour. For example, in OIT we read all fragments in a deep pixel given its 2D coordinates.
With deep image interpolation new deep pixel values can be computed given an in-between pixel
position. Think of a projection-aligned ray intersecting surfaces formed between fragments. A
direct use is generalizing to arbitrary ray intersections for deep image reprojection, producing
new images for different views, as in figure 7.1(b).
Mipmapping can be thought of as a reduction of data in images, integrating information to
provide a lower detail summary, or level-of-detail (LOD). For deep images, both colour and the
geometry, provided by depth, need to be integrated and reduced, which has similarities to mesh
decimation. Figure 7.2 shows how deep image mipmapping is similar to regular mipmapping
but retains the geometric information in multiple fragments per pixels.
This chapter’s contributions are a discussion of deep images as geometry and related existing
work, a somewhat preliminary approach to infer fragment connectivity, and its application to
and discussion of deep image interpolation and mipmapping. Our connectivity approach is
unique in providing certain features. It does not require solid, or watertight, geometry; only
one deep image is needed from a single view; deep images are sampled quickly and dynamically,
with no preprocessing or temporary storage. Throughout this chapter we use raycasting with
our connectivity approach to reproject and visualize deep images, demonstrating interpolation
and mipmapping, although the raycasting itself is not the focus.
7.2 Background
As discussed in section 2.1.8, an image and a texture are similar but there are some important
distinctions made in OpenGL which are relevant here. In signal processing, sampling discretizes
a continuous function by evaluating it at discrete positions. An image can be thought of as a 2D
colour function, discretized and defined by point samples. Textures are read by reconstructing
the function of an image, commonly with interpolation, which is then used to calculate a new
value. In this way, a texture is the reconstructed function, an image is the underlying data
and a level of abstraction sits between them — the interpolation and filtering techniques for
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Figure 7.2: A deep image contains geometric information as well as colour. Deep mipmapping
downsamples deep images and although similar to mipmapping regular images, preserves this
information. This is demonstrated by reprojection.
reconstruction. Before introducing sampling concepts to deep images, we discuss deep images
as a form of geometry.
Applications such as OIT treat deep image data as ordered lists of fragments in a 2D grid.
Incorporating the information from fragment depth gives absolute position as well as order,
provided the original projection is known. A deep image is then quite similar to point clouds.
Each fragment is a surface sample created at pixel ray intersections. However, all the fragments
are aligned to the centres of discrete (x, y) pixels. Figure 7.3 shows how deep pixels extend into
the prisms, with fragments positioned along the central “pixel ray”. The structure is important
for fragment connectivity, as discussed in section 7.4.
Figure 7.3: Visualizing a deep image as a 2D grid of prisms for each pixel which may contain
many fragments.
Figure 7.3 shows a deep image’s projected volume. It was captured using an orthographic
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projection and drawn from another view with a perspective projection. Drawing the geometry
in the deep image from a new view such as this is called reprojection. There are a number of
techniques to do this such as splatting fragments, but in this chapter we use raycasting. An
orthographic-captured deep images is desirable as there is no sampling frequency bias towards
the front or back.
Given the projection to the regular grid of a 2D image, surfaces sampled at grazing angles,
i.e. near perpendicular to the viewing direction, which we call “steep”, have greatly reduced
object space sampling frequency, as shown in figure 7.4. In some respects the variable sampling
frequency is an advantage as detail is optimized for front-on viewing, although the reduction of
information elsewhere is a fundamental problem for many applications and is present in both
flat and deep images. The missing information can be obtained using multiple images from
different views. Fragments from multiple deep images can also be accumulated and stored in a
single deep image [GHC97]. However our aim is to use just the information available in a deep
image rendered from a single view.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.4: (a) fragments created from a curved surface and (b) the reduced object space
sampling frequency (distance between fragments) as the surface becomes parallel with the pixel
rays.
OIT and similar applications query a deep image with a 2D pixel position, which implies a
projection-parallel ray. In this case visualizing fragments as projection-aligned quads is accurate
as they fill the entire pixel area, matching the compositing results. Rays cannot miss quads
and inter-quad intersections are not possible. For applications which query the deep image from
anything but front-on, such as the rotated reprojection in figure 7.5, the projection-aligned quads
can no longer be used to represent surfaces well. Imagine the now-rotated quads projected onto
the real surfaces they represent. There will likely be minor differences in colour where surfaces
match but severe differences at gaps between quads and where they overlap. Figure 7.5(a)
shows an example including transparency.
A similar problem presents in layered impostors [Sch03; Ger98]. The problem of gaps can
be addressed if the fragments define solid geometry. A common method for this is explicitly
storing front and back fragment pairs [VH86; PO06; ZHS08; HHZ+14], and a point is solid when
behind one at an oddth index. However this limits the application to watertight and manifold
meshes. More work would also be required to maintain this deep image property during mipmap
construction in section 7.6. To solve the more general case, a small thickness could be given
to the quads as in [XTP07; NSS10], forming cuboids, even though the geometry may not be
solid. For a single deep image a global thickness will not work as some surfaces will be too
thick while steep surfaces may still have gaps, especially when sampling side-on. Instead a
per-fragment thickness could be derived from fragment normals, so the cuboid size matches the
depth range and extent of the surface within the pixel, as in figure 7.5(b). A voxel-like approach
could be taken here when mipmapping, integrating volumes of touching fragments. This gives a
better result as in figure 7.5(c), however, overlaps still cause problems in transparent geometry
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(a) (c)
(b)
Figure 7.5: (a) drawing a deep image with quads. (b) calculating a per-fragment thickness as
its extent within the pixel, based on the normal. (c) tracing thick fragments to fill gaps.
where a ray intersects the now staircase-like surface multiple times. To prevent this surfaces
should be kept flat, but to do this there needs to be interpolation between pixels, which requires
connectivity.
Geometrically, fragments are known points that “anchor” surfaces. Interpolating depth
between fragments gives a much more accurate representation of the surface than the above
approaches. This is trivial to do in the case of a single layer heightmap, or “depth image”, where
there are no overlaps or overhangs. All pixels connect and hardware texture interpolation can
be used. However a deep image has more complex structures. Attempting to connect fragments
based on their sorted index as figure 7.6(a) shows would be incorrect and is a primary reason to
discourage layer terminology in deep images, despite there being layers in the data structures
(chapter 6). Connecting silhouettes and overhangs, as shown in figure 7.6(b) and discussed
in [PO06], are a challenge due to reduced sampling frequency at grazing angles. Grossman and
Dally [GD98] point out significant challenges in surface reconstruction by connecting points to
form triangles, noting “invariably one must rely on some heuristic which compares depths and
normals of adjacent points”.
Our fragment source is rasterized triangles. Two fragments from the same triangle will be
coplanar and an easy case to detect. Fragments bridging triangle edges will not be coplanar
and the connection will be more ambiguous. Triangle meshes have the necessary data, and
one solution may be to explicitly keep the information while creating a deep image. Keeping
per-fragment polygon IDs and adjacency information may be useful but would require large
searches in cases of inadequate sampling. Also, as the sampling frequency decreases the triangle
mesh is seen more as an arbitrary curved surface than connecting planar geometry. An extreme
example is in the higher levels of a deep image mipmap where fragments may be representative
of many fragments and highly detailed surfaces. Some form of surface region ID bounded by
silhouettes and then region adjacency would be quite helpful, but view-dependent and expensive
to compute and store, especially regarding silhouette detection in triangle meshes [Cro77; BC99;
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Figure 7.6: (a) incorrectly assuming connectivity between fragments in a deep image by “layer”
index and (b) fragments from a torus which should be connected to form overhangs and silhou-
ettes.
BS03]. This would also limit applications to using deep images created in such a way.
Aliasing (also discussed in sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.8) refers to artifacts when reconstruction
fails to match the original signal. This is common when the frequency of the original function
is much greater than the frequency of samples used. Figure 7.7 visualizes the signal over a slice
of an image. When sampling at a reduced frequency, the high frequency information cannot be
included. Unless it is filtered out, i.e. with a low-pass filter, it becomes indistinguishable from
low frequencies, “aliasing” one another and presenting as noise.
Figure 7.7: Low frequency sampling (blue) produces an inaccurate reconstruction (red). To
accurately sample the signal at a lower frequency (for example to display an image on a lower
resolution display), the high frequencies must be removed (green).
Section 2.1.4 discusses antialiasing pixels during rendering. Here, pixels are not points but
rectangular with area. The perfect colour of a pixel is the average of all colour across its area,
or the sum of all light cast on it from the scene. Performing this integration bounded by a
pixel’s area is essentially a low-pass filter. Common antialiasing techniques accomplish this
with numerical integration, summing many samples within a pixel.
Texture mapped geometry may produce aliasing when the detail is so small that many
texture pixels, texels, lie within a pixel in the final image. At the other extreme there may
be no texels within a pixel and interpolation must be used for a new value. OpenGL refers
to interpolation and integration texture operations as magnification and minification filtering
respectively. Note that interpolation with regard to filtering in signal processing has different
connotations than in mathematics. Magnification is when the sampling frequency is greater than
the texel frequency, occurring for example when the viewer is quite close to a textured object.
Minification is the opposite, when an object is in the distance and many texels contribute to a
pixel’s final colour.
In signal processing a sample is a value at a point. However when computing the sum
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of texels over an area, it may be said to be sampling over an area. As a point of interest,
in statistical analysis a sample is a set of data points, which when reconstructing the function
could mistakenly be seen as the values used in the interpolation method. Likewise, filtering may
conceivably describe the removal of some of these values. Texture sampling generally refers to
calculating a new sample from the reconstruction, but we also note the connection to taking a
sample of image values for the reconstruction. This is more evident when integrating a large
number of values to reduce aliasing in the new sample.
Numerically integrating texels dynamically is computationally expensive and impractical.
Mipmapping [Wil83], as discussed in section 2.1.8, pre-filters image data to provide a fast,
normalized integral over an area. In mipmapping, a pyramidal stack of images, each half the
previous resolution, are built by integrating the original and each in turn. This can also be
seen as providing level-of-detail with data reduction to reduce complexity (or high frequency
detail), loosely connected to lossy compression. When rendering, the level providing a good
sampling frequency is used instead. From another perspective, each level is representative,
or provides a summary, of those below it. Reading a pixel in an upper level gives the average
colour over a large number of pixels in the original image. Figure 7.8(c) shows how mipmapping
addresses aliasing in 7.8(b) from downsampling 7.8(a) without filtering. However, the integra-
tion operation — averaging four pixels from the previous layer’s pixels — cannot be applied
trivially to deep images as the pixels contain unconnected data. It should be noted that the
A-Buffer [Car84] stores multiple micropolygons per pixel for intra-pixel antialiasing, however
deep image mipmapping in this chapter focuses on antialiasing of image sampling, performing
inter-pixel integration.
Figure 7.8: (a) a high resolution image, downsampled by (b) discarding and (c) averaging values
to avoid aliasing.
7.3 Related Work
The concept of using images as geometry in image based rendering is well established. Image
data is warped or reprojected to create new views. Point sets share many similarities, for
example Grossman and Dally [GD98] use depth images and incorporates the structure of an
image with points, as noted in the survey by Kobbelt and Botsch [KB04]. Layered depth
images [SGHS98], which we regard as a deep image implementation, contain many values per
pixel and give a more complete image based representation of the geometry, further bridging
the gap between images and geometry. The triple ray representation [BM97] and layered depth
cube [LR98] use multiple deep images — three orthographic projections, one for each axis —
for a more complete discretized representation and to address sampling frequency issues. The
orthogonal frame buffer [BKW10] is similar but only stores fragments near orthogonal to each
axis and the unified frame buffer [CS14] uses per-pixel linked lists to pack them. Pfister et
al. [PZBG00] introduce surfels, which are quite close to fragments in deep images, with a focus
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on rendering via splatting. Surfels can be aligned to a 3D grid and optionally merged into a
single image.
The physical interpretation of a deep image depends on the source data and desired rendering
method. A popular reprojection technique for images and point based geometry is splatting —
a scatter operation which generally requires further processing to fix errors such as hole filling.
Alternatively a gather operation can be used such as stepping through the image and raycasting
fragments directly. This is the approach used here, which is useful for deep image sampling as
it allows single local queries without processing the entire image. Finally, a triangle mesh can
be reconstructed from the fragment data to indirectly render a deep image. Our approach is a
hybrid, using simple mesh reconstruction on the fly during raycasting.
Rather than reconstructing meshes to render images, raycasting can be used to render from
images directly, similarly to per-pixel displacement mapping and impostor rendering. Displace-
ment mapping [CPC84] is a technique to add small scale geometric detail to surfaces, which can
be applied as a true texture mapping in image space [PHL91]. Oliveira et al. [OBM10] pre-warp
the texture into screen space based on a “relief texture”. Layered impostors render many planes
to fill a volume, performing intersection tests at each fragment [Sch03; Die00; KS01]. Parallax
mapping [KTI+01], using a single step root finding method, is fast and easily applicable to
graphics hardware but very approximate. View dependent displacement maps [WWT+03] pre-
compute intersection distances. Hirche et al. [HEGD04] extrude geometry with similar purpose
to [KS01] and also perform a limited number of intersection tests in the fragment shader. Paral-
lax occlusion mapping [BT04; Tat06], steep parallax mapping [MM] and relief mapping [POC05]
iteratively step along a ray through the heightmap entirely in the fragment shader. As a point
on the ray moves through the image, a depth value is compared to the heightmap to test for
intersections, discussed further shortly. Raycasting heightmaps per-pixel has since been used for
more arbitrary geometry and impostors [PO06; BD06; Ris06; HQ07; DW07]. Capturing front-
most and back-most fragments with inverted depth testing provides object bounds for solid
objects. Using heightmaps from three views [SkALP05; UPSK08; HV10] or more [ABB+07]
provides a little more information. Similarly to [LR98], Kru¨ger et al. [KBW06] (via line ras-
terization) and Xie et al. [XTP07] test for intersections along rays in deep images, created by
depth peeling, which contain even more hidden surface information. More complete yet is to
use three deep images [BHKW07; ZHS08; NSS10; HHZ+14]. In contrast we raycast a single
deep image, like [LR98] although in a shader, without a solid geometry constraint, maintain
silhouette connections and provide smooth fragment interpolation as in [PO06].
A common constraint in many displacement mapping, impostor rendering and mesh recon-
struction techniques, is the need for solid geometry as in [VH86]. Each surface then implicitly
marks the boundary of a transition between empty and solid space. A heightmap is a simple
case, with just one surface. Anything below the height values is solid, and above is empty. For
multiple layers, a point can easily be determined inside the solid volume if it is an oddth surface
away from empty space, or the front of the image. For raycasting, this attribute is important for
intersection tests and acceleration techniques. Rather than stepping through every pixel a ray
intersects, many techniques skip pixels and rely on binary and secant root finding algorithms
to narrow down the exact point of intersection after entering solid space.
Like colour textures, many of the above methods typically sample the heightmap with
bilinear interpolation to give a smooth surface. This result is desirable when raytracing deep
images, and demonstrates the concept of interpolation in deep images. We continue some
ideas from [PO06] in section 7.5, supporting more general deep image geometry, without solid
geometry constraints.
Two deep image tracing approaches which do not require solid geometry interpret frag-
ments as spheres [BHKW07] and cuboids [XTP07; NSS10], although no colour interpolation is
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performed and both use three deep images to guarantee adequate sampling and avoid holes.
Stepping through images, especially of higher resolution is slow. Acceleration techniques
such as space leaping [Don05; Dum06; OKL06; TIS08], which precompute areas of empty space
that may safely be skipped by the ray, are important for practical application. Combining this
with root finding techniques allows “relaxed” [PO07] space leaping, also observed in [BD06].
As long as the ray does not enter and then exit the solid, there is a single known intersection
which can then be found.
Mesh reconstruction from point sets creates triangle meshes, attempting to match surfaces
described by the point data. As connectivity information is unavailable in the first place an exact
result is not possible. However, results that closely match the geometry can still be achieved,
provided adequate point density. One method is to connect existing points, for example using
Delaunay triangulation [Boi84]. Some techniques use information from a large neighbourhood
of points to better predict these connections. Instead of directly connecting points they can be
used to guide implicit surfaces [Pra87; HDD+92], which may be particularly beneficial when
the source data is noisy. Volumetric approaches fill a 3D “voxel” grid before extracting surfaces.
Curless and Levoy [CL96] construct a volume from images with range data and generate a mesh
from the formed isosurface.
A significant problem in image based rendering and mesh reconstruction from images is
determining which pixels, or fragments in our case, form a continuous surface with others.
“Rubber sheet” artifacts [DSSD99], implied in figure 7.6(a), occur for incorrect connections and
holes are present when connections are incorrectly ignored. This problem of detecting surface
discontinuity is similar to that of image based [silhouette] edge detection. Edge detection is
common in non-photo-realistic rendering [ST90; Dec96; Her99] and in some antialiasing meth-
ods [Shi05; Koo08; Lot09]. A common and straight forward approach is to disconnect fragments
when the difference in depth is greater than a threshold [PO06], which is equivalent to rejecting
surfaces at grazing angles that are too steep. McAllister et al. [MNP+99] use second order
derivatives on depth to determine “planarity”, approximately thresholding curvature.
Our fragment connection and reprojection takes a similar approach to Mark et al. [MMB97],
where deep images are reprojected without splatting or gap filling by joining pixels to form
micropolygons. They threshold the “connectedness” of fragments which is based on position
and normal. Frey et al. [FSE13] also has similar connectivity calculations and process pixels in
groups of four. However a large portion of their approach involves further mesh processing. Both
connectivity methods work well for surfaces perpendicular to the viewer, however at grazing
angles we have found small differences in the normals to produce unstable results. In contrast,
our method works with arbitrary fragment positions and normals.
Ghiletiuc et al. [GFB13] construct meshes from deep images, using a depth discontinuity
threshold to estimate edges, which is conservatively measured by sampling minimum depths
from neighbouring pixels.
Zhang et al. [ZPLZ07], Wang et al. [WC10; WLC10] and Feng and Warren [FW12] recon-
struct meshes from solid deep images using contouring algorithms similar to [JLSW02]. Simply
connecting existing fragments as we do cannot preserve sharp edges like these techniques, which
is an area for improvement, providing better in-between fragment geometry and furthering the
concept of deep image interpolation.
Much of this mesh reconstruction work requires solid geometry and/or focuses on creating
complete high quality meshes. In contrast, we describe a fast lightweight reconstruction which
only needs local geometric information and is intended to be used dynamically without storing
a mesh.
A trivial approach to downsampling an image is to discard all but a small subset of pixels.
Building a mipmap pyramid in such a way would recursively discard one out of every four 2× 2
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pixels while halving the resolution, and likewise for a deep image discard one out of every four
pixels lists. An advantage is this provides a similar result to re-generating the deep image at
a lower resolution because each fragment is a definite intersection point, however as previously
discussed aliasing quickly becomes significant which could otherwise be avoided if the data was
integrated.
Lokovic and Veach [LV00] introduce deep shadow maps, essentially deep images where each
value is a vertex in a per-pixel visibility function. They present a compression algorithm which
allows mipmap construction by averaging and re-compressing functions from different pixels.
This is important to stop an exponential increase of depth data as again, values are unconnected
and do not align in Z. This approach works well for shadow maps as compression preserves
transmittance, however an aim of our work is preserving discrete surfaces.
Similarly to [LV00], Salvi et al. [SML11] compress transmittance. This avoids the full cost
of sorting all fragment data for complex deep images, and also reduces storage requirements if
further GPU features were available.
Lei and Hughes[LH13] store deep images as layers, called occluded sharp images, and con-
struct pyramids, similarly to mipmapping, from each layer separately.
QSplat [RL00] is a point cloud rendering system, which uses a bounding sphere hierarchy
to provide level-of-detail rendering. Similarly to deep image mipmaps, the upper levels of the
hierarchy store the average values of their children, however without the constraining regular
grid of an image.
Oliveira et al. [OBM10] discuss the use of multi-resolution relief textures to reduce both
antialiasing and computation cost. Deep image mipmapping provides the computation of these
images from a single high resolution one, particularly in the case of more complex geometry.
When there are separate regions within the image it is well known that mipmapping can
cause bleeding by averaging pixels of separate regions which should not be connected. For
example, mipmapping a texture atlas [PCK04]. A similar problem could occur in deep image
mipmapping if mipmaps of individual layers were created rather than the image as a whole.
When a deep image is stored in layers, interpolation at boundary pixels can be problematic:
“Depth and normal maps were sampled using nearest neighbors to avoid undesirable inter-
polation with non-surface texels” [PO06]. Similar problems present when averaging pixels for
mipmapping: “While mipmapping [Williams 1983] can be directly applied [to] continuous depth
maps, such as the ones used in [Policarpo et al. 2005], textures used in the representation of non-
height-field surfaces may contain many texels that do not correspond to surface points.” [PO06].
Bu¨rger et al. [BKW10] use three deep images to store surface colour. The original mesh
is then used for rendering, but samples the deep images for surface texture, for which their
inverse distance weighted colour interpolation scheme is used. This interpolation method is also
used to calculate colour for deep mipmaps, however, little information is given about how new
fragments are created. A particle simulation is also created on the surface defined by the deep
images, which moves between samples and thus may be considered a form of implicit connection
and similar to the method in [FSE13].
7.4 Connectivity in Deep Images
Inferring fragment connectivity is a primary focus and contribution. Our approach is to define
a connectivity function to estimate the likelihood of a pair of fragments connecting, i.e. being
adjacent points on the same surface. We then search for groups of connecting fragments, forming
the algorithm output. The search makes use of pixel adjacency and sorted order structure within
a deep image. The results cannot be perfect as information is not available in the first place,
but our aim is for a fast best guess. Deep image interpolation in section 7.5 then creates bilinear
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patches and polygons from each group and mipmapping in section 7.6 averages fragments within
the groups to form new deep pixels.
The connectivity estimation is based purely on position and normal, similarly to [MMB97;
FSE13]. The function returns values closer to zero the more likely they are to connect. Higher
values suggest discontinuity with no upper limit. A trivial realization is simply euclidean dis-
tance, however we have found storing surface normals for use in the connectivity metric gives
better results.
Some arguments towards creating a connectivity function are as follows. Closer fragments
are more likely to connect. Unfortunately the geometry sampling frequency of a deep image
varies considerably so close fragments may not exist. If fragments are not close, normals can
be used to better assess connectivity. Positions anchor surfaces, or provide a known value, at
points. Normals provide a direction for which pairs of fragments then have implied curvature
for a simple surface to exist between them. Fragments should connect only if this hypothetical
surfaces is natural and likely to exist. Figure 7.9 shows some different cases in 2D. Note normals
may actually differ by twisting around the connecting line in 3D. The best case for connection
is when fragments are coplanar and the normals are perpendicular to the line between the
fragments, as in figure 7.9(a). Potential surfaces are visualized in some other cases where the
normals do not match. High deviation in normals may still occur across a crease or at high
curvature in the geometry. With the above there are three cases for probable connection:
fragments are close and the normals match, fragments are far but the normals match well,
and the normals differ but the fragments are close, indicating a crease. This is shown later in
figure 7.11 during an investigation of real geometry.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 7.9: Some specific cases when estimating fragment connectivity with regard to fragment
normals. The dotted line shows a simple potential surface given each configuration. (e) both
demonstrates a case of likely disconnection which must be accounted for and emphasizes how
little is known about actual geometry as many small facets and details can be missed by inad-
equate sampling.
Comparing the angle between fragment normals is attractive, giving a good value for the
more simple connectivity in figure 7.9(b) and (c), but fails in (d). Case (d) is notable in that at
least three flat surfaces are required to join the fragments instead of two and much less likely.
Comparing the angle between the connecting line and each normal improves (d) but fails for
rotation about the line as in (e). Our solution is summarized in figure 7.10. A “half” vector
H (between the normals) is constructed as in equation 7.2, which is made perpendicular, H⊥
in 7.3, to the line between the fragments. As the surface interpolates from one fragment to
the other, the half vector is used as a middle point that constrains the surface to the direction
between the fragments. The final connection value (equation 7.6) is the sum of an approximate
position and normal distance, ∆p and ∆n from equations (7.4) and (7.5), which a point on a
hypothetical surface would need to travel between fragments. ∆n is a non-linear angle metric,
being the sum of cosines, although the approximation does not introduce significant additional
error. The constant ratio k = 0.3 gives an adjustable relationship between angle and distance
metrics.
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Fragments
Half Vector
Spatial Distance
Angular Distance
Normals
Figure 7.10: Estimating connectivity between two fragments by creating a “half” vector and
using both angular and spatial distance metrics.
L = Gp − Fp (7.1)
H = Fn +Gn (7.2)
H⊥ = H − L
H · L
|L| 2
(7.3)
∆p ≈ |Lz| (7.4)
∆n ≈ 2−H · Hˆ⊥ (7.5)
connect(F,G) = (1− k)∆p + k∆n (7.6)
Before applying our connectivity function to deep image data, we investigate its values in
real geometry. This approach was used to empirically guide the development of the function,
and is now investigated to find characteristics of the function where natural connections occur.
Triangle meshes are used directly, avoiding the need to keep connectivity information in a deep
image as discussed in section 7.2, treating vertices as fragments and each triangle edge as a
connection. The density plots in figure 7.11 show the frequency of edges with differing ∆P
and ∆N combinations for real geometry. Different meshes produce varying distributions, but a
few characteristics are broadly consistent. Relatively long edges generally only occur when the
normals are very similar and large angle differences are uncommon, occurring more when edge
lengths are small. This data has not been weighted by triangle surface area so there is some bias
in the density, however the important information is more where connections can occur rather
than how frequently. To broadly match the area of potential connections, i.e. bottom left of
the density plots, we use a linear threshold connect(F,G) < c, where c = 0.2 is a connectivity
threshold which we set relative to pixel size.
Using the fragment connectivity function, a localized search is performed to find small groups
of connecting fragments. Unlike unstructured point clouds, fragments have the structure of the
image grid. Each pixel will always contain fragments for all surfaces intersected by its central
ray. This is beneficial as surfaces must be formed between adjacent pixels and cannot “jump”
pixels which greatly reduces the search size. The fragment connectivity function can be used to
assess any pair of fragments. However, for our applications of mipmapping and interpolation,
we limit the problem size to connecting fragments within a 2 × 2 block of pixels, as shown in
figure 7.12. Fragments in adjacent pixels are compared, similarly to [FSE13], which predicts a
surface depth in adjacent pixels based on the fragment normal and searches for matches, except
our method is applicable to arbitrary points and normals. In particular, fragments in the same
pixel may be connected to support silhouette and overhang cases, although this is only necessary
when sampling from arbitrary directions, as in section 7.5, not just front-on.
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(a) Atrium (b) Bunny
(c) Dragon (d) Ship
Figure 7.11: Visualizing polygon edge frequency against our distance ∆p and normal ∆n differ-
ence metrics for various triangle meshes.
2×2 Pixels
Fragments
= closest
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.12: (a) connections are limited to processing a 2 × 2 pixel tile. (b) in the case of
mipmapping, tiles are separate. (c) for interpolation tiles are formed by the closest four pixels,
and may overlap.
Each fragment may connect to others in the same pixel or the eight surrounding pixels.
However we simplify this to just processing a tile of 2×2 pixels of fragments at a time. Potential
pairs of fragments in a tile are compared and if the connection value is less than the threshold
c = 0.2, they connect and groups of connecting fragments form geometry. Rather than an
O(n2) search for potential pairs, we use a greedy sweep algorithm through each tile, connecting
fragments where probable and ignoring those that do not. For unusually tight clustering of
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fragments this may bias connections towards the front of the image and give a sub-optimal
result, but the greedy sweep is fast and still works well in our test cases. The case of connecting
fragments in adjacent pixels, forming “perpendicular” (to the viewing direction) groups, is
discussed first and then extended to include “silhouette” connections (including overhangs)
between front and back facing fragments.
Four queues store the next two fragments, An and Bn, for each sorted pixel n (as in fig-
ure 7.12(a)). The closest fragment in the queues, AT , is compared to the first fragments in
the adjacent pixel queues, A{1...4}\T . If the connections are greater than the threshold, c, and
better than that between BT and An, all pairs connect forming a perpendicular group, from
which geometry can be inferred. Finally, the sweep algorithm advances and the process repeats.
This involves incrementing the queues for each fragment in the group, placing Bn in An and
fetching the next Bn if it exists. Figure 7.13(a) shows a case where connect(AT , An) is less than
c but greater than connect(BT , An), so no connection is made and An remains in its queue to
be connected in the next iteration in figure 7.13(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.13: A 2D visualization of the case where (a) a connection is not made as there is a
better one in the next step, (b).
Edge cases, literally, occur when fragments at object silhouettes connect with others in
the same pixel. We extend the sweep algorithm above, further checking for these silhouette
connection cases after perpendicular groups are made. For simplicity we only form silhouette
groups of four fragments, where two pixels have intra-connecting fragments. To detect only
silhouette connections, a 2×2 pixel tile must include both pixels inside and outside the silhouette.
Figure 7.14 shows the two configurations where this happens. To account for the case in
figure 7.14(a), when a perpendicular group of just two fragments {i, j} is formed on a tile edge,
tests connect(Ai, Bi) and connect(Aj , Bj) are made. For the case in figure 7.14(b) the same
tests are made for two fragments {i, j} on the diagonal of a group of three fragments. In either
case a silhouette group is formed if both tests pass.
The above sweep algorithm places less importance on a perfect connectivity function. Rather
than decide which in a cloud of arbitrary points should connect, the function provides a com-
parison between fragment pairs to quickly narrow down the best connections. The threshold c
is used more to disconnect distant fragments, and the error in choosing a bad value is less given
the structure in a deep image.
7.5 Deep Image Interpolation and Raycasting
Using the connectivity from section 7.4, surfaces in deep images can be inferred directly by
interpolating between connecting fragments. Groups of 3 or 4 fragments are computed on the
fly, without temporary storage, and are connected to form triangles, quads and bilinear patches.
In this section, deep images are reprojected by raycasting the interpolated geometry from a new
view. If we were to store all ray intersections this would be the deep image equivalent of regular
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.14: (a) connections between fragments in the same pixel are created by the 2 × 2
pixel tile just outside the silhouette. In this case, tile 1 would generate a group with four red
fragments and tile 2 would generate a group between the four opaque fragments. (b) the tile
has pixels both inside and outside the silhouette and can handle both cases.
2D image resampling. Raycasting provides a visualization of the implicit fragment connectivity
and interpolation results in this section and deep image mipmapping in section 7.6. However
the raycasting itself is not a focus.
If sampling front-on, only four deep pixels are needed to compute an interpolated result.
However, to sample with an arbitrary ray, any pixel the ray enters may contain an intersection.
A basic ray traversal of the deep image is performed using [AW87]. For each tile visited we
perform the sweep from section 7.4 to find connecting groups of fragments. At most, four
fragments can connect to form a bilinear patch, which like [TIS08] we implicitly intersect with
the method in [RPH04]. Three connecting perpendicular fragments or four connecting silhouette
fragments are coplanar and are intersected and interpolated as triangles and quads respectively.
These cases are shown in figure 7.15. If fragments do not connect we err on the side of simplicity
and ignore them, unlike mipmapping where they may contribute when merged.
Bilinear Patch
Quad
Triangle
Figure 7.15: Three kinds of geometric primitives used to interpolate and form surfaces between
fragments.
In our implementation we use space leaping, similarly to sphere tracing from [Don05] but
with faster construction, to reduce the search size and fine grain iterations of [AW87]. A coarse
3D grid is created, covering the deep image projection. The voxels containing fragments are
conservatively marked, accounting for long connections. In three passes for each axis a distance
map is created, similarly to the way a separable Gaussian blur is performed. This defines cubes
around each grid cell in which there is known to be no geometry, and a ray may safely travel a
number of grid cells in any axis.
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7.6 Deep Image Mipmapping
Mipmapping can be easily be extended to the regular grid of 3D images, or voxels, but deep
images store fragments that are free in depth and in our case have no volume. Creating lower res-
olution images by discarding pixels may be considered a trivial solution, but results in aliasing,
as in figure 7.8(b). This section explores what it means to mipmap a deep image by combining
and integrating fragments with broad application in mind. In a practical sense, we introduce a
technique to combine a tile of deep pixels into one.
Like regular mipmapping the desired outcome is a pyramid of mipmaps, where each level is
a representative deep image of the previous one, for example in figure 7.16. This means both
colour and geometry information needs to be integrated. If we were to composite all fragments
in each pixel and perform regular mipmapping (figure 7.17, bottom left), the 3D information
would be lost. Instead we aim to retain as much geometric discrete surface information as is
practical. Reducing some, but not all, geometric information (figure 7.17, top right) has no
apparent perfect solution, and instead we explore desirable features of a good solution.
Figure 7.16: A visualization of the fragments in increasing deep image mipmap levels, preserving
surfaces.
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Figure 7.17: Compositing before and after integrating a deep image for mipmapping. If integrat-
ing first, discrete surface information should be retained. Ideally the result after compositing
should be the same, or at least close.
The algorithm starts with the input deep image and builds half resolution images recursively,
producing new pixel lists from all separate 2× 2 pixel tiles in the previous image, i.e. pixels are
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not shared between tiles as in figure 7.12(b). Our approach is to use the connectivity technique
from section 7.4, which defines groups of fragments forming a surface, then sum and average
groups to create new fragments in the output pixel (similarly to tracing down the centre of
the tile). During averaging, RGB colour should be weighted by alpha if not pre-multiplying.
As in section 7.5, the input fragments must be sorted, but this expense is only made once
as successive mipmap levels remain sorted. Silhouette connections are ignored, instead being
preserved implicitly by their front and back surfaces.
A challenge in deep image mipmapping is reducing depth complexity. Consider combining
two pixels, where no fragments connect, by merging fragment lists. The product is a new pixel
with increased depth complexity as surfaces from each remain. In regular mipmapping, high
frequency colour variation is filtered out, and similarly for deep image mipmapping, so must
high frequency geometry in depth. The difference is fragments form discrete surfaces rather
than continuous colour variation that can be interpolated. Max [Max96] discusses a similar
problem dealing with a fixed number of z layers in M-buffers. Our approach draws inspiration
from adaptive transparency [SML11] which keeps a fixed number of fragments and merges pairs
that produce least error. A new array of fragments for each pixel is created as above. If
the array overflows during construction, a search is performed to find the best two adjacent
surfaces which are then merged. We also merge fragments that are too close after the new array
is constructed, determined by the threshold in equation 7.7, where P is the relative deep image
pixel size in depth. Due to the Boolean nature of the merge there is potential for spatial and
temporal instability in the result. In chapter 8 a fragment weight is introduced, containing the
sum of all level zero fragments it represents. This becomes quite useful to shift bias towards
merging with least error and weighting the merge itself.
|Ad −Bd|
2level
< 1.0 ·min (Px, Py) (7.7)
Depending on the deep image mipmapping application, the merge may be performed dif-
ferently and we split the problem as follows. The first and most straight forward application
reads deep images front-on, which we refer to as “2D sampling”. Here, the deep image query
is a 2D position, implying a ray parallel to the projection. A deep image still has strong 2D
characteristics and restricting sampling in this way allows some targeted optimizations. For
example, a fragment that overlaps another will always completely occlude it and a merge can
discard the hidden one or apply a compositing operation. This also allows coverage to be ap-
proximated with an alpha value. A composited 2D deep image mipmap should closely match
the regular mipmap of a composited deep image, as in figure 7.17. This goal becomes part
of the evaluation of our method. The second mipmapping application assumes arbitrary ray
directions as in section 7.5, which we refer to as “3D sampling”, in which case surfaces are
potentially visible from many angles and are simply averaged. Fragments sampled at grazing
angles represent more surface area and for 3D sampling should be weighted appropriately. The
reprojection of a 3D deep image mipmap should be close to a downsampled reprojection of the
original deep image.
In the case of 2D deep image mipmapping, surface merging in depth would ideally take place
before averaging adjacent fragments in a connected group, to improve accuracy. However with
an aim to reduce computation, temporary memory requirements and programming complexity,
the merge takes place afterwards. Surface coverage information within the tile is kept in the
form of a 4-bit coverage mask m on each fragment. When fragments are merged, the operation
is separated into three blending components — areas with only the first surface A, only the
second surface B and both surfaces as in equation 7.8. Depth is averaged as in equation 7.9
and the mask is maintained with the union in 7.10. Finally, just before writing the fragment
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list result, silhouettes can be improved by preserving the temporary coverage information in the
mask and scaling all fragments’ alpha values by |m|4 (in the case of 2D sampling only).
Crgba =
|Am \Bm|
|Am ∪Bm|
Argba
+
|Bm \Am|
|Am ∪Bm|
Brgba
+
|Am ∩Bm|
|Am ∪Bm|
〈(1−Aa)Brgb + (Aa)Argb, 1− (1−Aa)(1−Ba)〉 (7.8)
Cd =
|Am|Ad + |Bm|Bd
|Am| + |Bm|
(7.9)
Cm = Am ∪Bm (7.10)
Unlike the 2D case, 3D deep image mipmapping simply averages all surfaces, weighted by
their surface area and alpha value (again if colour is not pre-multiplied) as in equations (7.11)
and (7.13). The total surface area is computed using the coverage mask from above and an
estimated pixel-bounded surface area from nz of the normal as in equation 7.14. Averaging
the alpha value would be incorrect as solid surfaces may combine with transparent surfaces and
become transparent. Instead, the alpha value is calculated from the total transmittance through
both surfaces in equation 7.12. For 3D mipmapping single-fragment groups are discarded as
they would otherwise expand silhouettes and give jagged results, which only 2D mipmapping
can accommodate with alpha coverage approximation. In one sense this filters out the high
frequency geometry detail, although ideally these fragments should be integrated too.
Crgb = Argb
AW
AW +BW
+Brgb
BW
AW +BW
(7.11)
Ca = 1− (1−Aa) · (1−Ba) (7.12)
W = a · S.A. (7.13)
S.A. = |m| ·
√
1
N2z
(7.14)
The difference between 2D and 3D deep image mipmapping is 2D approximates coverage
in fragment alpha, keeps single-fragment groups of connected pixels which slightly changes
the geometry, and applies different weighting of colours when combining fragment groups and
merging overlapping fragments.
Our implementation uses fixed size texture arrays with 16 layers for each image, but we
note packing the data as in chapter 3 can significantly reduce memory requirements. As the
initial deep image is built with linked lists which do not provide constant time random access
for raycasting, we build a copy of the deep image that becomes level zero.
7.7 Results
In this section we evaluate our approaches to deep image fragment connectivity, raycasting
and mipmapping. The primary metric is visual quality of deep image mipmaps and raycasting
renders, which both reflect on the fragment connectivity quality. Raycasting is in part used
to visualize the deep image mipmaps. The three test models in figure 7.18 are used to show
the performance using different kinds of meshes. The scene with three tori, figure 7.18(a),
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gives some simple geometry with overhangs and sharp corners. The dragon, figure 7.18(b), is
a little more complex with finer detail and more typical of a real world model. The ship in
a bottle, figure 7.18(c), is designed to be particularly challenging with both transparency and
small intricate parts. The thresholds for fragment connectivity, as given earlier, remain constant
for all results.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.18: (a) the union of three tori, (b) the Stanford dragon model and (c) a ship in a
bottle.
Figure 7.19 compares “2D” deep image mipmapping. Row (2) shows the baseline in row (1)
downsampled by discarding pixels, producing heavy aliasing due to the unfiltered sampling of
the 3D procedural wood texture. In contrast, deep mipmapping in row (4) is much smoother
and better represents both colour and geometry. In particular small details such as the rigging
in the ship model are still distinct.
As figure 7.17 shows in section 7.6, a composited 2D deep mipmap level should match the
same level of a regular mipmap of a composited deep image. Comparing row (3), the baseline
downsampled with regular mipmapping, against row (4) shows our approach matches this quite
closely. Figure 7.20 gives the numerical difference for a number of mipmap levels, which typically
remain low despite the accumulated error from iterative construction. The main difference is
the deep mipmap still contains many fragments in depth which are representative of the original
geometry, which we now demonstrate using our raycasting approach.
In figure 7.21 the deep images from figure 7.19 are reprojected using the raycasting approach
presented in section 7.5. Row (1) shows a reconstruction using a 512 × 512 deep image. The
reconstruction resolution is 800×600 although unimportant beyond being adequate to show the
detail in the deep image. The geometry broadly matches the original models and in most cases
correctly connects silhouette and overhanging fragments so that a single deep image can be used
for reconstruction. Some holes appear at sharp angles between fragments and grazing angles
to the original projection, particularly in the ship model for which the sampling frequency of
the finer details is often inadequate. Colour stretching, which is more noticeable on the tori
model, also occurs at grazing angles and is unavoidable. There are some incorrect connections,
for example on the dragon’s foot, which are discussed in section 7.8.
Rows (2) and (3) in figure 7.21 both trace a 128 × 128 deep image, however (2) is down-
sampled by discarding deep pixels whereas (3) uses 3D deep image mipmapping. With deep
image mipmapping, the result is much smoother, integrating 16 times the colour information,
contains less geometric errors and is generally more representative of the original deep image
and geometry.
Figure 7.22 demonstrates the accuracy gained from improving fragment connectivity, applied
to both mipmapping and its reprojection. We reduce the connection threshold for the methods in
figures 7.22(a), 7.22(b), 7.22(d) and 7.22(e) from c = 0.2 to c = 0.1 for a better result and to give
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Figure 7.19: Comparing 2D deep image mipmapping. Row (1) the baseline 512 × 512 deep
image composited with transparency, (2) and again but composited from a 128×128 deep image
(equivalent to downsampling by discarding), (3) the baseline composited image downsampled
to 128× 128 with regular mipmapping, and (4) downsampling with “2D” deep mipmapping.
a fair comparison. Our connectivity function, figure 7.22(f), which handles arbitrary points and
normals, gives the most accurate result. The methods from [MMB97; FSE13] (figures 7.22(d)
and 7.22(e)) connect perpendicular facing fragments well but fail at silhouettes where Fnz and
Gnz introduce instability. Interestingly, simply comparing normals and depth in figure 7.22(c)
which does not account well for the case in figure 7.9(d), produces quite good results suggesting
these cases are uncommon.
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Figure 7.20: Error introduced in successive deep mipmap level generation, compared to regular
mipmapping of a composited deep image. Computed with ImageMagic’s compare tool, compare
-metric fuzz.
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Figure 7.21: Comparing raycasting deep images with implicit connectivity against the original
models in figure 7.18. Row (1) tracing the baseline 512×512 resolution deep image, (2) a 128×
128 deep image (equivalent to downsampling by discarding), and (3) the baseline downsampled
to 128× 128 with “3D” deep mipmapping.
∆n = 1−max (0, Fn ·Gn) (7.15)
|
Fnx,y · Lx,y
2Fnz
+
Gnx,y · Lx,y
2Gnz
+Gz − Fz| (7.16)
|
L · Fn
2Fnz
| + |
L ·Gn
2Gnz
| (7.17)87
(a) Depth only (equation 7.4). (b) Basic normal difference (equation 7.15).
(c) Depth and basic normal difference (equation 7.6,
substituting 7.15).
(d) Mark et al. [MMB97] (equation 7.16).
(e) Frey et al. [FSE13] (equation 7.17). (f) Our method using the “half” vector (equa-
tion 7.6).
Figure 7.22: Comparing connect functions used to create a level 2 deep mipmap and raycast it.
Total deep mipmap construction times (all ten levels) are 5, 6 and 7 milliseconds for the tori,
dragon and ship models respectively. The fragment connection function is not computationally
intensive and the sweep algorithm to form connections is O(n). Our raycasting implementation
is not optimized and takes on the order of 0.1–1.0 seconds without space leaping for the 800×600
images above, however the contribution is in the connectivity and implicit surface generation
rather than fast raycasting.
7.8 Discussion and Future Work
The raycasting approach has similarity with the work by Policarpo and Oliveira [PO06] (fig-
ure 7.23(a) shows one of their renders). Intersections with a single deep image is found with
linear stepping and a fast binary search, however this is only possible with solid geometry. Hu
et al. [HHZ+14] use a similar approach, but with three deep images and a further 3D subdivi-
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sion and acceleration structure (a render is shown in figure 7.23(b)). In comparison our tracing
method supports more arbitrary non-solid deep image geometry. This allows more complex
models such as the ship, which also includes transparency. However, artifacts such as holes and
incorrect connections are more common. Other deep image raycasting techniques [BHKW07;
NSS10] use a constant thickness to realize fragments as geometry, but require three deep im-
ages and do not interpolate colour as figure 7.23(c) shows. Xie et al. [XTP07] use a single deep
image and constant fragment thickness as in figure 7.5(c). They discuss errors for choosing a
bad constant, for example those in the soft shadow in figure 7.23(d), however the artifacts are
less noticeable as their application traces secondary rays. The mesh reconstruction methods,
in particular Frey et al. [FSE13] (figure 7.23(e) shows one of their reconstructions), also bear
some similarity although a comparison is difficult as they perform post processing operations
and are generally not aimed at real-time generation.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 7.23: (a) raycasting a single solid deep image with interpolation [PO06]. (b) raytracing
using three solid deep images [HHZ+14]. (c) a mirror reflection traced with three deep images
using a constant fragment thickness [NSS10]. (d) light bleeding in a soft shadow from a bad
constant and missing ray intersections [XTP07]. (e) connecting deep image fragments for mesh
reconstruction [FSE13].
The sweep algorithm from section 7.4 provides fast geometry generation, but there are
some failure cases. These occur when a connection is made when another better connection is
possible. The heuristic which checks for a better connection is only made for one pixel and does
not catch all cases. A brute force search for the best connection would be too expensive for the
desired dynamic applications, but extending the sweep to support more cases would improve
the geometry quality.
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When fragments become too close they are merged to reduce depth complexity. This be-
comes problematic for thin surfaces such as the sails of the ship where near-opposite normals
are summed. Handling such cases (i.e. (Anz > 0) 6≡ (Bnz > 0)) explicitly during merging is one
direction for future work, perhaps also supporting double sided shading.
Currently, connection thresholds are based on a linear relationship between fragment angle
and distance. While preliminary attempts to better match relationships shown in figure 7.11
did not significantly improve the results, this is another source of potential inaccuracy needing
further improvement.
Due to merging close surfaces during mipmapping, our method may break solid geometry
constraints (i.e. front and back fragment pairs) in a deep image. A trivial solution may be to
only merge adjacent front and back facing surfaces, collapsing or discarding the geometry but
a better approach would preserve the information in the remaining surfaces.
Although raycasting has not been a direct focus, it would be beneficial to introduce our
fragment interpolation to deep image raycasting at practical speeds. Space leaping or some
form of acceleration technique is necessary for fast deep image raycasting. The simple distance
field described in section 7.5 has cubic memory usage and an approach with strong connection to
the 2D layout of deep images would address this, perhaps even storing space leaping information
in a deep image. A number of acceleration methods such as the quadtree in [LR98] and the
use of N-Buffers [D0´5] in [LES10] use minimum and maximum depths within stored deep image
layers, which as discussed does not match connected surfaces in the geometry.
7.9 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the concept of sampling and higher level operations to deep images,
also discussing relations to a wide area of related work. Fragment connectivity is elevated as a
necessary feature for such operations.
We have introduced a new method to compute fragment connectivity, using it for two broad
deep image sampling applications. The method has unique features in being fast and dynamic
with no temporary storage, connecting arbitrary fragments without perpendicular bias, sup-
porting non-solid geometry and only requiring a single deep image, still achieving silhouette
connections. Although accuracy does not match solid geometry approaches, it improves upon
basic approaches and is still computationally inexpensive.
The first application, deep image mipmapping, has been shown to reduce aliasing of both
colour and geometry for cases of either 2D or 3D sampling. With this, a downsampled deep
image is of higher quality than one created directly at that resolution. Apart from antialiasing
and level-of-detail this is useful for fast deep image integration, as is discussed in the next
chapter for image space depth of field.
The second application, deep image interpolation and raycasting, has been demonstrated
by reprojecting deep images. The interpolation gives a smooth surface, matching the normals
unlike the quads in figure 7.1(a), gives more rounded silhouettes and supports transparency.
With a fast acceleration technique, this could be used to add more complex detail to surfaces
as in displacement mapping or for full impostor rendering. While the reprojection may not
be refined enough to be used as a primary render, it could be used as a quick deep image
visualization technique. Further possibilities include single ray–deep image lookup, tracing only
short distances within the deep image, or as a fast but approximate mesh reconstruction.
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Chapter 8
Depth of Field
8.1 Introduction
Depth of field (DoF) is the range at which objects appear acceptably in focus with a lens
based camera. However, the term is commonly used to refer to the presence of unfocused areas
outside this range in an image, such as those in figure 8.1, and is widely used in film and
photography. It is important for realism, to convey size, to direct the viewer’s attention and
for many creative purposes. Due to its computational cost, DoF has only relatively recently
been possible in interactive applications such as video games, simulation visualization or offline
rendering preview. The blur in DoF, defocus blur, is particularly expensive when “large” and
spanning many pixels, i.e. very blurry. Even now, its expense limits the maximum blur size for
visually acceptable DoF, especially with the ever increasing resolution of displays.
This chapter presents a new image space technique to render depth of field aiming to ac-
curately model broad features but be competitive with the faster techniques, in particular
computing fast large blur. The approach continues mipmapping ideas in chapter 7 and requires
deep images for partial occlusion effects.
To explain why DoF generation is computationally complex, consider a basic 3D render
which computes a single colour for the centre of each pixel, producing aliasing (sections 2.1.4
and 7.2). As display pixels have area, a more accurate rendering integrates colour contribution
across the pixel, for example using multiple samples or mipmapping surface textures. These
kinds of generated images are essentially using an imaginary perfect pinhole camera. Compared
to those created with a lens, pinhole images are cheaper to compute as only light passing
through one point is captured, as visualized in figure 8.2(a), which produces sharp images at all
distances. The human eye and most cameras use lenses, and although the reduced detail in the
unfocused areas may intuitively seem cheaper to compute, additional computation is required
to integrate light passing through the lens area from multiple directions.
Computing DoF in object space, as in distributed raytracing [CPC84], is a well established
technique. Light passing through the lens is integrated by projecting many rays from the lens
surface into the scene. An alternative interpretation is that points in the scene produce and
reflect light that passes through the lens, forming a cone. The lens focuses this cone towards
the image plane and virtual sensor — a concept that frames the image plane, defining the field
of view and a relation between pixels in the final image and the scene. Unless the light source
is on the focal plane, the cone is not completely focused to a point on the image plane and
instead forms a disc on the sensor known as the circle of confusion (CoC). Figure 8.2(b) shows
light from three points in a scene focused on the sensor, although not necessarily to points.
DoF effects can be approximated quickly in image space by blurring each pixel in an image
generated with a pinhole camera model to match the CoC at its depth. The advantages are
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Figure 8.1: Depth of Field rendered with our method, showing large blur, partial occlusion and
bokeh effects.
(a)
Focal plane
Sensor
Image
Aperture
Image Plane
(b)
Figure 8.2: (a) pinhole camera and (b) lens camera, showing foreground and background surfaces
out of focus.
typical of image based approaches: little alteration to the existing rendering pipeline, easier
processing of discretized geometry, using the image as a cache or proxy of the real geometry
and operating on only what the viewer is looking at. Computing this blur as a reinterpretation
of the physically based raytracing approach is a complex problem and a primary focus of this
chapter.
A key DoF effect, particularly for large defocus, is partial occlusion, where normally hidden
objects in a pinhole image may still be visible to some of the lens, seen as a transparent blur, for
example the dragon seen through the fence in figure 8.1. This presents two difficulties. Firstly,
a pinhole image with just visible fragments is insufficient as it has missing information and
a more robust approach using deep images is required. Secondly, all and only those surfaces
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visible to the lens should be integrated.
The DoF approach presented here attempts a balance between current methods which are
accurate but expensive or fast but quite approximate. It begins by creating a deep image
and treating fragments as discs of light with varying size. We introduce hierarchical fragment
reduction (HFR), a technique similar to 2D deep image mipmapping from chapter 7, which
merges and reduces the number of discs to a manageable size. The sharpness at the edges of
the discs is ambiguous due to the merging, which limits its accuracy as a circular blur. Finally,
the discs are then composited in order of depth, producing a defocus blur. The hierarchies are
used as a lookup to efficiently find discs of all sizes overlapping and contributing to each pixel.
During compositing, surface visibility is approximated with saturation blending. This results
in over-saturated blur in silhouettes and no shadows in the bokeh.
The distinguishing features of HFR based DoF is that it produces large blur quickly, provides
partial occlusion, samples surfaces once per-pixel, and produces an approximate circular blur
for stronger bokeh effects than the Gaussian approaches. In comparison to ray based methods,
which must sample quadratically with blur radius, HFR sums a fixed number of discs per pixel.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 8.2 discusses the relation
between object and image space DoF and some specific image space challenges. Section 8.3
describes the camera model and CoC calculations. Section 8.4 summarizes related work. Our
DoF approach with HFR is detailed in section 8.5, which is split into a description of the input
data and disc interpretation, HFR construction, disc compositing and some specific improve-
ments thereof. Our results and a comparison to other approaches are presented in section 8.6
before giving some directions for further improvement and conclusion in sections 8.7 and 8.8.
8.2 Background
Distributed raytracing is an accurate and straight forward method to compute DoF, albeit in a
brute force fashion. The scene’s contribution to each pixel on the sensor is integrated by tracing
and averaging many rays from each pixel, through points across the lens and into the scene.
Figure 8.3(a) shows colour being computed for just the centre pixel. The result is a blurry mix
of the red foreground and green background dragons. The in-focus blue dragon is not visible to
that pixel, but would be to others and is included for reference.
In distributed raytracing, many intersections occur at the same or very similar locations.
Because the angles between these rays are similar, less or even a single sample can be used to
approximate them all. For example, high density sampling is unnecessary where rays converge
on in-focus surfaces. Similarly, many rays from different pixels may sample the same unfocused
point. Lei and Hughes [LH13] describe the reuse of samples from a raytracer as proxies for other
ray intersections. Generating DoF from a pinhole image does just this, sampling the scene once
and convolving colour from those single samples to create defocus blur. A selective blur (where
the operation varies depending on the pixel being blurred) of a pinhole image, deep or not, is one
interpretation of this operation, but care must be taken in the details with regard to physical
correctness. To this end we describe the defocus blur of a pinhole image as compositing discs
of light cast on the sensor from each fragment.
A brute force method to compute image based DoF, starting with a pinhole rendering as in
figure 8.3(b), begins by interpreting every fragment as a disc with radius computed from the
CoC, as visualized by the circles of varying size in figure 8.3(c). Here the discs exist on the
virtual sensor, but are visualized at fragment positions with relative sizes to show their source
and depth ordering. Each disc covering a pixel (pixel–disc intersection, shown as small black
circles in figure 8.3(c)) represents the equivalent intersection between a lens ray in figure 8.3(a)
and the disc’s centre and original sampling point, i.e. its fragment. We refer to these equivalent
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Figure 8.3: (a) many rays traced from a pixel to integrate colour across the lens. To reproduce
the result in image space, we (b) use rasterization to sample surfaces in the scene, (c) interpret
samples as discs with radius matching the CoC and composite their intersections with per-pixel
rays (essentially splatting). (d) notes some core differences in relation to ray tracing.
intersection rays as “virtual rays”, as noted in figure 8.3(d), which only exist implicitly for
pixel–disc intersections. DoF effects can be created by compositing all discs. Pixel colour
is obtained by summing all covering discs, normalized by their radii, as the light intensity is
“spread thinner” with increasing area. This is essentially splatting, although we expand the
description for a physically based comparison, introducing the problem of surface visibility in
image based DoF.
Figure 8.3(d) shows some inaccuracies with simply compositing discs. The most significant
problem is visibility. Three pixel–disc intersections are shown, however two virtual rays are
blocked (shown with red crosses) by geometry near the first intersection, and their values should
be ignored during compositing. Equivalently, from the point of view of compositing, some discs
should be occluded by other surfaces, partially and in many cases completely. This shadowing
effect is visualized in figure 8.4. We use the term under-occlusion to refer to artifacts in the
result if visibility is not addressed and discs are composited regardless.
Apart from the challenge of correct visibility, a number of less noticeable differences are
common in image based DoF. Figure 8.3(d) shows the difference in angles between the pinhole
ray a fragment/disc was created for and a virtual ray from the disc intersection. In many cases
this angle is small but there may be differences for viewing angle dependent shading such as
specular highlights and reflections in extreme cases. Rasterization produces fragments with an
even density in screen space, however rays from the lens can “see” the sides of objects and
even outside a perspective viewing frustum. This is discussed further in section 8.5.5. Real
lenses gives spherical distortions, chromatic aberrations and produce non-circular and uneven
intensity bokeh, which are not addressed for HFR and left for future work.
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Partially Occluded
Fully Occluded
Figure 8.4: Examples of disc occlusion: A point on the blue surface produces a CoC disc that
is partially shadowed by the red object, and the CoC for a point on the green surface is fully
occluded.
8.3 Circle of Confusion
The circle of confusion (CoC) is the area of light “focused” on the sensor, although not to a
point, from a point in the scene. To create an image based DoF effect, fragments are blurred
across many pixels, treating them as discs with size equal to the CoC and compositing. Previous
figures have shown discs relative to objects in the scene, although the size on the sensor in pixels
is needed for compositing. This section details the CoC, or blur size, calculation with regard
to our camera model. The CoC is found given a fragment distance u, a field of view (FOV)
θ (which remains fixed to match the projection matrix), aperture diameter A and focal plane
distance F .
For simplicity, we use the thin lens model shown in figure 8.5 to compute the CoC radius,
which ignores the effects of light travelling inbetween lens surfaces and lens system elements.
The lens and aperture are placed at the camera origin, which is also the point of perspective
projection convergence. Given the fixed FOV the CoC diameter in pixels, c

, can be calculated
entirely in front of the lens (ignoring light focusing on a virtual image sensor), dividing C by
the projection height at the focal plane and scaling by the vertical viewport resolution, Vh .
However, we describe this calculation including other attributes for a more complete picture
and to allow the virtual model to change focus at a similar rate to a real camera.
A typical camera lens has a fixed focal length f and will actually change the FOV slightly
when focusing. The focal length is the distance parallel rays of light take to converge behind the
lens and is affected by the lens shapes and refractive index (or lens system configuration thereof).
To keep the FOV fixed our lens must change f or both the sensor size h and distance to the
image plane v0 must shift. We choose a fixed sensor height h which gives v0 with equation (8.1)
and find f given the desired focus F . f is obtained with the thin lens equation, (8.2), which
gives a relationship between the distance to a surface point and the distance behind which the
lens focuses its light. The physical CoC diameter on the sensor c is given by (8.3) (C is the
diameter on the focal plane) and our goal is c

(8.5). (8.1) provides the magnification m in
(8.4) and finally h cancels and c

is obtained in equation (8.7) without an explicit lens focal
length, sensor size or distance. Note all values in the large brackets are constant and can be
pre-computed for use in shaders. c

is left signed to distinguish foreground and background
discs.
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Figure 8.5: The lens model for computing the circle of confusion.
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The CoC shape is that of the aperture, which in this chapter is always circular. The intensity
across the CoC disc is uniform, assuming reflected light is even and ignoring optical effects such
as the Fresnel equations and diffraction. For this reason, the more accurate DoF techniques
generate a circular blur, whereas others may use square or Gaussian convolutions for linear
separability and speed. Figure 8.6 demonstrates the difference between the two.
8.4 Related Work
Similarly to distributed raytracing, DoF can be computed using GPU rasterization, averag-
ing the result of many renders while varying the camera projection to simulate rays across a
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.6: (a) sharp image and (b) its Gaussian and (c) circular convolutions (using tone
mapping to exaggerate the effect in lieu of HDR).
lens [HA90]. Each render produces sharp silhouettes which are clearly visible and many renders
of the scene are needed to produce good results. This has high overhead, especially for large
scenes and blur. Yu et al. [YWY10] reduce the number of views needed by filtering via a
light field model. McGuire et al. [MESL10] use stochastic rasterization, expanding triangles
and sampling many times rather than rendering many times. Applying a jitter can replace the
sharper silhouettes in [HA90] with noise which is more visually pleasing.
The above approaches alter the rendering pipeline significantly. To create realistic DoF from
an image, two things are necessary: additional information from hidden surfaces, specifically
just those partially occluded from the lens, and a method to convolve and composite the data
such as a selective blur based on depth.
Blurring has been achieved with summed area tables [HSC+05], simulated heat dif-
fusion [KLO06; KB07; Hol11], filter spreading [KHB09; KTB09] splatting and summing
discs [KZB03; LKC08; LH13], mipmapping [KS07; LKC09], line samples [TPD+12], linearly
separable filters such as [ZCP08] and Gaussian filters [SW12; YWSM13]. Moersch and Hamil-
ton [MH14] introduce a linear time circular convolution, however high memory consumption
limits the blur size.
Many early interactive DoF approaches operate on a flat image with a single layer of colour
and depth. However, these simply lack the data to correctly show partial occlusion despite
extrapolating hidden surface data from surrounding pixels. A number of DoF techniques extract
this data using depth peeling [Eve01] and similar techniques. Lee et al. [LKC08] peel layers
using a radial search with the intent of extracting only those fragments visible to the lens. For
small scenes depth peeling is sufficient as commonly only the first few layers are visible to the
lens. Construction is also in-order, allowing easy first-k capture. For large scenes the multiple
geometry rendering cost of depth peeling can outweigh the overhead of more recent methods
to capture all fragments in a single pass, such as those discussed in chapter 3, or just the first
k [VF14; VPF15]. These techniques also offer opportunity for including transparency while
computing DoF.
Layered DoF techniques such as [SW12; YWSM13] partition a deep image into discrete
depth intervals, apply a fixed size blur to the each interval and composite them for the final
image. These techniques typically suffer discretization artifacts with seams or bleeding between
layers and much of the research discusses their prevention.
Lee et al. [LES09; LES10] trace a depth peeled scene in image space, walking over pixels
similarly to relief/parallax mapping. This method is similar to distributed raytracing methods
except image data caches surface samples. Complex non-thin lens effects and both physically
based and user defined focus and defocus are achieved in [LES10]. Their technique does not
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suffer under-occlusion, mentioned previously and further discussed in section 8.5, however the
number of rays needed to keep noise at acceptable levels increases linearly with blur area, i.e.
quadratically with radius.
Krivanek et al. [KZB03] render depth of field for point based surfaces by splatting into
an A-buffer [Car84]. They employ a similar method to QSplat [RL00] to provide splatting
level-of-detail. Lei and Hughes [LH13] take multi-fragment data from offline rendering, use dual
mipmapping to achieve large blur, then filter and composite via splatting. Our approach is most
similar to these but still with many differences, the main ones being HFR runs at interactive
speeds, is fragment based, does not require the additional storage and sorting of the output
A-buffer in [KZB03], stores and merges lists of fragments to retain targeted information such
as position and composites with a traversal and saturation blending.
8.5 Hierarchical Fragment Reduction
The primary goal for this image based DoF technique is to create large defocus blur with partial
occlusion at interactive rates, yet still compute an apparent circular blur. Sampling geometry
only once by constructing a deep image is a good start, but the challenge is then integrating those
samples cheaply. To do this we introduce hierarchical fragment reduction (HFR), described in
this section.
Fragments are interpreted as discs of light on the sensor, as discussed in section 8.2. Due to
the high number of overlapping discs in the case of large blur, compositing them directly is not
practical, even before addressing sorting for compositing in order. Instead, HFR is in some ways
a targeted adaptive compression technique with an aim to represent many discs with just a few.
HFR merges large and nearby discs to reduce the number overlapping to a manageable size for
compositing. Merged discs form heavier discs with accumulated contribution, representative
of many. Due to an adaptive choice of which pairs to merge first, there is less information
lost during the reduction. It is essentially mipmapping, where 2 × 2 pixels are averaged to
one, recursively until the top 1 × 1 level, except with deep pixels and merging lists instead of
averaging.
Figure 8.7 visualizes the overall process of creating DoF with HFR. It begins by building a
dual hierarchy from a deep image, one for foreground and one for background discs. This sep-
aration is necessary to keep discs ordered by depth during merging and compositing. Similarly
to the deep image mipmapping in chapter 7, each level of the hierarchy is a deep image, half
the resolution of the previous one and built successively from the previous levels, shown by the
red arrows. I.e. both background and foreground level 1s are built from the native resolution
level 0, background level 2 is built from background level 1 etc. A fixed number of discs are
stored in each level, merging pairs during construction until they fit. For example, given a limit
of three discs in level 0, the two green fragments may be merged to one disc. Only the larger
discs are propagated to the upper levels of each hierarchy, for example the red and blue discs.
After the hierarchy is built, the larger discs duplicated in the lower levels are removed, marked
with red crosses. Finally, the discs are composited by stepping through the hierarchy levels and
blending in order of depth, as the green arrow shows. During compositing, discs are assumed
to be visible and accumulated until a threshold has been met and the pixel is deemed fully
occluded.
8.5.1 Input
For deep image construction we use per-pixel linked lists [YHGT10], the Linked List LFB from
chapter 3. Fragment capture is not the bottleneck for DoF and an aim of HFR is to handle
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Figure 8.7: Overview of computing image based DoF with HFR.
arbitrary numbers of fragments, with the possibility of transparency in future work, however
we mention depth peeling and the K+-buffer [VF14] as alternatives.
Fragments become discs, storing a number of attributes which we now detail. Most im-
portantly, 32 bit eye-space depth, u, is stored and used during merging and to dynamically
calculate the CoC radius in pixels r. This is half the CoC diameter from section 8.3, given
again in equation 8.7. Discs also store RGBA8 colour, rgba, image space position, p, packed to
32 bits and a merge count/weight, w, initialized to one. Each disc totals 16 bytes, which we
store in w=0-terminated GL RGBA32F array textures.
r =
c

2
=
u− F
u
(
AVh
4F tan
(
θ
2
)
)
(8.7)
8.5.2 Building The Hierarchy
One method to compute fast blur is downsampling via mipmapping and then upsampling, as is
done in [KS07; LKC09; LH13], and our approach is quite similar. Chapter 7 discussed difficulties
in creating a deep image mipmap and the need for connecting fragments before averaging. HFR
uses the same pyramid structure, or rather two of them, operates on a tile of 2× 2 lists of discs
as in figure 8.8, and “similar” discs are merged which is somewhat like connecting fragments in
deep image mipmapping. Operations differ in determining similarity and then merging.
A limited number of discs in the upper levels of the hierarchy must represent many that
have merged into them. At the core of HFR is a merge operation, detailed in the next section,
which attempts to minimize visual information loss while merging four lists of discs into one.
An important part of this reduction, or form of compression, is retaining positional information
and allowing discs to move smoothly within and between the pixels of each level of the hierarchy,
which we call cells.
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Figure 8.8: Merging a tile of 2× 2 pixel lists of discs to one.
The merge operation is applied once on the deep image input to build the central level zero,
shown in figure 8.7. This reduces any high depth complexity pixels to a fixed size and keeps
the data type in all levels consistent, rather than use the input LFB as level zero. Next, two
hierarchies are built by merging all distinct 2 × 2 per-pixel lists in the central deep image and
again recursively until the top 1× 1 resolution level is reached.
At each iteration, input discs below a threshold radius CoCt for that level are ignored. The
threshold is set to the size of a level’s cell in pixels, i.e. CoCt = 2
l where l is the level. Discs up
to a radius of 2CoCt are to be composited and larger discs remain to be propagated in the next
merge iteration. After all levels are built the discs larger than 2CoCt in each level are removed,
truncating the lists by setting w to zero and avoiding unnecessary checks during compositing.
8.5.3 Disc Merging
The merge operation begins by attempting to place all discs into a local fixed-size array, one
at a time in sorted order. If the array is full, the two most similar discs are merged, taking
inspiration from adaptive transparency [SML11], at the same time attempting to keep overall
disc weights small. To this end a function σ is defined (equation 8.10), which compares discs
based on a difference, ∆, and total weight, ω, (equations (8.8) and (8.9)) and choose candidate
discs producing a minimum. The level threshold radius, CoCt, normalizes distance and weight
values. The difference and weight metrics are somewhat contradictory as merging similar discs
increases the overall difference and merging lighter discs evens it out. The weight term is
necessary to reduce noise, particularly temporal, created by an imbalance of light and heavy
discs. Despite keeping sorted order, the initial merge is fast as the array size is small. We use
arrays of 16 discs as the baseline in section 8.6. Subsequent merge operations are also fast as
discs are already sorted.
∆(A,B) = (Argba −Brgba) · (Argba −Brgba)
+(Au −Bu)
2
+
(Ap −Bp) · (Ap −Bp)
CoC2t
(8.8)
ω(A,B) =
Aw +Bw
CoC2t
(8.9)
σ(A,B) = ∆(A,B) + ω(A,B) (8.10)
When a merge is necessary, a search for two candidates producing minimum σ is performed.
Discs with similar depth are likely to have similar radius and be from the same surface so the
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search can be limited to only include adjacent pairs in the sorted array, which greatly improves
performance. When found, the candidates are merged, averaging all attributes by weight as in
equation 8.11 except w itself which is summed.
C =
AwA+BwB
Aw +Bw
, Cw = Aw +Bw (8.11)
Once input discs have been inserted and any merge operations completed the data is written
back to global memory.
8.5.4 Compositing DoF
After the hierarchy is constructed, the discs are composited with a travesal of the levels in
order from foreground, to the centre in-focus level zero, to background. A gather operation in
image based DoF would normally need to conservatively search for contributing colour from a
selective blur. However, the hierarchy acts as a spatial data structure, with levels partitioning
by depth, each level an appropriately sized uniform grid for its discs and lists of discs already
sorted by depth. While HFR is still a gather operation, the use of this data structure introduces
similarities with splatting approaches.
While rendering a full screen polygon, each pixel blends all overlapping discs from each
level of the hierarchy in turn until fully occluded. This method ignores true disc visibility and
approximates it with ordered saturation blending, as is now discussed.
Going back to the concept of virtual ray intersections from section 8.2, discs in the upper
levels are now inexact from lossy compression and represent larger surface areas. Rather than
one virtual ray, each disc is the intersection of a portion of rays from the lens. There is no
information about previous intersections along the virtual rays and the rays do not align with
other discs so this information cannot be directly queried. This is partly advantageous as the
intersection density is dynamic and there are no tight clusters at the focal plane as there are
with the ray based approaches. However a drawback is the increased challenge of visibility
determination, a significant problem in image based DoF. One method to correctly compute
visibility in our case is using a lens space depth buffer, as discussed in section 8.7. The problem
is similar to those discussed in section 2.2.1. Instead, we approximate visibility, assuming each
disc intersects a maximum amount of rays from the lens even if some should have intersected
geometry elsewhere. We term incorrect visibility in this case under-occlusion, introduced in
section 8.2. Discs or parts of discs that should be hidden may incorrectly add contribution and
in turn obscure discs further back. The visual result is over-saturated silhouettes and missing
shadows in background bokeh.
Each pixel simply sums disc colours, weighted by α. Unlike α used for transparency in previ-
ous chapters, here it represents an uneven coverage distribution (as discussed in section 2.2.1) of
virtual rays intersecting with the scene. All virtual rays are said to be occluded when the total
weight reaches one. This is the same as saturation blending, given in equation 8.12, where the
source colour S of the disc is added to the destination colour D. Using classic alpha blending
would be inaccurate as successive disc intersections are commonly from the same surface and
represent intersections with entirely different rays rather than a uniform ratio of the remainder.
Saturation blending is an approximation but errs on the side of more opaque silhouettes rather
than seeing through solid objects.
s = min(1−Da, αSa)
Drgba = Drgba + s 〈Srgb, 1〉 (8.12)
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At each level in the hierarchy, discs with a radius between one and two cells are composited.
Thus, a search within a 5 × 5 cell area is performed. Ideally, discs from these 25 arrays would
be sorted, but this is quite expensive. A seeming alternative might be to apply the merge
operation, however discontinuities between the results of neighbouring cells’ merges would cause
visible clipping of discs. Instead, by compositing all 25 arrays in parallel, as in figure 8.9, the
error in not sorting is reduced. This process is summarized in algorithm 4. Note, ramp, b and
blend affect the disc contribution and are discussed in section 8.5.5.
composite()
screen pixel
Figure 8.9: Compositing discs for a pixel within a radius of 2 for a single level in the HFR
hierarchy.
Algorithm 4 HFR compositing pass
function composite(disc)
R =
discr
CoCt
⊲ b < R ≤ 2
d =
pixelp − discp
discr
α =
discw · ramp(d) · blend(R)
disc2r
saturate(pixelrgba, discrgba, α)
end function
In the fragment shader of a full-screen pass:
for all levels do
for all 5× 5 neighbour arrays do
for all discs do
composite(disc)
if Da = 1 then ⊲ If full saturation
return
end if
end for
end for
end for
To partially support transparency the contribution is scaled by the surface transparency,
Sa. This is correct for a single transparent surface or to model coverage as in the fence scene in
section 8.6, however increased saturation represents a complete ray intersection and in the case
of transparency rays should continue but with less transmittance.
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8.5.5 Smooth Blending
A CoC disc is an unfocused area of light from a point in the scene. As pixels have area the
contribution from a disc should be the integral of all CoCs across the surface the fragment
represents within the pixel. Similarly, heavy discs in upper hierarchy levels are the aggregate
of many discs across an area. We approximate the sum of many discs using an alpha ramp to
create soft edges as shown in figure 8.10. A direct solution based on a square–circle intersection
is possible but produces poor bokeh for very large blur in high contrast scenes. For this reason,
we empirically choose the ramp in equation 8.13, with a hardness value H = 1.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.10: (a) many constant-alpha discs within a pixel are (b) approximated with a single
disc and radial alpha function.
rampl(d) = min (H · (1− d), 1)
ramps(d) = rampl(d)−
sin (rampl(d) ∗ 2π)
2π
(8.13)
With fragment merging occurring at fixed depth intervals, popping or minor seams in depth
may be visible. Similarly to the layered approaches [SW12; YWSM13], we allow discs to fade
in/out before and after their merge. To do so, the radius relative to CoCt, R =
r
CoCt
, is used
to scale the saturation contribution for each disc with equation 8.14. The constant blend factor
0.5 < b < 1 defines how sharply the blend occurs over R’s interval, for which we use 0.75. As
merged discs must now be drawn before they reach R = 1, the threshold for merging must be
relaxed to b < R. A side effect in addressing the discrete merging this way is some out of order
blending.
blend(R) = clamp
(
min
(
R− b
1− b
,
2−R
2− 2b
)
, 0, 1
)
(8.14)
A deep image has most of the information needed for DoF, however there are a few edge
cases, as shown in figure 8.11. With the method so far, surfaces become transparent at image
edges as there is no data outside the projection, also noted by [LH13]. To address this, each disc’s
contribution is normalized, dividing by the number of same-size discs potentially contributing
to each pixel. The value is the area of intersection between the image and a circle at the pixel’s
position with the disc’s radius. We cache this circle–square intersection function in a texture.
An alternative may be to render with a wider projection and crop back to the original, however
extreme cases may require a much wider projection.
8.6 Results
To assess the speed and visual performance of DoF with HFR we use a benchmark approach. We
use three scenes and compute large defocus blur shown in figure 8.12. The atrium is a medium
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Outside pinhole view
Parallel or backface
∴ No rasterizer samples
Figure 8.11: Edge cases where pinhole images miss data needed for depth of field.
Figure 8.12: A visual comparison using the atrium, bridge and fence scenes. The top row is ray-
traced reference images, followed by DoF generated with HFR, Rays [LES10] and Layers [SW12].
Rendering times are given in table 8.1.
depth complexity scene, the bridge uses HDR materials for bokeh, and the fence emphasizes
partial occlusion. All scenes are rendered with a GTX Titan at HD 1920×1080 resolution, higher
than those previously reported by interactive work to highlight the importance of increasing
display resolution. It is reasonable to assume much larger displays are soon to be common, i.e.
4K displays.
We compare HFR against two current DoF approaches: raycasting depth peeled im-
ages [LES10], which we label “Rays”, and partitioning a depth peeled scene into layers by CoC,
blurring and compositing [SW12] “Layers”. Unless otherwise specified, we use 16 discs per cell
in the HFR hierarchy, except for the centre level for which we use 4. A small global disc scale
was applied to match the reference CoC radius. Note that these values and those discussed
earlier need only be set once; the method is robust across all scenes. Like [SW12] we note
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little information about the ray intersection test is given in [LES10]. We use N-buffers [D0´5]
to bound the ray footprint, and at most 100 iterations per ray, however, we found 12 binary
search iterations were needed especially in the bridge scene. Applying per-ray jitter is necessary
but destroys cache, significantly affecting performance. Unless otherwise stated, we use 16 rays
per-pixel and depth peel 4 times. The Layers implementation uses a min/max mipmap of the
depth buffer to bound the blur radius intervals, 28 layers unless otherwise stated and 4 depth
peeling iterations. To support bright surfaces HFR and Rays uses 8 bits per channel colour
precision with tone mapping, while Layers uses 16 bit textures.
Compared to the reference images in the top row figure 8.12, HFR produces convincing (in
that key visual features broadly match), smooth and in particular large defocus blur. The tech-
nique can globally handle more complex geometry such as the atrium, bokeh effects are produced
implicitly due to the bright lights in the bridge scene, and partial occlusion is demonstrated in
the fence scene where the entire dragon is visible.
Some noticeable differences between the reference and HFR images are in the lower left of
the bridge scene where surfaces appear to bulge outwards and there are no shadows in the bokeh
from a barely discernible lamp post, both caused by under-occlusion. Sharp colour differences
can be made out particularly in large bokeh where the merge operation has most likely combined
overlapping surfaces or a disc that should be hidden is composited. This together with discrete
merge paths produces some temporal flickering and popping to disc colour, yet position appears
smooth.
The raycasting method becomes very noisy in areas of large blur as the number of rays are
not increased quadratically as needed, but all DoF features can still be seen. The layered DoF
approach produces the distinctly Gaussian and smooth blur which and cannot produce strong
bokeh. High contrast silhouettes can reveal discrete blur radii at depth interval boundaries,
for example, the nearly in-focus street lights. Under-occlusion may also present, but not as
obviously as in HFR.
Table 8.1 provides rendering times for the scenes in figure 8.12 and shows HFR achieving
interactive rendering times for all scenes. It is also the fastest for the atrium and bridge scenes.
The fence scene is a good case for Layers as the maximum blur size is relatively small. The
bottleneck in HFR is the time taken to traverse the data structure and composite the discs.
PPLL construction takes ∼ 3% of the total time, HFR construction ∼ 17% and compositing
∼ 80%. At HD resolution, HFR memory usage is at least 393MB and up to 508MB in the case
of the atrium for PPLLs. Rays and Layers use 162MB, 626MB respectively.
Scene Atrium Bridge Fence
HFR 154 274 237
Rays 589 1042 886
Layers 165 492 79
Table 8.1: HFR DoF rendering times in milliseconds for the scenes in figure 8.12.
Figure 8.13(a) shows where HFR really excels: fast defocus blur for large apertures. Values
are spaced in f-stops where the CoC area doubles with each. It can be seen that HFR scales
gradually as compositing has constant complexity. ∼ 25 discs are enough to fully saturate a
pixel regardless of disc size or weight, although much more are often needed in practice with
blurry disc edges and blending between layers. Layers scales quite sharply with additional
separable blur radius and even through the number of rays remains fixed (producing quite
noisy blur), the wide traces become very expensive in Rays. Figure 8.13(c) shows HFR scales
well with resolution, out-performing Rays and matching Layers at HD resolution for the atrium.
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Figure 8.13(b) shows the number of discs per hierarchy cell in HFR, rays per pixel and depth
interval layers all have a linear affect on performance. Note that the number of discs and layers
need not be increased much further for most scenes, however, more rays are needed to reduce
noise for larger blur.
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Figure 8.13: Performance effects from increasing (a) aperture size, (b) rays/discs per cell/layers
(with values used elsewhere marked) and increasing (c) the window size for the atrium scene.
8.7 Future Work
To solve the most significant visual inaccuracy, under-occlusion, a method to correctly compute
surface visibility is needed. One possibility is a lens space depth buffer, hinted at as the grey disc
in figure 8.3(d). If this method were hierarchical to match varying ray densities it would take
advantage of the implicitly even image space sampling density of HFR. Furthermore, similarly
modelling transmittance would allow correct transparency rendering.
The higher levels of the hierarchy with fewer but larger discs are still composited at native
resolution. This accuracy is not necessary and is an opportunity for optimization. For the
foreground levels, simply reducing the splat resolution is trivial, however implementing this
with correct saturation blending in the background is more complicated.
Even with blending, merging always occurs at fixed radii thresholds and the discretization
artifacts are still visible. By adjusting the threshold randomly across the image, disc merging
is even less obvious. Unfortunately choosing a random metric that does not introduce temporal
noise is challenging and left for future work.
HFR is very fast for large blur but expensive for quite small blur. A hybrid approach that
builds and composites just the higher levels of the hierarchy around another DoF technique
would save memory and keep the performance benefits.
We believe merging within cells of the regular grid is a significant factor of temporal noise
and a merging scheme with more freedom may help. This may also make it possible to scale
disc hardness by weight to allow sharper bokeh.
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8.8 Conclusion
Depth of field is an important and increasingly used effect in interactive applications. Com-
puting convincing and large defocus blur in real-time is a complex and unsolved problem. We
have presented hierarchical fragment reduction, a similar technique to deep image mipmapping,
and used it to generate approximate image based depth of field. The approach is discussed in
relation to physically based models and represents an alternative to other image based DoF
approaches, for which a comparison is given and some strengths and limitations are shown.
Overall very large defocus blur with partial occlusion and strong bokeh is achieved at near
interactive speeds. It is faster than current approaches for large blur and likewise scales well
with resolution. The visual approximations, temporal artifacts and performance for small blur
make this approach more suitable for a fast preview until they can be resolved.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis has investigated deep images for use in image space techniques in real-time render-
ing, a growing area of work with ties to image based rendering and compositing. Techniques
to improve fundamental deep image operations on the GPU have been introduced, providing
increased performance and new features and in doing so addressing the research questions.
The following summarizes our contributions from previous chapters and emphasizes some key
directions for future work.
While deep images are at the core of this work, OIT rendering is a primary application and
a large portion aims to improve it. Techniques to efficiently capture and store deep images
have been compared. There are some small differences in performance, memory use, ease of
implementation and features such as constant time random access. An approach to explicitly
coalescing memory access among shader threads has been presented, which is a complex problem
due to the varying data and raster order. While small improvements are shown we feel there is
sill scope for further exploration.
Sorting has been found to be an overwhelming bottleneck in OIT for deep scenes and is a
primary focus. Two techniques, backwards memory allocation and register-based block sort,
have been introduced and used to perform fast sorting of many small lists. Together, these give
an order of magnitude increase to overall OIT rendering time of deep scenes. This contribution
enables real-time exact transparency rendering for complex scenes that was not previously
possible, provides fast sorting for future applications which need sorted deep images, and in
the process discusses strategies for improving shader performance. For some of the scenes
investigated, sorting is no longer the bottleneck which raises the importance of further work
in efficient fragment capture and storage. Due to its super-linear computational complexity
sorting deep images will likely need further investigation too, especially for even larger, deeper
scenes and increasing display resolutions. An approach to take advantage of spatial coherence
when sorting was investigated, from which we observed minor performance increases in real
scenes. However, some synthetic tests indicate there is more potential, making it a promising
topic for future work.
Furthering the important yet simple notion of deep images in OIT, we have explored broader
concepts, where deep images are not just per pixel lists but a form of discretized geometry and
where adjacent fragments interact and connect. This is essentially image based rendering, as
in layered depth images, but with a focus on unifying deep image concepts and terminology.
Sampling, filtering, interpolation and mipmapping terms, typical in image processing, are re-
lated to deep images and some preliminary techniques are presented. Using these, deep images
are reprojected with raycasting and downsampled with mipmapping, both using an implicit
fragment connectivity approach with some unique features. These deep image concepts and
operations are foundations for more complex image space techniques. Future work includes
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further investigation of deep image geometry representations and interpolation, beyond implicit
bilinear patches and polygons. Our connectivity model supports non solid geometry and im-
proving its accuracy to match that of the solid approaches is of immediate interest. A large
number of applications use deep images and further expansion of concepts, operations and new
applications, such as mipmapping in the presented depth of field approach, is another direction
for future work.
To generate depth of field effects in image space, a targeted form of deep image mipmapping,
hierarchical fragment reduction, has been introduced. A focus is on relating physical models
and raytracing approaches. This allows quickly rendering large defocus blur effects with partial
occlusion, although error from visibility approximations is a primary area for future work.
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